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AbstratMany important data analysis tasks an be addressed by formulatingthem as probability estimation problems. For example, a popular generalapproah to automati lassi�ation problems is to learn a probabilistimodel of eah lass from data in whih the lasses are known, and thenuse Bayes's rule with these models to predit the orret lasses of otherdata for whih they are not known. Anomaly detetion and sienti�disovery tasks an often be addressed by learning probability models overpossible events and then looking for events to whih these models assignlow probabilities. Many data ompression algorithms suh as Hu�manoding and arithmeti oding rely on probabilisti models of the datastream in order ahieve high ompression rates.In this thesis we examine several aspets of probability estimation al-gorithms. In partiular, we fous on the automati learning and use ofprobability models based on Bayesian networks, a onvenient formalismin whih the probability estimation task is split into many simpler sub-tasks. We also emphasize omputational eÆieny. First, we provideBayesian network-based algorithms for losslessly ompressing large dis-rete datasets. We show that these algorithms an produe ompressionratios dramatially higher than those ahieved by popular ompressionprograms suh as gzip or bzip2, yet still maintain megabyte-per-seonddeoding speeds on well-aged onventional PCs. Next, we provide algo-rithms for quikly learning Bayesian network-based probability modelsover domains with both disrete and ontinuous variables. We show howreently developed methods for quikly learning Gaussian mixture mod-els from data [Moo99℄ an be used to learn Bayesian networks modelingomplex nonlinear relationships over dozens of variables from thousandsof datapoints in a pratial amount of time. Finally we explore a largespae of tree-based density learning algorithms, and show that they an beused to quikly learn Bayesian networks that an provide aurate densityestimates and that are fast to evaluate.
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Chapter 1
Introdution
1.1 Bakground: Bayesian networksSuppose we have a domain onsisting of a set of N variables ~X = (X1; X2; : : :XN ).For the moment, assume that eah variableXi is disrete | that is, that it an take onsome �nite possible set of values. (A binary variable that an only take on the values\true" or \false" is an example of suh a variable.) Now suppose we wish to modelthe statistial relationships between these variables with a probability distributionP (X1; X2; : : : ; XN) that allows us to alulate the probability that any given eventj will assign the values ~xj = (xj1; xj2; : : : ; xjN) to ~X. What sort of models might weemploy?The most general possible model to use in this situation would be a lookup tableontaining one probability for every possible ombination of values that ould beassigned to ~X. However, when there are many variables, this table an be extremelylarge | for example, if the domain onsists of 30 binary variables, then this tablewould ontain 230 (over a billion) probabilities. This an be impratial for multiplereasons. First, even if the domain is known well enough that suh a table ould bespei�ed with perfet auray, there may be situations in whih we wish to be ableto answer questions suh as \What is the probability that X2 is false and X5 is true?"without speifying the values of all the other variables. To answer suh questionswith a lookup table would require summing over all the table entries onsistent withthe spei�ed variable values, and the number of suh entries grows exponentially withthe number of variables in the domain. Seond, we will often need to learn the model1



P ( ~X) from a �nite set of previously observed events. In suh senarios, the number ofevents we need to observe in order to aquire aurate estimates for the probabilitiesin the lookup table also grows exponentially with the number of variables.Bayesian networks (otherwise known as belief networks) are a popular method forrepresenting joint probability distributions over many variables. (See, e.g., [Pea88℄.)A Bayesian network ontains a direted ayli graphG with one vertex Vi in the graphfor eah variable Xi in the domain. The direted edges in the graph speify a set ofindependene relationships between the variables. De�ne ~�i to be the set of variableswhose nodes in the graph are \parents" of Vi. The set of independene relationshipsspei�ed by a given graph is then as follows: given the values of ~�i but no otherinformation, Xi is onditionally independent of all variables orresponding to nodesthat are not Vi's desendants in the graph. This set of independene relationshipsallows us to fator the joint probability distribution P ( ~X) in the following manner:P ( ~X) = NYi=1P (Xij ~�i);where P (Xij ~�i) is the onditional probability distribution of Xi given ~�i.For example, Figure 1.1 shows the struture of a Bayesian network for a some-what faetious medial domain with six binary variables. The network represents thefollowing fatorization of the joint distribution:P (V; C;M;R;H; S) = P (V ) � P (C) � P (M j V ) � P (R j C;M) � P (H j C;M) � P (SjM)
C M

V

SHR

Martian
Death Flu

Spontaneous
Combustion

HeadacheRunny Nose

Common Cold

Visited
Mars Figure 1.1: An example Bayesiannetwork struture.

In addition to its graph struture, a Bayesian network also needs a set of tablesspeifying how eah variable's probability distribution depends on the values of itsparent variables in the graph. For example, for R, we might have the following table:2



C M P (R = 0 j C;M) P (R = 1 j C;M)0 0 0.95 0.050 1 0.50 0.501 0 0.10 0.901 1 0.02 0.98If in addition to G we also speify P (Xij ~�i) for every variable Xi, then we havespei�ed a valid probability distribution P ( ~X) over the entire domain.Any joint probability distribution P ( ~X) an be represented with a Bayesian net-work. In the ase where no independenies between variables exist, the joint distribu-tion an be modelled with a fully onneted Bayesian network in whih eah variablehas all previous variables as its parents, where some arbitrary ordering of the vari-ables is used to determine preedene. For example, if this ordering is X1; : : : ; XN ,then the fully onneted Bayesian network with respet to this ordering orrespondsto the equation P ( ~X) = NYi=1P (XijX1; : : : ; Xi�1):The total number of independent parameters required for suh a network would beidential to the number of independent parameters in the lookup-table representationof P ( ~X) | for example, 2N � 1 in the ase of N binary variables. However, whenindependenies exist between variables and the Bayesian network therefore has fewerparents per variable, the Bayesian network requires many fewer parameters to speifythe joint distribution. For example, the Bayesian network in Figure 1.1 requires1+1+2+4+4+2 = 14 independent parameters, as opposed to the 63 that would berequired with a fully onneted network. Thus, a sparsely onneted Bayesian networkstruture essentially provides a method for breaking the problem of estimating ajoint distribution P ( ~X) into a set of onditional probability estimation problemsP (Xij ~�i), eah of whih involves only a relatively small number of variables. Whenwe are attempting to learn P ( ~X) from a �nite set of datapoints, the fat that theseonditional distributions require many fewer total parameters means that the jointdistribution an be learned more aurately using the Bayesian network representationthan with the lookup-table respresentation. This an be true even when the Bayesiannetwork struture e�etively assumes independenies that are not atually present inthe domain, as long as the most important dependenies are modelled.There are other ways in whih joint probability distributions an be split into prod-uts of fators eah of whih involves only a few variables. For example, Markov ran-3



dom �elds (see [KS80℄ for a tutorial), also known as Markov networks (e.g. [Pea88℄),are undireted graphs whose strutures speify fatorizations of the formP ( ~X) = � CY=1 ( ~S);where  2 f1; 2; : : : ; Cg denotes a partiular lique in the undireted network, ~S � ~Xdenotes the set of variables assoiated with the set of verties in lique ,  ( ~S)denotes a funtion over the variables in ~S, and � is onstant guaranteeing that theprobability distribution is normalized to 1. Markov networks and Bayesian networksare both speial ases of hain graphs (see e.g. [Lau96℄) in whih direted ars on-net various subgraphs, eah of whih is internally onneted with undireted ars;the direted graph over these undireted omponents must be ayli. There are er-tain advantages to using graphial models that allow undireted ars, suh as Markovnetworks, but there are notable disadvantages as well. In general, if we must learnthe appropriate lique funtions  ( ~S) from data, then omputing the appropriatenormalization onstant � an beome omputationally intratable. One major exep-tion is when the liques are of reasonably small size and the model is deomposable;in Markov networks, deomposability orresponds to the undireted graph being tri-angulated (see e.g. [Ber73℄). However, as it turns out, all Markov networks that aredeomposable an also be modelled as Bayesian networks, although not all Bayesiannetworks orrespond to deomposable models. Deomposable models with reasonablysmall lique sizes an be used to eÆiently perform arbitrary probability inferene ex-atly | that is, suh joint models P ( ~X) an be used to eÆiently ompute onditionalprobabilities P ( ~Hj ~E) for arbitrary sets of variables ~H � ~X and ~E � ~X. However,throughout this thesis we will fous primarily on appliations for whih arbitrary in-ferene is not neessary, in whih ase our models need not be deomposable. Finally,there are situations in whih Bayesian networks lend themselves more naturally toertain omputational operations suh as ompression. Therefore we will restrit ourattention in this thesis to Bayesian networks.1.2 Thesis OverviewIn Chapter 2, we provide Bayesian network-based algorithms for losslessly ompress-ing large disrete datasets. First, we examine the use of Bayesian networks in on-juntion with arithmeti oding. We use ordinary Bayesian networks to ompress4



datapoints on an individual basis, and dynami Bayesian networks to ompress se-quenes of datapoints in whih adjaent datapoints are highly orrelated. We alsoexamine modi�ed Bayesian networks in whih variables are automatially groupedtogether in order to improve the ompression rates ahievable with Hu�man oding,whih is signi�antly more omputationally eÆient than arithmeti oding. We showthat these algorithms an produe ompression ratios dramatially higher than areahieved by popular ompression programs suh as gzip or bzip2 while maintainingmegabyte-per-seond deoding speeds on well-aged onventional PCs.The rest of the thesis onentrates on pratial learning algorithms for Bayesiannetworks that model both disrete and ontinuous variables. In Chapter 3, weshow how reently developed algorithms for quikly learning aurate low-dimensionalGaussian mixture models from data [Moo99℄ an be used to learn joint distributionsover dozens of ontinuous and disrete variables. We do so by using automatiallylearned Bayesian network strutures to ombine mixtures learned from di�erent sub-sets of variables and datapoints. Finally, in Chapter 4, we explore and develop alarge spae of tree-based models for onditional density estimation, and algorithmswith whih to learn them. As in Chapter 3, these density estimators are then usedin automatially learned Bayesian networks to model joint distributions over manyontinuous and disrete variables. While the models in Chapters 3 and 4 have notyet been applied to ompression problems, they were designed partially with thatpotential appliation in mind. In partiular, the models developed in Chapter 4 arequite fast to learn and evaluate, and have other properties that make them appealingfor ompression.
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Chapter 2
Bayesian Networks for DisreteDataset Compression
The reent explosion in researh on probabilisti data mining algorithms suh asBayesian networks has been foused primarily on their use in diagnostis, preditionand eÆient inferene. In this hapter, we examine the use of Bayesian networksfor a di�erent purpose: lossless ompression of large datasets. We present methodsfor automatially learning Bayesian networks and dynami Bayesian networks to usewith arithmeti oding, as well as modi�ed Bayesian networks to use with Hu�manoding. These algorithms often ahieve signi�antly better ompression ratios thanahieved with popular ompression algorithms suh as those used by gzip and bzip2.2.1 Bakground: Compression TehniquesIn this setion we provide a very brief introdution to ommon ompression teh-niques. For more omprehensive desriptions, see an introdutory textbook on om-pression (e.g. [Say96℄, [WMB99℄).Ditionary TehniquesPerhaps the most ommonly used lass of ompression algorithms is the set of \di-tionary tehniques" used in general-purpose ompression programs suh as gzip.Ditionary-based algorithms maintain ditionaries ontaining sequenes of souresymbols. Whenever the soure ontains a symbol sequene that appears in the ditio-nary, that sequene's position in the ditionary is enoded rather than the individual7



symbols themselves. For example, the LZ77 algorithm [ZL77℄ and its derivatives main-tain a sliding window of the soure symbols enoded in the immediate past; when anew soure symbol sequene is enountered that mathes a sequene ontained inthe window, the sequene's position in the window and its length are enoded. TheLZ78 algorithm [ZL78℄ and its derivatives suh as LZW [Wel84℄ maintain tables ofpreviously seen sequenes, and enode soure sequenes via their positions in thetable.These algorithms an be shown to ahieve asympotially optimal ompressionrates [Ziv78℄; however, they may require the use of unmanageably large ditionariesin order to do so.Arithmeti CodingArithmeti oding (developed by Rissanen [Ris76℄ and Paso [Pas76℄; see Witten,Neal, and Cleary [WNC87℄ for a tutorial) allows sequenes of symbols to be enodednearly optimally without requiring the enumeration of all possible soure ode se-quenes of length k. Arithmeti oding e�etively maps an entire sequene of souresymbols to a real number between 0 and 1. The arithmeti enoder begins with arange R = [0; 1). As eah symbol in the soure sequene is enoded, the urrentrange R is subdivided into a partitions, where a is the number of possible values thesymbol ould have taken on; the size of eah of these partitions is proportional to theprobability of symbol taking on the orresponding value. The urrent range is thenrestrited to the partition orresponding to the soure symbol being enoded.For example, suppose we have a soure sequene where eah soure symbol antake on one of three values, s1, s2, and s3, with probabilities .1, .6, and .3, respetively.The range R = [0; 1) is initially split into the subranges [0; :1); [:1; :7); and [:7; 1). Ifthe �rst symbol to enode is s2, then the enoder restrits R to [:1; :7). This range isthen further subdivided into the three subranges [:1; :16); [:16; :52); and [:52; :7). If theseond symbol to enode is s3, then R is set to [:52; 7), and so forth. (See Figure 2.1for a diagram of this proess.) When all the symbols in the soure sequene havebeen oded, the enoder outputs the binary representation of a number within itsurrent range R to a suÆient preision to disambiguate it from all numbers outsideof R. If the sequene enoded is s1; : : : ; sk, then the number of bits required for thisdisambiguation is � logP (s1; : : : ; sk);plus one or a few more depending on the partiulars of the implementation. Taking8



the expetation of this quantity over all possible soure symbol sequenes tells us thatthe expeted number of bits required to enode k symbols is approximatelyXs1;:::;sk�P (s1; : : : ; sk) logP (s1; : : : ; sk) = H(s1; : : : ; sk)where H(s1; : : : ; sk) is the entropy of P (s1; : : : ; sk). Sine this is the information-theoreti minimum average number of bits required to enode a soure sequenewith distribution P (s1; : : : ; sk) (see, e.g., [CT91℄), arithmeti enoding approahesoptimality in the limit as k approahes in�nity.
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.538 Figure 2.1: Restrition of the rangeR during arithmeti enoding whileenoding the symbol s2 followed bys3
As desribed above, arithmeti oding appears to require the use of arbitrary-preision arithmeti operations in order to manipulate the urrent range R. However,it is possible to use limited-preision integer arithmeti to approximate \perfet"arithmeti oding. This typially results in a negligible inrease in the number ofbits required for the enoding, and drastially redues the omputational expense ofompression and deompression.One important advantage of arithmeti oding is that it may be used in onjun-tion with any algorithm for modelling probability distributions over soure symbols,although some models an be used more pratially than others. Models that moreaurately predit the probability distribution of the next symbol as a funtion of pre-viously oded symbols ahieve better ompression ratios. The problem of ompressinga dataset thus redues to the problem learning an aurate probabilisti model of thatdata.Hu�man CodingGiven a small disrete set of soure symbols and their assoiated probabilities, asimple greedy algorithm developed by David Hu�man [Huf51℄ an be used to �nd9



an optimal ode with whih to enode soure symbols on an individual basis. Thealgorithm is based on the insight that there must exist an optimal ode suh that thetwo least likely soure symbols are enoded with bit patterns that are of equal lengthand di�er only in their last bit. The algorithm grows a binary tree in a \bottom-up" fashion by onseutively merging pairs of subtrees orresponding to groups ofsoure symbols; at any point the two groups with the lowest total probability aremerged. For example, onsider the oding problem in Figure 2.2. Assume we have�ve possible soure symbols with the probabilities shown in part (1) of the �gure.The two symbols with the least probability are B and D, with probabilities of .05 and.10 respetively. These two symbols are merged into a group with a total probabilityof .15; this group orresponds to the depth-1 subtree at the bottom right of part (2)of the �gure. Now, the two groups with the least total probability are the group forB and D (total probability .15) and the group for C (probability .20), so these twogroups are merged; and so forth. The resulting sequene of group merges produesthe tree shown in part (2) of the �gure. The binary Hu�man ode assigned to a givensoure symbol is then determined by the sequene of left/right branh deisions inthis tree required to reah the symbol, as shown in part (3) of the �gure. The averagenumber of bits required to enode a single soure symbol with this Hu�man ode,assuming the symbol is drawn from a probability distribution aording to part (1)of the �gure, is 2 � :32 + 3 � :05 + 2 � :20 + 3 � :10 + 2 � :33 = 2:15:This is the lowest possible number of bits if eah soure symbol must be enodedindependently with an integral number of bits.Unfortunately, if the probability for one partiular soure symbol is very high,Hu�man oding an be ineÆient, as the ode requires at least one bit for eah souresymbol enoded (unlike arithmeti oding). For example, if there are only two possiblesoure symbols, eah will require one bit to enode, even if one value is vastly morelikely than the other. However, one an alleviate this problem by grouping sequenesof soure symbols together in bloks of k symbols and using Hu�man oding on thesebloks rather than the individual soure symbols; as k inreased, Hu�man enodingwill approah optimality, although are must taken to prevent unmanageably largeodebooks from resulting. In Setion 2.3.1, we will desribe a modi�ed Bayesiannetwork learning algorithm that will automatially �nd good groups of variables toenode as bloks in order to ahieve ompression performane that is usually very10
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uses networks with many hidden variables | that is, nodes that do not orrespond toany observed values in the dataset being ompressed. This reates several problems.First, �nding the orret probabilities for the tables in networks with hidden vari-ables is more diÆult than it is in situations where all variables are always observed| one must resort to iterative proedures suh as the Expetation Maximization algo-rithm [DLR77℄, or \EM", in order to obtain good estimates. Seond, even one theseparameters have been set and we wish to use the resulting network for ompressionor deompression, we need to be able to estimate the probability distribution of thehidden variables given the observed variables, or vie versa. When there are manyunobserved variables, this problem is generally intratable.Frey addresses these two problems by using the iterative \wake-sleep" algorithm[HDFN95℄ to adjust the parameters of a Helmholtz mahine [DHNZ95℄. A Helmholtzmahine onsists of a pair of Bayesian networks. The �rst of these networks, thegenerative network, has the observable variables onditioned on the hidden variables;the seond, the reognition network, has the hidden variables onditioned on the ob-servable variables. When enoding an instane, the reognition network is used toindue a distribution over the hidden variables; the values of these hidden variablesare then hosen. The generative network is then used in onjuntion with arithmetienoding to enode both the hidden and observed variables. By itself, this method re-quired too many bits to ode eah instane to be useful on the datasets used in Frey'sexperiments; the resulting ompression rate was signi�antly worse than gzip's. How-ever, it is possible for the enoder to onvey \side information" through its partiularhoie of hidden variable values using a tehnique alled bits-bak oding [HZ94℄. Byenoding part of the dataset through this \side information" hannel, it is possibleto obtain ompression rates signi�antly better than gzip's.Unfortunately, Frey's approah has several notable disadvantages. Its omputa-tional osts are prohibitive in situations where fast deompression is desired. Even ifthe Helmholtz mahines' parameters are not adjusted \on the y" during both deom-pression and ompression as they are in Frey's work, many expensive oating-pointmathematial operations must be performed for every node in the networks employed.Furthermore, the bits-bak oding sheme required to ahieve adequate ompressionratios is inherently blok-oriented, whih makes it unsuitable for situations in whihrandom aess to dataset items is required.We take a di�erent approah to using Bayesian networks for ompression. Rather12



than using densely onneted networks with �xed strutures and hidden variables,we employ sparsely onneted Bayesian networks with no hidden variables. One asuitable suh network has been found for the data, it an perform ompression anddeompression quikly with no oating-point operations. We now turn our attentionto the task of automatially learning suh networks.2.2.1 Learning Bayesian Networks from Complete DataGiven a dataset D, we would like to automatially learn a Bayesian network B thataurately models the probability distributions in D with a small number of networkparameters (i.e., entries in the probability tables assoiated with the variables). Ifthere are no missing values or hidden variables inD| that is, if the data is \omplete"| and if we are given B's struture, then it is trivial to �ll in B's probability tablesto maximize the log-likelihood of the data: namely, we simply use the empirialdistributions appearing in D. However, even with omplete data, the problem of�nding the best network struture is NP-hard [Chi96℄. Learning a Bayesian networkis thus typially done by using a searh proedure to �nd a network B that maximizes(or at least hopefully omes lose to maximizing) a soring funtion C(B;D). Apopular soring funtion is the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) [Sh78℄,C(B;D) = logP (D j B)� jBj � 0:5 logRwhere jBj is the number of independent parameters (probabilities) stored in the netand R is the number of reords in the dataset. Maximizing BIC orresponds diretly tominimizing the number of bits required to store both (1) the parameters of the networkB to a reasonable level of preision and (2) an eÆient enoding (suh as arithmetienoding) of D using the probability distribution entailed by B. Thus, the BIC isnaturally suited for �nding Bayesian networks that are good for ompression. This\minimum desription length" (or MDL) approah has also been used for learningBayesian networks in ases where ompression is not neessarily the primary objetive[LB94℄.For the experimental results in the next setion, two algorithms for learningBayesian networks were used. The �rst algorithm uses a form of stohasti hill-limbing over possible network strutures using the Bayesian Information Criterionas its soring funtion. AD-Trees [ML98℄ are used to speed up this searh by dereas-ing the amount of time neessary to alulate the dataset statistis required for the13



searh. (See [ML98℄ for details of the searh algorithm.)The seond algorithm, whih we designed for very large datasets, takes two sweepsthrough the dataset. In the �rst sweep, the algorithm ollets the dataset statistisrequired to measure the inrease in BIC sore that would be ahieved by adding anysingle ar to an empty Bayesian network struture. This proess requires O(N2 �(R + a2)) time, where N is the number of variables, R is the number of reords, anda is the maximum arity of the variables. Let I(Xi; Xj) denote the inrease in BICsore ahieved by adding an ar from Xi to Xj. This is proportional to the mutualinformation between Xi and Xj (see e.g. [CT91℄), minus a penalty term proportionalto the number of added parameters, and is thus symmetri, i.e. I(Xi; Xj) = I(Xj; Xi).We then greedily grow a network struture in whih eah node has at most  parents,where  is a user-de�ned parameter. This growth ours without referring to thedataset; the greedy algorithm naively assumes, for example, that if Xj and Xk arethe best andidate parents for Xi based on I(Xi; Xj) and I(Xi; Xk), then fXj; Xkg isthe best parent set of size 2 for Xi. We omit the details here, but the algorithm is verysimilar to the greedy network-learning algorithm desribed later in Setion 3.3, as wellas to an algorithm previously developed to learn Bayesian networks for lassi�ation[Sah96℄. In the speial ase where  is 1, this algorithm redues to a penalized versionof Chow and Liu's dependeny-tree algorithm [CL68℄, and �nds a network with theoptimal BIC sore out of all networks in whih eah variable has at most one parent.One the network struture has been determined, a seond sweep is then made overthe dataset to �ll in the probability tables of the resulting network; this takes O(N �(R + a)) time.Sine the algorithm in this setion was originally developed, a more sensible andgeneral approah alled the Sparse Candidate Algorithm [FNP99℄ has been developedfor quikly learning good network strutures over disrete variables with few passesthrough the dataset. While the Sparse Candidate algorithm does not apply diretlyto situations in whih the onditional distributions used in the network annot beomputed quikly from sets of suÆient statistis | suh as the onditional distribu-tions that will be used in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 | it is diretly appliable to thenetwork-learning task at hand in this setion, and would make a good replaementfor the algorithm employed here.
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2.2.2 Experimental ResultsIn this setion, we examine the e�etiveness of using automatially learned Bayesiannetworks in onjuntion with arithmeti oding in order to perform ompression.Census datasetEah reord in this dataset orresponds to a person; variables represent suh thingsas the person's sex, oupation, inome, et. The dataset onsists of 142,521 reords,eah of whih has twelve symboli values. The number of possible values eah variablean assume varies between two and twelve.A verbose ASCII version of this dataset requires about 21 MB of disk spae; a morefrugal binary representation takes up 536 KB. gzip, a popular UNIX ompressionutility employing the LZ77 algorithm, redues this dataset to 294 KB when usedin its \best-ompression" mode. bzip2, a ompression utility using the Burrows-Wheeler blok-sorting algorithm [BW94℄, an ompress a version of the �le down to220 KB (also when in \best-ompression" mode). As their inputs, gzip and bzip2are given the dataset as a binary �le in whih eah variable value is enoded in its ownbyte; beause these two programs are byte-oriented, this results in better ompressionthan when the dataset is given to them in the more ompat bit-oriented 536 KBrepresentation. This byte-oriented representation is used in the other experiments inthis hapter as well, sine it also helps the ompression ratios gzip and bzip2 onthose experiments.In onjuntion with the two Bayesian network learning algorithms disussed above,we use a limited-preision arithmeti oding library written by Carpinelli et al. [CMN+95℄based on a paper by Mo�at et al. [MNW95℄. We modi�ed the library so it ouldenode to and deode from RAM when desired rather than only to or from disk; allof the deoding speed results we will show later are based on deompressing fromRAM. The network-learning algorithm employing stohasti hilllimbing ompressedthe ensus dataset to 169 KB. This inludes the spae required to enode the learnednetwork struture and all the orresponding onditional probability tables. The al-gorithm employs one of four di�erent enoding methods for eah table, depending onthe number of non-zero entries and their relative probabilities. (We omit the tediousdetails.) With , the maximum number of parents per node, set to two, the two-pass greedy algorithm ompressed it to 171 KB. For omparison, using arithmeti15



enoding in onjuntion with an empty Bayesian network (that is, one in whih nodependenies between variables are modelled) produes a 231 KB �le.Banking datasetThis dataset, a set of ustomer pro�les from a Pennsylvania bank, onsists of 6372reords, eah of whih ontains 142 values. Real-valued variables were quantizedinto symboli variables taking on 16 values; however, some of the naturally symbolivariables were very high-arity (up to about 100 possible values), and these valueswere not hanged. This quantized dataset took up 416 KB in raw binary form. gzipompressed the dataset down to 345 KB; bzip2, to 273 KB.Using a network learned by the greedy two-pass method in whih eah node had atmost one parent, arithmeti enoding was able to represent the �le in 166 KB. (Withan empty Bayesian network, the �le was ompressed to 240 KB | signi�antly worsethan with one parent per node, but still better than gzip or bzip2.)EDSGC datasetThis dataset onsists of 900,000 reords with 27 variables; eah reord represents angalaxy from the Edinburgh/Durham Southern Galaxy Catalogue Survey (EDSGC)[HDCM89℄. Variables inlude the galaxy's position, magnitude, geometry, and soforth. All variables were quantized to sixteen values. A raw binary �le ontainingthis quantized data requires 11.8 MB. gzip ompresses the quantized dataset downto 6.9 MB; bzip2 to 5.6 MB.Sine there were many reords but a reasonably small number of variables, arandom sample of 50,000 reords was seleted and used to learn a Bayesian networkusing stohasti hilllimbing; one the network was learned from this sample, a �nalpass through the entire dataset was used to �ll in the network's probability tables.Allowing the stohasti hilllimbing to progress for 10,000 iterations resulted in anetwork that was able to ompress the dataset to 4.8 MB. Using the greedy two-passalgorithm on the entire dataset to learn a network in whih eah node had at mostthree parents resulted in a 4.2 MB �le. (For omparison, with an empty Bayesiannetwork, arithmeti enoding produed a 9.0 MB �le.)
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Sloan datasetThis dataset is taken from a larger astronomial survey urrently in progress. Itontains approximately 3,080,000 reords with 49 variables; all ontinuous variablesare quantized to sixteen values. The raw binary form of the quantized data takes 53.1MB. gzip ompresses the data to 35.6 MB; bzip2 to 27.9 MB. Using the greedy two-pass algorithm on the entire dataset to learn a network with at most three parentsper variable results in a 23.9 MB �le.2.3 Data reordering and Dynami Bayesian Net-worksOne the algorithms desribed above learn a Bayesian network modeling a dataset,they use the network to ompress eah item in the dataset independently of all theothers. Essentially, the algorithms are assuming that the items in the dataset areindependently and identially distributed (or i.i.d.). In reality, datasets frequentlyviolate this assumption. Probability distributions exhibited in real-life data may shiftover time, either gradually or suddenly. Furthermore, it is quite often the ase thatthe order in whih items happen to appear in the dataset is irrelevant. (Hene theterm \dataset".) It may be possible to signi�antly improve ompression performanein suh ases by reordering the data. One possible approah would be to lexiograph-ially sort one set of datapoints, and then enode the bits of other set of datapoints\for free" by using them to permute the previously sorted set before it is enoded.The deoder ould then reonstrut the bits in the seond set of datapoints after de-oding the �rst set by reonstruting the permutation that must have been applied toits sorted version. While potentially interesting, suh an approah would be omplexto implement, and would not be able to exploit any preexisting dependenies betweenneighboring datapoints in the original dataset. We do not explore this avenue furtherin this thesis.Another method is to use adaptive oding in whih the probabilisti model of thedata gradually shifts as data is proessed. We will disuss this approah further inSetion 2.5; for now, we simply note that adaptive oding has disadvantages thatmake it unsuitable for some appliations. In partiular, updating the probabilistimodels during deompression may be undesirably time-onsuming. Furthermore, in17



some situations we may wish to maintain oarse-granularity random aess to thedata | for example, we may wish to be able to deompress all datapoints stored ina spei� disk blok without having to deompress any others. Adaptive oding isdiÆult to apply e�etively in suh situations.Another approah is to expliitly model orrelations between onseutive data-points. Even if suh orrelations are not present in the original dataset, they an bereated by sorting the dataset. It may not be pratial to ompletely sort very largedatasets, partiularly datasets too large to �t in main memory, merely for the pur-poses of inreased ompression performane. However, it may be possible to get somebene�t from the triks mentioned above with muh less omputational expense byinstead only sorting within relatively small bloks of the dataset, or by radix sortingonly on the values of a few variables.In this setion we examine the use of dynami Bayesian networks [DK88℄ to rep-resent dependenies between onseutive datapoints in order to inrease ompressionperformane. Dynami Bayesian networks are Bayesian networks that represent howa system evolves from one time step to another. A dynami Bayesian network onsistsof two Bayesian networks. The �rst Bayesian network, the prior network, spei�esa distribution over the system's possible starting values. The seond network, thetransition network, spei�es the distribution over the system's variables in the nexttime step given the values of the variables in the urrent time slie. For example,Figure 2.3 shows a dynami Bayesian network for a system with four variables. Part(a) shows the prior network, and part (b) shows the transition network. The top fournodes X1 through X4 in the transition network orrespond to the variables' values atsome time t, while the bottom four nodes X 01 through X 04 orrespond to the variablesat some time t+ 1.When faed with datasets that are not i.i.d. | either beause there are trendsin the data that hange over time, or beause a formerly i.i.d. dataset has beenre-ordered to improve ompression eÆieny | one natural approah is to treat thedataset as a time series and to learn a dynami Bayesian network that models thisseries. A greedy heuristi algorithm for learning dynami Bayesian networks in amanner similar to the two-pass algorithm desribed in Setion 2.2.1 was implemented.The algorithm learns a transition network in whih eah node representing a variablein datapoint j + 1 is onditioned on at most  parent nodes. Eah of these parentnodes an be either a node representing a variable in the most reent dataset item that18
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X’ X’ X’ X’Figure 2.3: An example dynami Bayesian network, onsisting of a prior network anda transition network.has been ompletely oded (that is datapoint j), or a node representing a previouslyoded variable in the same dataset item we are urrently oding (datapoint j + 1).The algorithm does not bother learning any dependenies in the prior network, sinethey would be used only for oding the very �rst dataset item. Again, we omit thedetails; similar previous researh exists on automatially learning dynami Bayesianstrutures from data [FMR98℄.We used this automati Dynami Bayesian network learning algorithm to ompressversions of the previously mentioned datasets in whih the reords were either left intheir initial positions or sorted lexiographially.2.3.1 Experimental resultsCensus datasetLearning a dynami Bayesian network for this dataset in its natural ordering andthen using it for ompression did no better than the analagous algorithm that usednon-dynami Bayesian networks: with  set to a maximum of two parents per node,both algorithms produed a 171 KB �le. It appears that the data is i.i.d., or at19



least that a given dataset item has little inuene over the very next dataset item.However, if the dataset is sorted and then a dynami Bayesian network is learnedon this sorted dataset instead, the resulting ompressed �le is only 18.6 KB in size.Sine there are 142,521 items in the dataset, this works out to an average of only1.04 bits per item, inluding the ost of enoding the network. As it turns out, thereare only roughly 14,000 unique items in the dataset | most items in the dataset aredupliated many times. A speial-purpose algorithm for dealing with exat dupliatesor a delta-oding sheme might fare somewhat better in this ase, but the dynamiBayesian network tehnique appears to handle it quite well without any suh speial-asing. (For purposes of omparison, gzip was able to ompress the sorted datasetdown to 36.2 KB, while bzip2 ompressed it to 58.2 KB.)Banking datasetAs in the ensus dataset, using an automatially learned dynami Bayesian networkon this dataset in its natural ordering did not improve ompression performane overusing the analagous non-dynami network. Sorting the dataset and then modelingit with a dynami Bayesian network performed only very slightly better, reduingthe resulting �le size from 166 KB to 163 KB. This dataset is muh more \sparse"than the ensus dataset in that it has fewer items and many more variables; someof its variables are also very high-arity. As a result, sorting only reated signi�antinter-item dependenies in the �rst few variables used for the sort, and did not makeit any easier to model the others. (Sorting did not signi�antly improve gzip's orbzip2's performane in this ase either.)EDSGC datasetUsing an automatially learned dynami Bayesian network on this dataset dramati-ally improved ompression performane over its non-dynami ounterpart: 2.6 MBrather than 4.2 MB. Thus, this dataset is learly not i.i.d. even its natural form. Asit turns out, eah datapoint inludes variables that enode a position in the sky, andthe dataset was largely ordered by these position variables, so the position values ofadjaent dataset items are highly orrelated.Sorting this dataset using its natural variable ordering improves ompressionslightly (2.5 MB rather than 2.6 MB), and slightly improves the performane of gzip20



(6.5 MB vs. 6.9 MB) and bzip2 (5.5 MB vs. 5.6 MB) as well.Sloan datasetAs in the EDSGC dataset, using an automatially learned dynami Bayesian networkon the Sloan dataset signi�antly improved ompression performane: 16.1 MB, asopposed to 23.9 MB for the non-dynami Bayesian network. In this ase, however,sorting the dataset lexiographially atually aused the dynami Bayesian networksto perform slightly worse (17.1 MB), perhaps beause the variables that were moststrongly orrelated between adjaent dataset items in the unsorted version were notthe �rst variables used for the lexiographi sort. Sorting did slightly inrease theperformane of gzip (34.0 MB vs. 35.6 MB) and bzip2 (27.7 MB vs. 27.9 MB).Summary of experiments with Bayesian network-based arithmeti odingThe results of this setion are summarized in Table 2.1 (along with the results fromSetion 2.2.2 for omparison). Depending on whih dataset is being ompressed andwhether this dataset has been sorted, ompression based on using dynami Bayesiannetworks in onjuntion with arithmeti enoding was able to produe �les that were40-60% smaller than produed by gzip, and 20-60% smaller than produed by bzip2.Sorting the datasets sometimes inreased ompression performane | dramatiallyso in the ase of the Census dataset.2.4 Compression With Network-Based Hu�manCodingThe algorithms desribed above have proven useful for long-term �le ompressiontasks where deompression speed and random aess requirements are not ruial.However, if we hope to use ompression in more speed-ritial appliations, suh asspeeding up data analysis by ompressing data into memory rather than leaving iton disk, we need fast deompression of random dataset items. Arithmeti odingis somewhat omputationally expensive; furthermore, no random aess is possiblewithin a sequene of bits enoded with a single appliation of arithmeti oding, sinethere is no well-de�ned bit position where the enoding of one value ends and another21



Census Banking EDSGC Sloan# dataset items 142500 6370 900000 3.08 M# variables 12 142 27 49variable arity 2-12 2-100 2-16 2-16Unomp. binary 536 KB 416 KB 11.8 MB 53.1 MBgzip 294 KB 345 KB 6.9 MB 35.6 MBbzip2 220 KB 273 KB 5.6 MB 27.9 MBBayes Net 169 KB 166 KB 4.2 MB 23.9 MBDyn. Bayes Net 171 KB 166 KB 2.6 MB 16.1 MBSort + gzip 36 KB 343 KB 6.5 MB 34.0 MBSort + bzip2 58 KB 272 KB 5.5 MB 27.7 MBSort + Dyn. BN 19 KB 163 KB 2.5 MB 17.1 MBTable 2.1: Compression with Bayesian networks and arithmeti oding: experimentalresults summarybegins. It is possible to separate reords or variables into independently oded bloks,but sine arithmeti oding requires an extra one or two bits at the end of eah blok,this auses arithmeti oding to lose some of its ompresssion performane (althoughnot too muh).In ontrast, Hu�man oding uses relatively inexpensive table lookups to performenoding and deoding, and eah oded value naturally has a well-de�ned start andend position in the resulting bitstream. This makes Hu�man-based oding attra-tive for appliations requiring fast deompression and/or random aess. However,as mentioned previously, Hu�man-based deoding provides poor ompression per-formane when applied to probability distributions in whih some values are veryprobable. It is possible to group variables together to overome this problem, butthen the tables required for enoding and deoding an beome prohibitively large iftoo many variables are plaed in one group. Additionally, if one variable is highly or-related with many other variables, it may be advantageous to have the value of thatvariable hange the oding shemes assoiated with several variable groups, withoutthat variable's value atually being oded in the ompressed representations of all ofthe groups it inuenes.
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Figure 2.4: An example Hu�man network (A), along with its orresponding variable-based (B) and group-based (C) Bayesian networks.2.4.1 Hu�man NetworksWe address these issues by using a modi�ed Bayesian network | referred to hereafteras a Hu�man network for onveniene | in whih eah node atually models a groupof variables in the dataset rather than an individual variable. Eah group of variablesis Hu�man oded as a single unit. For example, if a group ontains three binaryvariables, then that group is Hu�man oded as if it were a single variable taking oneight possible values; eah of these eight values is assigned a probability equal to thejoint probability of the orresponding ombination of values for the original threebinary variables.In order to take into onsideration dependenies between variables residing indi�erent groups, we allow the probability distribution over the possible values for eahgroup to be onditioned on the values of other variables. For example, in Figure 2.4A,six variables have been plaed into three groups. The joint probability distribution ofall the variables in Group 3 (namely, variables x2 and x6) is onditioned on the valuesof variables x3; x4; and x5. This onditioning is represented in the graph by ars fromx3; x4, and x5 to Group 3. Assuming all the variables are binary, this means thatGroup 3 requires eight Hu�man tables | one for eah possible ombination of valuesto x3; x4 and x5. Eah of these tables then has four entries | one for eah possibleombination of x2 and x6. Note, however, that Group 3 is not onditioned on thevalue of x1, despite the fat that x1 is in the same group as x4 and x5. This addedexibility an help in ertain situtations | for example, if x2 and x6 are independentof x1 given x4 and x5, then onditioning Group 3 on the value of x1 would double thenumber of Hu�mann tables required by Group 3 without inreasing Group 3's odingeÆieny. 23



The Hu�man network an be thought of as a Bayesian network over the originalvariables in whih all variables in the same group are ompletely onneted (e.g.,Figure 2.4B). This representation tells us what dependenies between variables arebeing modeled by the oding sheme assoiated with the Hu�man network. At thesame time, the Hu�man network an be thought of as a Bayesian network over thegroups themselves (e.g., Figure 2.4C), where an ar exists from group G to groupG0 if and only if an ar exists from at least one variable in G to the group G0 inthe Hu�man network. This view summarizes how the oding groups in the Hu�mannetwork are onneted, thus telling us whih groups of variables need to be deodedbefore other groups an be deoded.We use a given Hu�man network to perform ompression as follows. First, we takeone pass through the dataset to ompute ontingeny tables for eah of the groupsin the network. The ontingeny table for a given group with a set of variables Vand set of onditioning variables P ounts how many times eah possible ombinationof values for V SP ours in the dataset. These ontingeny tables are representedsparsely so that ombinations that never atually our in the dataset are neverexpliitly represented.One these ontingeny tables have been alulated, we build the Hu�man tablesfor all of the groups in the network. If we're ompressing to a �le, we enode thesetables at the beginning of the �le so they an be extrated later for deompression.(We omit the details.) Next, we enode all of the reords. To enode a reord, weenode the variable groups in some order onsistent with a topologial sort of thegroups in the Hu�man network. When enoding any given group, we use the valuesof the group's onditioning variables to selet the appropriate Hu�man table, andthen output the bits in the entry orresponding to the values of the group's variables.Deoding is performed in an analogous manner.Compression and Deompression PerformaneWe disuss how to automatially learn good Hu�man networks in the next setion.But �rst, let us briey disuss the ompression performane of manually spei�ednetworks on a few syntheti datasets in order to illustrate situtations where groupingvariables together makes sense versus situations where adding ars between groupsmakes sense.Dataset 1 ontains 100,000 reords with 32 binary variables. The variables are24



all independent of eah other, and eah variable has a probability of .2 of being setto zero and .8 of being set to one. In suh a dataset, a Hu�man network with eahvariable in its own individual group will not ompress the data at all, regardless ofwhat ars are in the network. However, if variables are grouped together, then someompression an be ahieved. Simply pairing the variables together in groups of twoallows the �le size to be redued by 25 perent; similar results are ahieved by usinggroups of four or eight variables. If we try putting too many variables in a group,on the other hand, suh as sixteen, the Hu�man tables begin requiring too manybits to speify, and the �le size inreases. The following table shows the ompressionperformane of four di�erent Hu�man networks on this dataset in whih the variablesare plae in groups of 2, 4, 8, or 16. We also provide results for gzip and bzip2 forpurposes of omparison.Dataset 1 Unompressed gzip bzip2 Hu�man(2) Hu�man(4) Hu�man(8) Hu�man(16)401 KB 310 KB 331 KB 313 KB 297 KB 295 KB 396 KBDataset 2 ontains 100,000 reords with 32 variables, eah of whih an take on32 values. The �rst variable randomly takes on one of its 32 possible values withuniform probability. Eah other variable is then independently set at random toeither be indential to the �rst variable (with probability .5) or to be di�erent fromthe �rst variable (with probability .5). In the latter ase, its value is hosen withuniform probability from the remaining possible values. The �rst variable has astrong orrelation with all other variables in the dataset, so it helps to have thesevariables either in the same group as the �rst variable or in groups onditioned onthe �rst variable. However, only a limited number of variables an be put into thesame group as the �rst variable without making the Hu�man table for that groupprohibitively expensive, so most of the variables must lie in other groups. Therefore,the Hu�man network we use for this dataset simply has every variable in its owngroup, with all groups onditioned on the �rst variable.Dataset 2 Unompressed gzip bzip2 Hu�man2.00 MB 1.92 MB 1.87 MB 1.42 MBFinally, dataset 3 ontains 100,000 reords with 40 variables, eah of whih antake on 4 values. These variables have been randomly arranged into families of fourvariables. Within eah family, the �rst variable is hosen at random; eah othervariable in the family is assigned a value idential to the value of the �rst variable inthe family with probability .9, and to a random di�erent value with probability .1.25



If we ompress this dataset with a Hu�man network in whih eah variable is in itsown group and in whih the dependenies between the variables in the dataset areaurately modeled with ars between these variables, the network ompresses thedata by about 30 perent. On the other hand, if we use a Hu�man network in whihthe variables are simply put in groups of 4 orresponding to the families of onnetedvariables in the �rst network, then we an ompress the dataset by over a fator of2. Even though the �rst network in a sense more aurately reets how the datawas generated, it su�ers from the fat that eah of the individual variables requiresat least 1 bit to enode even if that variable is highly preditable given its parentvariable. It is interesting to note that gzip and bzip2 fail to ompress this datasetat all.Dataset 3 Unompressed gzip bzip2 Hu�man(ars) Hu�man(groups)1.00 MB 1.00 MB 1.01 MB 685 KB 486 KB2.4.2 Learning Hu�man NetworksThe problem of automatially �nding e�etive Hu�man networks to use for ompres-sion is very similar to the problem of �nding maximum-BIC Bayesian networks, andis almost ertainly at least as diÆult. Therefore, as in the ase of learning Bayesiannetworks, we must rely on heuristi searh tehniques. We have not extensively ex-plored possible searh algorithms for �nding good Hu�man networks; however, wehave implemented a relatively simple multiple-restart stohasti hilllimbing algo-rithm. At eah step during a hilllimbing run, the searh algorithm onsiders makingone of the following hanges to its urrent Hu�man network:� Add an ar from a randomly seleted variable to a randomly seleted group, orremove the ar if one already exists� Move a variable from its urrent group to a randomly seleted groupIf the hange under onsideration would reate a yle in the Hu�man network,then it is immediately rejeted and another hange is randomly onsidered. Oth-erwise, the algorithm evaluates the resulting network and ompares its estimatedompression performane to the estimated ompression performane of the urrentworking network. A good network minimizes the total number of bits required to:(1) enode the network itself, and (2) enode the data with the network. Both of26



Arithmeti oding Hu�man oding (no groups) Hu�man network w/groupsCensus 169 KB, 0.54 MB/se 232 KB, 1.0 MB/se 171 KB, 1.9 MB/seBanking 166 KB, 0.49 MB/se 222 KB, 0.7 MB/se 179 KB, 1.1 MB/seAstro1 4.2 MB, 0.50 MB/se 4.8 MB, 1.0 MB/se 4.3 MB, 2.2 MB/seAstro2 23.9 MB, 0.31 MB/se 28.1 MB, 0.43 MB/se 24.1 MB, 1.3 MB/seTable 2.2: Experimental results for arithmeti oding vs. Hu�man networksthese terms an be estimated aurately from the Hu�man trees assoiated with thegroup nodes one we have omputed them. An important point to note about theevaluation of the network is that it is loal: that is, if we hange one part of theHu�man network, we do not need to realulate the ontributions of the other parts,sine they remain the same. When the algorithm tries more than some user-spei�ednumber of hanges to the network struture in a row with no improvement, the al-gorithm restarts another hilllimbing run with another initial network struture. Asurrently implemented, this algorithm requires many passes through the dataset; forlarge datasets, we use a randomly seleted sample of datapoints rather than the entiredataset in order to maintain reasonable speed.2.4.3 Experimental ResultsWe use multiple-restart hilllimbing over Hu�man networks in order to �nd goododing networks for the four datasets previously examined. The starting point of thehilllimbing algorithm is a Hu�man network with eah variable in its own group; thisinitial Hu�man network may either be empty (i.e., ontain no ars) or ontain arsorresponding to those learned by the Bayesian network-learning algorithms used inSetion 2.2.2. One the algorithm settles on a \good" network, we measure its perfor-mane both in terms of ompressed �le size (as we did in Setion 2.2.2) and in terms ofhow fast it is able to perform deompression on enoded representations of the data inmemory. Speed is measured in terms of the number of bits of unompressed data de-oded per seond on a 450 MHz Pentium II. We ompare the performane of Hu�mannetworks learned via our stohasti hilllimbing proedure with (1) the performaneof the Bayesian network-based arithmeti oding approah from Setion 2.2.2, and(2) the performane of Hu�man networks that employs the same network struturesas the orresponding Bayesian network-based arithmeti oders, with eah variableoded in its own group. The results are shown in Table 2.2.27



The results show that naively using Hu�man oding with the Bayesian networkslearned in Setion 2.2.2 results in signi�antly worse ompression rates than arith-meti oding { in some ases, worse than gzip or bzip2 (see Table 2.1). Furthermore,it is often not too muh faster than arithmeti oding. However, when variables aregrouped together in Hu�man network oding groups, the ompression rates omemuh loser to those ahieved with arithmeti oding | to within 1%-8%. Further-more, as a side e�et, deoding speeds beome sign�iantly faster when the variablesare plaed in oding groups sine there is less exeution overhead per variable. Theresulting speeds were 2-4 times faster than arithmeti oding.2.5 Conlusions, Related Work, and Possible Ex-tensionsSo far, we have only ompared the algorithms developed in this hapter against gzipand bzip2, and the primary metri for omparison used is the resulting ompres-sion rate. While these results are enouraging, more thorough omparisons versusditionary-based ompression algorithms are warranted, partiularly in (1) observingthe e�ets of hanging the ditionary size and oding granularity of the ditionary-based algorithms, and (2) omparing the relative speeds of the algorithms. Other\blak box" ompression algorithms worth omparing against inlude predition bypartial mathing (PPM) [CW84℄, whih uses a variable-length ontext over previousbytes to probabilistially predit the next byte, and dynami Markov ompression(DMC) [CH87℄ whih automatially learns �nite-state models of the datastream.Hu�man enoding allowed us to ahieve muh faster deompression speeds thanwith arithmeti oding at nearly the same ompression rates, but it is still signi�antlyslower than gzip or bzip2. The Hu�man oder used in the experiments throughoutthis hapter was a naive implementation that performed deoding on a bit-by-bitbasis using binary trees. More eÆient algorithms for Hu�man oding exist, suh asanonial Hu�man oding [HL90℄. We have performed preliminary tests with a simpleimplementation of anonial Hu�man oding; deoding speed was indeed inreased bya further 10-20%. This isn't terribly dramati, but additional optimization may stillbe possible; a fair amount of other previous researh has been performed on makingHu�man oding eÆient ([CKP85℄, [Sie88℄, [MT97℄).28



All the experimental results for the Bayesian network-based ompression algo-rithms presented in this hapter have required at least two passes through the dataset.Additionally, one a network was learned from the dataset, it was kept �xed through-out the subsequent ompression of that dataset | that is, the model used for om-pression was stati. There are advantages to this approah: namely, it is possible tomaintain random aess to small bloks of data, and the omputational ost of om-pressing or deompressing any given dataset item is relatively small one the modelhas been learned and �xed. However, there are some situations in whih it may bedesirable to take a single pass through the data, suh as when it is stored on mediathat requires long aess times. Furthermore, if the probability distributions exhib-ited by the data hange throughout the dataset, adaptive ompression algorithms anahieve signi�antly better ompression rates that stati algorithms. In suh situa-tions, it may be better to use an adaptive ompression algorithm that dynamiallyadjusts its model of the data during ompression.Frey [FHD96℄ breaks the dataset into bloks; after eah blok is enoded or de-oded, the parameters of the network are adjusted using the wake-sleep algorithm.When attempting to learn a network with more ompliated onditional probabil-ity distributions and an unknown struture, however, things beome somewhat moreompliated. How do we maintain the statistis used by the Bayesian network whileits struture is being hanged on the y? If the urrent network does not model anydependenies between variables X and Y , for example, how will we ever notie thatsuh a dependeny exists in the data?Friedman and Goldszmidt [FG97℄ address this problem by maintaining a set offrontier networks that eah di�er from the urrent network by one ar. When it isdetermined that one of these frontier networks is better than the urrent network,the urrent network is replaed with that frontier network, and a new set of frontiernetworks are generated. The statistis of these new frontier networks are then updatedas more data is proessed, and so forth. Relatively simple adjustments to the BayesianInformation Criteria soring funtions are made to aount for the fat that not allstatistis have been derived from the same number of data points. This tehniqueould easily be applied to adaptive ompression with sparsely onneted Bayesiannetworks.Extending suh adaptive methods to work with dynami Bayesian networks wouldbe straightforward. This ombination may be partiularly useful for handling data29



ontaining both short-term and long-term variations in its distributions. The grad-ual hanges in the networks' parameters and struture would allow them to betterapture the long-term hanges; meanwhile, the expliit modelling of dependeniesbetween immediately adjaent datapoints may allow the model to trak short-termorrelations more e�etively than possible with adaptive oding over nondynamiBayesian networks.There are a wide variety of ways in whih Bayesian network strutures an belearned, and in whih the onditional probability distributions at their nodes an beexpressed. For example, Frey's work [Fre98℄ uses highly onneted networks in whiheah node has a fairly restrited onditional probability distribution. On the otherhand, the algorithms used in this hapter generate networks with very sparse onne-tivity, but in whih the nodes have unrestrited onditional probability distributionsrespresented in full tabular form | that is, the probability distribution over eahvariable's possible values is reorded seperately for every possible ombination of val-ues that variable's parent variables an take on. It would be interesting to omparethe relative e�etiveness of these two approahes, both in terms of ompression ratesand omputational feasability.It is possible to ompromise between the unrestrited onditional probability dis-tribution tables used here and the �nite-parameter distributions used in work suhas Frey's | namely, by learning \loal struture" within the onditional probabilitydistribution for eah node [FG96b℄. For example, one an use a deision tree for eahvariable representing how that variable's distribution depends on partiular ombi-nations of its parent variables' values, without exhaustively enumerating all possibleombinations of the parent variables' values. This may allow us to ondition somevariables' distributions on the values of many other variables in a ompat mannerwhile still apturing some of the omplexities in how these other variables' e�etsombine. (Essentially any supervised mahine learning method that is apable ofreturning a probability distribution over a \lass" variable's value when given thevalues of other preditive features an be used in this ontext in plae of deisiontrees.) In Chapter 4, we will explore more general tree-based representations of on-ditional probability distributions. These representations ould easily be used for theompression tasks addressed in this hapter.So far, we have restrited our attention to datasets in whih all variables are dis-rete. Of ourse, many datasets have real-valued variables instead, or a mixture of30



real-valued and symboli variables. How should we deal with ompressing the realvalues in suh datasets? Sine it is impossible to represent arbitrary real values per-fetly in any �nite number of bits, we must settle for an approximate representation.We might imagine attempting to ompress real values losslessly up to the limits ofa given mahine's native oating-point format; however, if the least signi�ant bitsin these numbers are largely noise, they will be (1) hard to ompress e�etively, and(2) useless for most appliations anyway. Thus, datasets with real-valued variablestypially neessitate the use of lossy ompression tehniques that are not guaranteedto perfetly reonstrut the original unompressed data.Throughout the next two hapters, we will examine algorithms that learn Bayesiannetworks modeling probability distributions over both disrete and ontinuous vari-ables. While we have not yet applied these algorithms to the lossy ompression ofreal-valued datasets, they were designed partially with this appliation in mind. Thisis partiularly the ase with the Bayesian network-based models desribed in Chap-ter 4, whih an be evaluated quikly and have other properties that make themonvenient for ompression.A system alled SPARTAN [BGR01℄ was reently developed for lossily ompress-ing datasets by using networks of CART-like deision and regression trees. (SPAR-TAN was developed after the material in this hapter and Chapter 3 was published([DM99℄, [DM00℄) and largely onurrently with the material developed in Chapter 4.)There are onsiderable di�erenes between SPARTAN's approah and the approahto ompression that would most naturally result from the material in the next twohapters, however; see Setion 4.9 for details.
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Chapter 3
Mix-Nets
3.1 IntrodutionBayesian networks are most ommonly used in situations where all the variables aredisrete, largely beause it is diÆult to model omplex probability densities overontinuous variables, and diÆult to model interations between ontinuous and dis-rete variables. When Bayesian networks with ontinuous variables are used, theontinuous variables are typially modeled with simple parametri forms suh asmultidimensional Gaussians. Some researhers have reently investigated the useof more ompliated ontinuous distributions within Bayesian networks; for example,weighted sums of Gaussians have been used to approximate onditional probabilitydensity funtions [DM95℄. Unfortunately, suh omplex distributions over ontinu-ous variables are usually quite omputationally expensive to learn. If an appropriateBayesian network struture is known beforehand, then this expense may not be tooproblemati, sine only N onditional distributions must be learned. On the otherhand, if the dependenies between variables are not known a priori and the struturemust be learned from the data, then the number of onditional distributions thatmust be learned and tested while a struture-learning algorithm searhes for a goodnetwork an beome unmanageably large.However, very fast algorithms for generating omplex joint probability densitiesover small sets of ontinuous variables have reently been developed. In partiular,mixtures of Gaussians an be �tted to data very quikly using an aelerated EMalgorithm that employs multiresolution kd-trees [Moo99℄. In this hapter, we pro-33



pose a kind of Bayesian network in whih low-dimensional mixtures of Gaussiansover di�erent subsets of the domain's variables are ombined into a oherent jointprobability model over the entire domain. The network is also apable of modellingomplex dependenies between disrete variables and ontinuous variables withoutrequiring disretization of the ontinuous variables. In Setion 3.2, we desribe thetype of parameterizations employed in our networks' nodes, and how they are learnedfrom data given a �xed Bayesian network struture. In Setion 3.3, we desribe aneÆient heuristi algorithm for automatially learning the strutures of our Bayesiannetworks from data. In setion 3.4, we provide experimental results illustrating thee�etiveness of our methods on two real sienti� datasets and two syntheti datasets.In Setion 3.5 we disuss possible appliations, and �nally in Setion 3.6 we disussrelated work and possible lines of further researh.First, a quik note about notation. When modelling probability distributionsover ontinuous variables, the funtions used usually provide estimated probabilitydensities at the spei�ed points | that is, in order to ompute the atual probabilitythat a ontinuous variable X will take on a value in some spei�ed range lose tosome spei� value x, it is neessary to integrate the value of the density funtionover that range. Disrete probability distributions are usually spei�ed by funtionsthat represent probability masses. Sine the models disussed in this hapter andChapter 4 are intended to model distributions of disrete variables and ontinuousvariables simultaneously, we will often simply write P ( ~X) where ~X is a set of variables,some of whih may be ontinuous and others of whih may be disrete; onvertingthis to an atual probability would, of ourse, require integrating over a volume inthe spae of ontinuous variables. For simpliity, we may also sometimes use notationsuh as Z P ( ~X)d~Yin situations where ~Y � ~X may ontain both disrete and ontinuous variables. Thisis to be understood as shorthand for integrating over the ontinuous variables in ~Yand summing over the disrete variables.
34



3.2 Mix-nets3.2.1 General methodologySuppose that we have a very fast, blak-box algorithm A geared not towards �ndingaurate onditional models of the form Pi(Xij ~�i), but rather towards �nding au-rate joint probability models Pi(~Si) over subsets of variables ~Si, suh as Pi(Xi; ~�i).Furthermore, suppose it is only apable of generating joint models for relatively smallsubsets of the variables, and that the models returned for di�erent subsets of vari-ables are not neessarily onsistent. For example, if we were to ask A for two di�erentmodels P1(X5; X17) and P2(X5; X24), the marginal distributions P1(X5) and P2(X5)of these models may be inonsistent. Can we still ombine many di�erent modelsgenerated by A into a valid probability distribution over the entire spae?Fortunately, the answer is yes, as long as the models returned by A an bemarginalized exatly. If for any given Pi(Xi; ~�i) we an ompute a marginal dis-tribution Pi( ~�i) that is onsistent with it,Pi( ~�i) = Z Pi(Xi; ~�i)dXi;then we an employ Pi as a onditional distribution Pi(Xij ~�i) trivially as follows:Pi(Xij ~�i) = Pi(Xi; ~�i)=Pi( ~�i):In this ase, given a direted ayli graph G speifying a Bayesian network strutureover N variables, we an simply use A to aquire N models Pi(Xi; ~�i), marginalizethese models, and string them together to form a probability distribution over theentire spae: P ( ~X) = NYi=1Pi(Xi; ~�i)=Pi( ~�i):A simple but key observation is that even though the marginals of di�erent Pi's maybe inonsistent with eah other, the Pi's are only used onditionally, and in a mannerthat prevents these inonsistenies from atually ausing the overall model to beomeinonsistent. Of ourse, the fat that there are inonsistenies at all | suppressedor not | means that there is a ertain amount of redundany in the overall model.However, if allowing suh redundany lets us employ a partiularly fast and e�etivemodel-learning algorithm A, it may be worth it.35



Joint models over subsets of variables have been similarly onditionalized in pre-vious researh in order to use them within Bayesian networks. For example, theonditional distribution of eah variable in the network given its parents an be mod-eled by onditionalizing another \embedded" Bayesian network that spei�es thejoint distribution between the variable and its parents [HM97a℄. (Some theoretialissues onerning the interdependene of parameters in suh models are disussedin [HM97a℄ and [HM97b℄.) Joint distributions formed by onvolving a Gaussian ker-nel funtion with eah of the datapoints have also been onditionalized for use inBayesian networks over ontinuous variables [HT95℄.3.2.2 Handling ontinuous variablesSuppose for the moment that ~X ontains only ontinuous values. What sorts ofmodels might we want A to return? One powerful type of model for representingprobability density funtions over small sets of variables is a Gaussian mixture model(see e.g. [DH73℄). Let ~sj represent the values that the jth datapoint in the datasetD assigns to a variable set of interest ~S. In a Gaussian mixture model over ~S, weassume that the data are generated independently through the following proess: foreah ~sj in turn, nature begins by randomly piking a lass, k, from a disrete set oflasses 1; : : : ; M . Then nature draws ~sj from a multidimensional Gaussian whosemean vetor ~�k and ovariane matrix �k depend on the lass. This produes adistribution of the following mathematial form:P (~Sj~�) = MXk=1�k(2�)� d2 jj�kjj� 12 exp(�12(~S � ~�k)T��1k (~S � ~�k))where �k represents the probability of a point oming from the kth lass, d is thenumber of dimensions, and~�T = f�1; : : : ; �M ; ~�1; : : : ; ~�M ;�1; : : : ;�Mgdenotes the entire set of the mixture's parameters. It is possible to model any on-tinuous probability distribution with arbitrary auray by using a Gaussian mixturewith a suÆiently large M .Given a Gaussian mixture model Pi(Xi; ~�i), it is easy to ompute the marginaliza-tion Pi( ~�i): the marginal mixture has the same number of Gaussians as the originalmixture, with the same �'s. The means and ovarianes of the marginal mixture are36



Figure 3.1: Contour plots for a simple Gaussian mixture P (X;�) (on the left) andthe orresponding onditional distribution P (Xj�) (on the right). X is the vertialaxis and � is the horizontal axis.simply the means and ovarianes of the original mixture with all elements orre-sponding to the variable Xi removed. Thus, Gaussian mixture models are suitablefor ombining into global joint probability density funtions using the methodologydesribed in Setion 3.2.1, assuming all variables in the domain are ontinuous. Thisis the lass of models we employ for ontinuous variables in this hapter, althoughmany other lasses may be used in an analogous fashion.While Pi(Xij~�i) is expressible as a mixture of Gaussians over Xi for any spei�set of values ~�i assigned to ~�i, it is not generally expressible as a �nite mixture ofGaussians over Xi [ ~�i. For example, a two-variable mixture P (X;�) omposedof two axis-aligned Gaussians is shown in Figure 3.1, along with the orrespondingP (Xj�). For any �xed value � of �, P (Xj�) is a mixture of two Gaussians, butP (Xj�) as a funtion of both X and � annot be expressed as a �nite mixture ofGaussians. (To see this, note that eah of the two \ridges" in the bottom half of theplot for P (Xj�) extends to in�nity in one diretion | one in the �� diretion andone in the +� diretion.)The funtional form of the onditional distribution we use is similar to that em-ployed in previous researh by onditionalizing a joint distribution formed by onvolv-ing a Gaussian kernel funtion with all the datapoints [HT95℄. The di�erenes arethat our distributions use fewer Gaussians, but these Gaussians have varying weightsand varying non-diagonal ovariane matries; we also employ a di�erent learningalgorithm to tune the model's parameters. The use of fewer Gaussians makes ourmethod more suitable for some appliations suh as ompression, and may speed up37



inferene. (Our method may also yield more aurate models in many situations, butwe have yet to verify this experimentally.)Learning Gaussian mixtures from dataThe EM algorithm is a popular method for learning mixture models from data (see,e.g., [DLR77℄). The algorithm is an iterative algorithm with two steps per iteration.The Expetation or \E" step alulates the distribution over the unobserved mixtureomponent variables, using the urrent estimates for the model's parameters. TheMaximization or \M" step then re-estimates the model's parameters to maximize thelikelihood of both the observed data and the unobserved mixture omponent variables,assuming the distribution over mixture omponents alulated in the previous \E"step is orret. For Gaussian mixture models, the steps of the EM algorithm work asfollows:� E step: Given the urrent network parameters ~�, for eah datapoint ~sj and eahlass k, alulate the extent wjk to whih lass k \owns" ~sj: wjk = P (kjsj; ~�).� M step: Adjust ~� as follows:�k = swkR ; ~�k = 1swk RXj=1wjk~sj;�j = 1swk RXj=1wjk(~sj � ~�k)(~sj � ~�k)Twhere R is the number of datapoints in the dataset and swk = PRj=1wjk.Eah iteration of the EM algorithm inreases the likelihood of the observed data orleaves it unhanged; if it leaves it unhanged, this usually indiates that the likelihoodis at a loal maximum. Unfortunately, eah iteration of the basi algorithm desribedabove is slow, sine it requires a entire pass through the data. Instead, we use anaelerated EM algorithm in whih multiresolution kd-trees [MSD97℄ are used todramatially redue the omputational ost of eah iteration [Moo99℄. We refer theinterested reader to this previous paper [Moo99℄ for details.An important remaining issue is how to hoose the appropriate number of Gaus-sians, M , for the mixture. If we restrit ourselves to too few Gaussians, we will fail38



to model the data aurately; on the other hand, if we allow ourselves too many, thenwe may \over�t" the data and our model may generalize poorly. A popular way ofdealing with this tradeo� is to hoose the model maximizing a soring funtion thatinludes penalty terms related to the number of parameters in the model. We employthe Bayesian Information Criterion [Sh78℄ previously disussed in Setion 2.2.1 tohoose between mixtures with di�erent numbers of Gaussians. Rather than re-runthe EM algorithm to onvergene for many di�erent hoies of M and hoosing theresulting mixture that maximizes the BIC sore, we use a heuristi algorithm thatstarts with a small number of Gaussians and stohastially tries adding or deletingGaussians as it progresses [SM00℄1. Gaussians with high overall probabilities aresometimes eah split into two Gaussians, and Gaussians with low overall probabilitiesare sometimes eliminated. After the number of Gaussians is hanged in this fashion,the EM algorithm is run for a few more iterations. If the resulting mixture has ahigher BIC sore than the BIC sore of the mixture with the previous number ofGaussians, then the algorithm ontinues; otherwise it resets its distribution bak tothe mixture with the previous number of Gaussians, runs the EM algorithm for a fewmore iterations, and then ontinues stohastially from there.3.2.3 Handling disrete variablesSuppose now that a set of variables ~Si we wish to model inludes disrete variablesas well as ontinuous variables. Let ~Qi be the disrete variables in ~Si, and ~Ci theontinuous variables in ~Si. One simple model for Pi( ~Qi; ~Ci) is a lookup table withan entry for eah possible set ~qi of assignments to ~Qi. The entry in the table orre-sponding to a partiular ~qi ontains two things: the marginal probability Pi(~qi), anda Gaussian mixture modeling the onditional distribution Pi( ~Cij~qi). Let us refer totables of this form as mixture tables. We obtain the mixture table's estimate for eahPi(~qi) diretly from the data: it is simply the fration of the reords in the datasetthat assigns the values ~qi to ~Qi. Given an algorithm A for learning Gaussian mixturesfrom ontinuous data, we use it to generate eah onditional distribution Pi( ~Cij~qi) inthe mixture table by alling it with the subset of the dataset D orresponding to thevalues spei�ed by ~qi.Suppose now that we are given a Bayesian network struture over the entire setof variables, and for eah variable Xi we are given a mixture table for Pi(~Si) =1Thanks to Andrew Moore and Peter Sand for providing the C ode for this algorithm.39



Pi(Xi; ~�i). We must now alulate new mixture tables for eah of the marginal distri-butions Pi( ~�i) so that we an use them for the onditional distributions Pi(Xij ~�i) =Pi(Xi; ~�i)=Pi( ~�i). Let ~Ci represent the ontinuous variables in fXig [ ~�i; ~Qi rep-resent the disrete variables in fXig [ ~�i; ~C�i represent the ontinuous variables in~�i; and ~Q�i represent the disrete variables in ~�i. (Either ~Q�i = ~Qi or ~C�i = ~Ci,depending on whether Xi is ontinuous or disrete.)If Xi is ontinuous, then the marginalized mixture table for Pi( ~�i) has the samenumber of entries as the original table for Pi(Xi; ~�i), and the estimates for P ( ~Qi)in the marginalized table are the same as in the original table. For eah ombina-tion of assignments to ~Qi, we simply marginalize the appropriate Gaussian mixturePi( ~Cij ~Qi) = Pi( ~Cij ~Q�i) in the original table to a new mixture Pi( ~C�ij ~Q�i), and usethis new mixture in the orresponding spot in the marginalized table.If Xi is disrete, then for eah ombination of assignments to ~Q�i , we ombine sev-eral di�erent Gaussian mixtures for various Pi( ~C�ij ~Qi)'s into a new Gaussian mixturefor Pi( ~C�ij ~Q�i). First, the values of Pi( ~Q�i) in the marginalized table are omputedtrivially from the original table as Pi( ~Q�i) = PXi Pi(Xi; ~Q�i). Pi(Xij ~Q�i) is thenalulated as Pi(Xi; ~Q�i)=Pi( ~Q�i). Finally, we ombine the Gaussian mixtures orre-sponding to di�erent values of Xi aording to the relationshipPi( ~C�ij ~Q�i) =XXi Pi(Xij ~Q�i)Pi( ~C�ij ~Qi):We have now desribed the steps neessary to use mixture tables in order to param-eterize Bayesian networks over domains with both disrete and ontinuous variables.Note that mixture tables are not partiularly well-suited for dealing with disretevariables that an take on many possible values, or for senarios involving many de-pendent disrete variables | in suh situations, the ontinuous data will be shatteredinto many separate Gaussian mixtures, eah of whih will have little support. Betterways of dealing with disrete variables are undoubtedly possible, but we leave themfor future researh (see Setion 3.6). The models we will disuss in Chapter 4 nat-urally handle disrete variables in a muh more graeful manner. (We will brieydisuss how we urrently handle mixture tables' potential problems with sparse datain our experimental results setion.)
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3.3 Learning mix-net struturesGiven a Bayesian network struture over a domain with both disrete and ontinuousvariables, we now know how to learn mixture tables desribing the joint probability ofeah variable and its parent variables, and how to marginalize these mixture tables toobtain the onditional distributions needed to ompute a oherent probability funtionover the entire domain. But what if we don't know a priori what dependenies existbetween the variables in the domain | an we learn these dependenies automatiallyand �nd the best Bayesian network struture on our own, or at least �nd a \good"network struture?As mentioned in Setion 2.2.1, �nding the optimal Bayesian network struturewith whih to model a given dataset is NP-omplete [Chi96℄, even when all the datais disrete and there are no missing values or hidden variables. A popular heuristiapproah to �nding networks that model disrete data well is to hilllimb over networkstrutures, using a soring funtion suh as the BIC as the riterion to maximize.Unfortunately, hilllimbing usually requires soring a very large number of networks.While our algorithm for learning Gaussian mixtures from data is omparatively fastfor the omplex task it performs, it is still too expensive to re-run on the hundredsof thousands of di�erent variable subsets that would be neessary to parameterize allthe networks tested over an extensive hilllimbing run. (Suh a hilllimbing algorithmhas previously been used to �nd Bayesian networks suitable for modeling ontinuousdata with omplex distributions [HT95℄, but in pratie this method is restrited todatasets with relatively small numbers of variables and datapoints.)However, there are other heuristi algorithms that often �nd networks very losein quality to those found by hilllimbing but with muh less omputation. A fre-quently used lass of algorithms involves measuring all pairwise interations betweenthe variables, and then onstruting a network that models the strongest of thesepairwise interations (e.g. [CL68℄, [Sah96℄, [FNP99℄, and the seond algorithm usedin Setion 2.2.1). We use suh an algorithm in this hapter to automatially learnthe strutures of our Bayesian networks.In order to measure the pairwise interations between the variables, we start withan empty Bayesian network B� in whih there are no ars | i.e., in whih all variablesare assumed to be independent. We use our mixture-learning algorithm to alulatethe parameters in this empty network, and then alulate this network's BIC sore(see Setion 2.2.1). One we have alulated the BIC sore of the empty network B�,41



we alulate the BIC sore of every possible Bayesian network ontaining exatly onear. With N variables, there are �N2� or O(N2) suh networks. Let Bij denote thenetwork with a single ar from Xi to Xj. Note that to ompute the BIC sore of Bij,we need not reompute the mixture tables for any variable other than Xj, sine theothers an simply be opied from B�. Now, de�ne I(Xi; Xj), the \importane" of thedependeny between variable Xi and Xj, as follows:I(Xi; Xj) = BIC(Bij)� BIC(B�):After omputing all the I(Xi; Xj)'s, we initialize our urrent working network Bto the empty network B�, and then greedily add ars to B using the I(Xi; Xj)'s ashints for what ars to try adding next. At any given point in the algorithm, the setof variables is split into two mutually exlusive subsets, DONE and PENDING. Allvariables begin in the PENDING set. Our algorithm proeeds by seleting a variablein the PENDING set, adding ars to that variable from other variables in the DONEset, moving the variable to the DONE set, and repeating until all variables are inDONE. High-level pseudo-ode for the algorithm appears in Figure 3.2.The algorithm generates and tests O(N2) mixture tables ontaining two variableseah in order to alulate all the pairwise dependeny strengths I(Xi; Xj), and thenO(N � K) more tables ontaining MAXPARS+1 or fewer variables eah during thegreedy network onstrution. K is a user-de�ned parameter that determines themaximum number of potential parents evaluated for eah variable during the greedynetwork onstrution.Note that as the algorithm is desribed above, the step in the algorithm labeledwith a \y" in Figure 3.2 might appear to take O(N2) time, thus bumping the overalltime of the algorithm up to O(N3). By ahing information between iterations, theost of this step per iteration ould be redued to O(N logK), for a total ost ofO(N2 logK). However, this savings is largely irrelevant; the real ost of the struture-learning algorithm lies in the O(N2) alls to the mixture-table learning algorithm.Eah of these alls typially takes at least O(R) time, where R is the number ofreords in the dataset, and R is typially muh larger than N .If MAXPARS is set to 1 and I(Xi; Xj) is symmetri, then our heuristi algorithmredues to a maximum spanning tree algorithm (or to a maximum-weight forest algo-rithm if some of the I's are negative). Out of all possible Bayesian networks in whiheah variable has at most one parent, this maximum spanning tree is the Bayesiannetwork B1opt that maximizes the soring funtion. (This is a trivial generalization of42



� B := B�, PENDING := the set of all variables, DONE := fg� While there are still variables in PENDING:{ Consider all pairs of variables Xd and Xp suh that Xd is in DONE and Xpis in PENDING:y Of these, let Xmaxd and Xmaxp be the pair of variablesthat maximizes I(Xd; Xp). Our algorithm selets Xmaxp as the next variableto onsider adding ars to. (Ties are handled arbitrarily, as is the asewhere DONE is urrently empty.){ Let K 0 = min(K; jDONEj), where K is a user-de�ned parameter. LetX1d ; X2d ; : : :XK0d denote the K 0 variables in DONE with the highest valuesof I(X id; Xmaxp ), in desending order of I(X id; Xmaxp ).{ For i = 1 to K 0:� If Xmaxp now has MAXPARS parents in B, or if I(X id; Xmaxp ) is lessthan zero, break out of the for loop over i and do not onsider addingany more parents to Xmaxp .� Let B0 be a network idential to B exept with an additional arfrom X id to Xmaxp . Call our mixture-learning algorithm to update theparameters for Xmaxp 's node in B0, and ompute BIC(B0).� If BIC(B0) > BIC(B); B := B0.{ Move Xmaxp from PENDING to DONE.Figure 3.2: The greedy network struture learning algorithm employed in this hapter.
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the well-known algorithm [CL68℄ for the ase where the unpenalized log-likelihood isthe objetive riteria being maximized.) If MAXPARS is set above 1, our heuristialgorithm will always model a superset of the dependenies in B1opt, and will always�nd a network with at least as high a BIC sore as B1opt's.There are a few details that prevent our I(Xi; Xj)'s from being perfetly sym-metri. Beause the mixtures we use have redundant parameters, the number ofparameters in Bij and Bji are not neessarily equal, and so the two networks' BICsores may be di�erent even if the distributions they model are idential. Further-more, the distributions modeled by the two networks will not generally be idential,sine our mixture-learning algorithm is stohasti and will not usually �nd distribu-tions with the truly highest possible likelihoods. Also, even in senarios in whih allthe variables are disrete, the two distributions may not be idential beause of theslight adjustments we make in our models' parameters in order to handle sparse data(as desribed in the experimental results setion). In pratie, however, I is loseenough to symmetri that it's often worth pretending that it is symmetri, sine thisuts down the number of alls we need to make to our mixture-learning algorithm inorder to alulate the I(Xi; Xj)'s by roughly a fator of 2.Sine learning joint distributions involving real variables is expensive, alling ourmixture table generator even just O(N2) times to measure all of the I(Xi; Xj)'s antake a prohibitive amount of time. We note that the I(Xi; Xj)'s are only used tohoose the order in whih the algorithm selets variables to move from PENDINGto DONE, and to selet whih ars to try adding to the graph. The atual values ofI(Xi; Xj) are irrelevant | the only things that matter are their ranks and whetherthey are greater than zero. Thus, in order to redue the expense of omputing theI(Xi; Xj)'s, we an try omputing them on a disretized version of the dataset ratherthan the original dataset that inludes ontinuous values. The resulting ranks ofI(Xi; Xj) will not generally be the same as they would be if they were omputedfrom the original dataset, but we would expet them to be highly orrelated in manypratial irumstanes.Muh like the struture-learning algorithm employed in Chapter 2, the struture-learning algorithm used here is similar to the \Limited Dependene Bayesian Clas-si�ers" previously employed to learn networks for lassi�ation [Sah96℄, exept thatour networks have no speial target variable, and we add the potential parents to agiven node one at a time to ensure that eah atually inreases the network's sore.44



The learning algorithm is also somewhat similar in spirit to the \Sparse Candidate"algorithm [FNP99℄. We will generalize the algorithm further in Setion 4.6.3.4 ExperimentsIn this setion, we ompare the performane of the network-learning algorithm de-sribed above to the performane of four other algorithms. Eah of the four otheralgorithms is designed to be similar to our network-learning algorithm exept in oneimportant respet. First we desribe a few details about how our primary network-learning algorithm is used in our experiments, and then we desribe the four alterna-tive algorithms.3.4.1 AlgorithmsMix-net learnerThis is our primary network-learning algorithm, as desribed in Figure 3.2. For ourexperiments on both datasets, we set MAXPARS to 3 and K to 6. When generatingany given Gaussian mixture, we give our aelerated EM algorithm thirty seondsto �nd the best mixture it an. In order to make the most of these thirty-seondintervals, we also limit our overall training algorithm to using a sample of at most10,000 datapoints from the training set. Rather than omputing the I(Xi; Xj)'s withthe original dataset, we ompute them with a version of the dataset in whih eahontinuous variable has been disretized to 16 di�erent values. The boundaries of the16 bins for eah variable's disretization are hosen so that the number of datapointsin eah bin is approximately equal.Mixture tables ontaining many disrete variables (or a few disrete variables eahof whih an take on many values) an severely over�t data, sine some ombinationsof the disrete variables may our rarely in the data. For now, we attempt to addressthis problem as follows:� The estimates for the distribution Pi( ~Qi) over the disrete variables in any givenmixture table are smoothed by adding half a datapoint's worth of probabilitymass to eah possible ombination and renormalizing aordingly.45



� In addition to the Gaussian omponents, eah mixture over ontinuous variablesontains a uniform omponent. This uniform omponent represents a onstantdensity over a hypervolume bounding the entire dataset. We �x this uniformomponent's total probability mass at half a datapoint's worth, and renormalizethe distribution aordingly. If there are too few datapoints in the mixture to �teven a single Gaussian, then the mixture ontains only this uniform omponent,whih is assigned a total probability mass of one in this speial ase.Whenever Gaussian mixtures are learned, there is a possibility that a Gaussian willbeome ill-onditioned and further mathematial operations will fail due to roundo�error. Even worse, a Gaussian may shrink to an arbitrarily small size around a singledatapoint and thus ontribute an arbitrarily large amount to the log-likelihood ofthe training data. We help prevent these onditions from ourring by adding asmall onstant to the diagonal elements of all Gaussians' ovariane matries. (Amore prinipled but slightly more omplex approah would be to use a prior over theGaussians' parameters, suh as a normal-Wishart distribution.)Independent MixturesThis algorithm will help us illustrate how muh leverage our mix-net learning algo-rithm gets by modeling any dependenies at all between variables. It is idential toour mix-net learning algorithm in almost all respets; the main di�erene is that herethe MAXPARS parameter has been set to zero, thus foring all variables to be mod-eled independently. We also give this algorithm more time to learn eah individualGaussian mixture, so that it is given a total amount of omputational time at leastas great as that used by our mix-net learning algorithm.TreesThis algorithm will help us illustrate how muh leverage our mix-net learning algo-rithm gets by generating models more omplex than tree-shaped (or forest-shaped)networks. It is idential to our primary network-learning algorithm in all respetsexept that the MAXPARS parameter has been set to one, and we give it more timeto learn eah individual Gaussian mixture (as we did for the Independent Mixturesalgorithm). 46



Single-Gaussian MixturesThis algorithm will help us illustrate how muh leverage our mix-net learning algo-rithm gets by using mixtures ontaining multiple Gaussians. It is idential to ourprimary network-learning algorithm exept for the following di�erenes. When learn-ing a given Gaussian mixture Pi( ~Cij ~Qi), we use a single multidimensional Gaussianrather than a mixture. (Note, however, that some of the marginal distributionsPi( ~C�i j ~Q�i) may ontain multiple Gaussians when the variable marginalized away isdisrete.) Sine single Gaussians are muh easier to learn in high-dimensional spaesthan mixtures are, we allow this single-Gaussian algorithm muh more freedom in re-ating large mixtures. We set both MAXPARS and K to the total number of variablesin the domain minus one. We also allow the algorithm to use all datapoints in thetraining set rather than restrit it to a sample of 10,000. Finally, we use the originalreal-valued dataset rather than a disretized version of the dataset when omputingeah pairwise interation I(Xi; Xj).Dislaimer: as implemented for these experiments, this algorithm overounts thenumber of parameters truly required to represent the distributions being modelled.When a joint distribution P (Xi; ~�i) omposed of a single Gaussian is used ondition-ally, the resulting onditional distribution P (Xij ~�i) is the same as would be providedwith linear regression, whih requires only O(j ~�ij) parameters. (See Setion 4.2.2 fordetails.) Better methods for learning Bayesian networks of this form have been re-searhed in the past (e.g. [GH94℄). However, the auray of the implementation hereis probably not too muh worse than the performane that would be ahieved withthese other methods given the large number of datapoints used in our experiments.Pseudo-Disrete Bayesian NetworksThis algorithm is similar to our primary network-learning algorithm in that it usesthe same sort of greedy algorithm to selet whih ars to try adding to the network.However, the networks this algorithm produes do not employ Gaussian mixtures.Instead, the distributions it uses are losely related to the distributions that would bemodeled by a Bayesian network for a ompletely disretized version of the dataset. Foreah ontinuous variable Xi in the domain, we break Xi's range into F bukets. Theboundaries of the bukets are hosen so that the number of datapoints lying withineah buket is approximately equal. The onditional distribution for Xi is modeled47



with a table ontaining one entry for every ombination of its parent variables, whereeah ontinuous parent variable's value is disretized aording to the F bukets wehave seleted for that parent variable. Eah entry in the table ontains a histogramfor Xi reording the onditional probability that Xi's value lies within the boundariesof eah of Xi's F bukets. We then translate the onditional probability assoiatedwith eah buket into a onditional probability density spread uniformly throughoutthe range of that buket. (Disrete variables are handled in a similar manner, exeptthe translation from onditional probabilities to onditional probability densities isnot performed.)When performing experiments with this algorithm, we re-run it for several di�erenthoies of F : 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, and 64. Of the resulting networks, we pik the onethat maximizes the BIC. When the algorithm uses a partiular value for F , thevariable interations I(Xi; Xj) are omputed using a version of the dataset that hasbeen disretized aordingly, and then ars are added greedily as in our mix-netlearning algorithm. The networks produed by this algorithm do not have redundantparameters as our mix-nets do, as eah node ontains only a model of its variable'sonditional distribution given its parents rather than a joint distribution.Dislaimer: muh researh has been performed on better ways of disretizing realvariables in Bayesian networks (e.g. [FG96a℄, [MC98a℄, [MC99℄). The simple dis-retization algorithm disussed here and urrently implemented for our experimentsis ertainly not state-of-the-art.3.4.2 Datasets and resultsWe tested the previously desribed algorithms on two di�erent datasets taken fromreal sienti� experiments. The \Bio" dataset ontains data from a high-throughputbiologial ell assay. There are 12,671 reords and 31 variables. 26 of the variablesare ontinuous; the other �ve are disrete. Eah disrete variable an take on eithertwo or three di�erent possible values.The \Astro" dataset ontains data taken from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey, anextensive astronomial survey urrently in progress. This dataset ontains 111,456reords and 68 variables. 65 of the variables are ontinuous; the other three aredisrete, with arities ranging from three to 81.Two minor adjustments were made to eah of the original datasets before handing48



Bio AstroIndependent Mixtures 33300� 500 2746000� 5000Single-Gaussian Mixtures 65700� 200 2436000� 5000Pseudo-Disrete 59100� 100 3010000� 1000Tree 74600� 300 3280000� 8000Mix-Net 80900� 300 3329000� 5000Figure 3.3: Mean log-likelihoods (and the standard deviations of the means) of testsets in a 10-fold ross-validation.them to any of our learning algorithms. First, all ontinuous variables were saledso that all values lie within [0; 1℄. This helps put the log-likelihoods we report inontext, and possibly helps prevent problems with limited mahine oating-pointrepresentation. Seond, the value of eah ontinuous value in the dataset were ran-domly perturbed by adding to it a value uniformly seleted from [-.0005, .0005℄. Thisnoise was added to eliminate any deterministi relationships or delta funtions in thedata. The log-likelihood of a ontinuous dataset exhibiting even a single determin-isti relationship between two variables is in�nite when given the orret model; insuh a situation, it is not lear how meaningful log-likelihood omparisons betweenompeting learning algorithms would be. (See Setion 4.3 for further disussion onthis topi.) We added uniform noise rather than Gaussian noise in order to preventthe introdution of a bias that favors Gaussian mixtures.For eah dataset and eah algorithm, we performed ten-fold ross-validation, andreorded the log-likelihoods of the test sets given the resulting models. Figure 3.3shows the mean log-likelihoods of the test sets aording to models generated byour �ve network-learning algorithms, as well as the standard deviation of the means.(Note that the log-likelihoods are positive sine most of the variables are ontinuousand bounded within [0; 1℄, whih implies that the models usually assign probabilitydensities greater than one to regions of the spae ontaining most of the datapoints.The probability distributions modeled by the networks are properly normalized, how-ever.)On the Bio dataset, our primary mix-net learner ahieved signi�antly higher log-likelihood sores than the other four model learners. The fat that it signi�antlyoutperformed the independent mixture algorithm and the tree-learning algorithmindiates that it is e�etively utilizing relationships between variables, and that it49



inludes useful relationships more omplex than mere pairwise dependenies. The fatthat its networks outperformed the pseudo-disrete networks and the single-Gaussiannetworks indiates that the Gaussian mixture models used for the network nodes'parameterizations helped the network ahieve muh better predition than possiblewith simpler parameterizations. Our primary mix-net learning algorithm took aboutan hour and a half of CPU time on a 400 MHz Pentium II to generate its model foreah of the ten ross-validation splits for this dataset.The mix-net learner similarly outperformed the other algorithms on the Astrodataset. The algorithm took about three hours of CPU time to generate its modelfor eah of the ross-validation splits for this dataset.As additional tests of the mix-nets' robustness, we onstruted two synthetidatasets from the Bio dataset. For the �rst syntheti dataset, all real values inthe original dataset were disretized in a manner idential to the manner in whih thepseudo-disrete networks disretized them, with 16 bukets per variable. (Out of themany di�erent numbers of bukets we tried with the pseudo-disrete networks, 16 wasthe number that worked best on the Bio dataset.) Eah disretized value was thentranslated bak into a real value by sampling it uniformly from the orrespondingbuket's range. The resulting syntheti dataset is similar in many respets to theoriginal dataset, but its probability densities are now omposed of pieewise onstantaxis-aligned hyperboxes | preisely the kind of distributions that the pseudo-disretenetworks model. This syntheti dataset auses the pseudo-disrete network learn-ing algorithm to learn a network idential to the network it learns from the originaldataset; the pseudo-disrete network's test-set log-likelihood performane on this syn-theti dataset is also idential to its test-set log-likelihood performane on the originaldata. However, we might expet mix-nets to perform muh worse than the pseudo-disrete networks on this syntheti dataset, sine the syntheti dataset's distributionsmay be muh harder to represent with mixtures of Gaussians. As it turns out, thetest-set performane of mix-nets on this syntheti dataset is worse than the perfor-mane of pseudo-disrete networks, but not dramatially so: the mix-net's averagetest-set log-likelihood on the syntheti dataset drops down to 57600 � 200. This issigni�antly worse than the pseudo-disrete networks' log-likelihood, whih stayed at59100 � 100, but this di�erene in sores is not nearly as large as the di�erene onthe original dataset, where the mix-nets learly dominated.For the seond syntheti dataset, we generated 12,671 samples from the network50



learned by the Independent Mixtures algorithm during one of it ross-validation runson the Bio dataset. The test-set log-likelihood of the models learned by the Inde-pendent Mixtures algorithm on this dataset is 32580� 60, while our primary mix-netlearning algorithm sored a slightly worse 31960� 80. However, the networks learnedby the mix-net learning algorithm did not atually model any spurious dependen-ies between variables. The networks learned by the Independent Mixtures algorithmwere better only beause the Independent Mixtures algorithm was given more timeto learn eah of its Gaussian mixtures.3.5 Possible appliations for Mix-Nets3.5.1 Classi�ationSo far, we have only disussed learning mix-nets in situations where our objetiveis to �nd a network that aurately models the distribution over the entire set ofvariables. What if our goal is to aurately predit the distribution of one disretetarget variable given the values of all the other variables in the domain? A networklearned by an algorithm optimized to aurately model the distribution over all thevariables is not likely to fare well ompared to networks learned by algorithms thattake the spei� predition task at hand into onsideration.A simple, popular and e�etive type of lassi�er, the Naive Bayes lassi�er, as-sumes that the non-target variables are all independent of eah other given the valueof the target variable. This orresponds to using a Bayesian network in whih thereis an ar from the target variable to eah non-target variable, but no ars betweenthe non-target variables. The non-target variables are usually assumed to be disrete;however, ontinuous variables have been handled in the past by using Gaussians orkernel density estimators for the onditional distributions of ontinuous variables (e.g.,[JL95℄).A reently developed type of lassi�er, Tree Augmented Naive Bayes(TAN) [FGG97℄, augments the network struture of Naive Bayes with additionalars between the non-target variables, where eah non-target variable is onditionedon at most one other non-target variable. This lassi�er has been extended to handleontinuous variables by representing eah ontinuous variable in the network twie:one in a disretized form, and one in a simple onditional parametri form [FGL98℄.51



Our greedy network-learning algorithm an easily be modi�ed to learn mix-netlassi�ers similar in struture to TAN lassi�ers. By raising our algorithm's MAX-PARS parameter higher than 1, it an also be used to learn lassi�ers with moreompliated network strutures. The network struture-learning algorithm wouldbe very similar to the previously developed \Limited Dependene Bayesian Classi-�ers" algorithm [Sah96℄. The mix-nets' more exible parameterizations would allowthese lassi�ers to model omplex interations between ontinuous and disrete vari-ables without requiring disretization of the ontinuous variables. Furthermore, sinemix-nets an have disrete variables onditioned on ontinuous variables, the samenetwork-learning algorithm an be used to learn networks for prediting the ondi-tional probability density of a ontinuous variable given the values of all the otherontinuous and disrete variables in the domain. (Using these models may be some-what omputationally expensive, however, sine the onditional distribution over thetarget variable is not obviously expressible in losed form and one may have to resortto sampling or numeri integration.)3.5.2 Anomaly detetionOne obvious appliation for aurate joint probability models over large numbers ofdisrete and ontinuous variables is anomaly detetion. The models an be used onlineto help detet the presene of abnormally low-probability situations. Alternatively,they an be used o�ine on the same datasets from whih they are learned in order torank the datapoints by their log-likelihoods. If the learned models are aurate, thedatapoints assigned low log-likelihoods are probably unusual in reality as well. Weare urrently exploring the use of networks learned from astronomial survey datato automatially selet unusual astronomial objets for further inspetion by humaninvestigators [NCC+01℄.3.5.3 InfereneWhile it is possible to perform exat inferene in some kinds of networks modelingontinuous values (e.g. [DM95℄, [Ala96℄), exat inferene in arbitrarily-strutured mix-nets with ontinuous variables may not be possible. However, inferene in thesenetworks an be performed via stohasti sampling methods. If we are given a mixturetable modeling P (Xi; ~�i) and spei� values ~�i for ~�i, it is possible to ompute52



a onditional mixture table P (Xij~�i). This onditional mixture table an then besampled straightforwardly. Thus, given a mix-net, we an easily employ likelihoodweighting to generate a set of weighted datapoints representing a sample from anyonditional distribution we desire. Whether likelihood weighting or other samplingmethods will yield aeptably aurate inferene results in a reasonable amount oftime remains to be seen. Other approximate inferene methods suh as disretization-based inferene (e.g. [KK97℄) or variational inferene (see e.g. [JGJS98℄) are also worthinvestigating.3.5.4 Data ompressionAs disussed in Chapter 2, many popular and powerful methods for data ompressionsuh as arithmeti oding rely on expliit probabilisti models of the data they areompressing; using automatially learned Bayesian networks for these models anresult in ompression ratios dramatially better than those ahievable by gzip orbzip2, while maintaining megabyte per seond deoding speeds. Can this approahbe extended to real-valued data?In order to ompress real-valued data, some loss of auray must usually be a-epted | after the �rst few signi�ant �gures, real values typially beome impossibleto model as anything other than inompressible random noise. Thus, the question is:how muh an the data be ompressed if we are willing to aept some given averageloss of auray in the reonstrution? Lossily ompressing values using a Gaussianmodel is a well-studied problem (see, e.g. [Say96℄). How do we lossily ompress val-ues oming from a mixture of Gaussians? One obvious approah would be to enodeeah point as follows. First, we alulate the likelihood with whih it ame from eahGaussian in the mixture. Suppose the maximum likelihood Gaussian is Gm. We thenenode in our ompressed dataset the fat that the next datapoint is generated byGm, and then enode the datapoint using Gm as our model distribution.Unfortunately, this method of oding is suboptimal when the Gaussians overlap.However, it is possible for an algorithm to e�etively reover the bits wasted in thismanner by using a lever \bits-bak" method to enode some extra \side information"in the hoie of whih Gaussian gets used for the enoding [Fre98℄. For example,if two Gaussians are almost equally likely to have generated the data, then we ane�etively transmit about one bit's worth of information (about some other datapoint,for example) \for free" in our hoie of whih of the two Gaussians we use, rather53



than always simply piking the Gaussian with the slightly higher likelihood.Automatially learned mix-nets may be a reasonably e�etive model lass withwhih to ompress large datasets ontaining both ontinuous and disrete values.However, in Chapter 4, we will explore a di�erent set of models that appear evenmore suitable.3.6 Conlusions, Related Work, and Possible Ex-tensionsWe have desribed a pratial method for learning Bayesian networks apable ofmodeling omplex interations between many ontinuous and disrete variables, andhave provided experimental results showing that the method is both feasible ande�etive on sienti� data with dozens of variables. The networks learned by thisalgorithm and related algorithms show onsiderable potential for many importantappliations. However, there are many ways in whih our method an be improvedupon. We now briey disuss a few of the more obvious possibilities for improvement.The mixture tables in our network inlude a ertain degree of redundany, sinethe mixture table for eah variable models the joint probability of that variable withits parents rather than just the onditional probability of that variable given its par-ents. For example, onsider a ompletely onneted network ontaining N ontinuousvariables in whih the joint probability of eah variable and its parents is modeled asa single multidimensional Gaussian. In this ase our network will have O(N3) param-eters, despite the fat that the overall distribution modeled by the network is atuallyjust a single multidimensional Gaussian representable with O(N2) parameters. Thiswastes memory and omputational time. Perhaps more importantly, the larger num-ber of parameters may ause a network-learning algorithm to favor a simpler modelwith fewer parameters, even if there is enough data to justify the O(N2) parametersthat would be used by a single multidimensional Gaussian. Naturally, it is possi-ble to eliminate this redundany in the speial ase of single-Gaussian mixtures byfalling bak to a representation in whih eah variable is modeled as a linear funtionof its parent variables plus Gaussian noise. Some other tehniques have also beendeveloped for omputing nonredundant parameterizations of Bayesian networks withembedded joint distributions [HM97a℄. However, we know of none that are obviously54



pratially appliable to the type of model employed in this hapter. Another possibleapproah is to simply drop the use of parameter-ounting sore metris and insteadrely on other methods suh as ross-validation in order to ontrol the omplexity ofthe model. This is the approah we will take in Chapter 4.Throughout this hapter we have only developed and experimented with variationsof one partiular network struture-learning algorithm. There is a wide variety ofstruture-learning algorithms for disrete Bayesian networks (see, e.g., [CH92℄, [LB94℄,[HGC95℄, and [FNP99℄), many of whih ould be employed when learning mix-nets.The quiker and dirtier of these algorithms might be appliable diretly to learningmix-net strutures. The more time-onsuming algorithms suh as hilllimbing an beused to learn Bayesian networks on disretized versions of the datasets; the resultingnetworks may then be used as hints for whih sets of dependenies might be worthtrying in a mix-net. Suh approahes have previously been shown to work well onreal datasets [MC98b℄. In Chapter 4 we will explore this issue further, albeit inonjuntion with di�erent types of onditional distributions than the ones employedin this hapter.While the aelerated EM algorithm we use to learn Gaussians mixtures is veryfast for low-dimensional mixtures and omes up with fairly aurate models, its e�e-tiveness dereases dramatially as the number of variables in the mixture inreases.This is the primary reason we have not yet attempted to learn mixture networks withmore than four variables per mixture. Further researh is urrently being ondutedon alternate data strutures and algorithms whih with to aelerate EM in the hopesthat they will sale more graefully to higher dimensions (e.g. [Moo00℄).Other methods for aelerating EM have also been developed in the past, someof whih might be used in our Bayesian network-learning algorithm instead of or inaddition to the aelerated EM algorithm employed in this hapter. The EM algo-rithm an be viewed as maximizing a single funtion whose loal maxima orrespondto loal maxima of the likelihood funtion; the E step inreases this funtion by ad-justing the datapoints' estimated lass distributions, and the M step inreases it byadjusting the model parameters. This view justi�es many variants of EM that mayprovide faster onvergene [NH98℄.Another approah to aelerating the EM algorithm for Gaussian mixture modelsis to take a single pass through the dataset while heuristially maintaining in memorya limited-size bu�er of datapoints whose lass memberships are independently uner-55



tain, and a set of summary statistis for the other datapoints [BFR98℄. This methodwould not provide the same drasti speed improvements provided by our urrently em-ployed aeleration method if used on low-dimensional datasets that �t ompletelyin memory. However, it may sale more graefully to very large high-dimensionaldatasets. Exploiting this alternative aeleration method might allow us to learnmix-nets with more parents per variable. This alternative aeleration method ouldalso simply be used to learn a Gaussian mixture over the entire set of ontinuous vari-ables. We suspet that simple Gaussian mixtures in very large-dimensional spaes willfrequently not perform as well as fatorized models suh as the ones employed here.However, omparative experiments testing this hypothesis on real datasets would beuseful. Some preliminary experiments in Setion 4.8.7 are performed in whih globalmixture models are ompared to the Bayesian network-based models desribed in thenext hapter.Our urrent method of handling disrete variables does not deal very well withdisrete variables that an take on many possible values, or with ombinations in-volving many disrete variables. Better methods of dealing with these situations arealso grounds for further researh. One possibility would be to use mixture modelsin whih the hidden lass variable determining whih Gaussian eah datapoint's on-tinuous values ome from also determines distributions over the datapoint's disretevalues, where eah disrete value is assumed to be onditionally independent of theothers given the lass variable. Suh an approah has been used previously in Auto-Class [CS96℄. The EM aeleration algorithm exploited in this hapter would haveto be generalized to handle this lass of models, however. Another possibility wouldbe to use deision trees over the disrete variables rather than full lookup tables, atehnique previously explored for Bayesian networks over disrete domains [FG96b℄.In Chapter 4, we will examine related approahes that handle ontinuous variables aswell.The Gaussian mixture learning algorithm we urrently employ attempts to �nd amixture maximizing the joint likelihood of all the variables in the mixture rather thana onditional likelihood. Sine the mixtures are atually used to ompute onditionalprobabilities, some of their representational power may be used ineÆiently. TheEM algorithm has reently been generalized to learn joint distributions spei�allyoptimized for being used onditionally [JP99℄. If this modi�ed EM algorithm anbe aelerated in a manner similar to our urrent aelerated EM algorithm, it mayresult in signi�antly more aurate networks.56



Finally, further omparisons with alternative methods for modeling distributionsover ontinuous variables in Bayesian networks are warranted (e.g. [HT95℄, [FN00℄).
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Chapter 4
Interpolating Conditional DensityTrees
4.1 IntrodutionWhile the Gaussian mixture-based algorithms in the previous hapter appear fairlye�etive at learning omplex onditional distributions in a reasonable amount of time,the learning algorithm is still quite time-onsuming on large datasets with many vari-ables. Furthermore, evaluating the resulting distributions at spei�ed points is alsotime-onsuming, sine eah point requires the evaluation of many Gaussians. Ap-proximations similar to those used by the aelerated EM algorithm used to learn themodels [Moo99℄ might oneivably allow us to ut down on the number of Gaussiansevaluated per point, but these approximations themselves are expensive to omputeon a datapoint-by-datapoint basis.Tree-based models of onditional probability distributions have historially beenvery popular within the mahine learning ommunity for lassi�ation and regressiontasks (e.g. [Qui86℄, [BFOS84℄). They an be reasonably quik to learn, are quik toevaluate, and an be fairly aurate as well. In both lassi�ation and regressiontrees, a given tree is used to predit the value of some output (or \hild") variable Xigiven a set of input (or \parent") variables ~�i; in lassi�ation trees Xi is a disretevariable, while in regression trees Xi is ontinuous. In both kinds of trees, eah branhnode orresponds to a test applied to one or more variables in ~�i, and eah of thebranh's hild nodes orresponds to one of the mutually exlusive results of this test.59
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In addition to onventional lassi�ation and regression tasks, tree-based ondi-tional density estimators have also been used for the onditional distributions withinBayesian networks for disrete variables [FG96b℄. Tree-based approximations of pre-viously known joint probability distributions over sets of variables ~Si (some variablesof whih may be ontinuous) have also been used in the past in order to perform in-ferene in graphial models [KK97℄. In suh trees, the density Pl(~Si) modelled withineah leaf l is a onstant.In this hapter we examine several aspets of tree-based density estimators, withan emphasis on using them to obtain the onditional distributions required for Bayesiannetworks. First, we disuss learning algorithms for density trees modelling joint dis-tributions P (~Si). Setion 4.2 desribes several possible types of distributions to usein the leaves of these density trees. In Setion 4.3 we disuss the riteria we useto evaluate density trees with di�erent branhing strutures, and in Setion 4.4 wedisuss algorithms for attempting to grow trees maximizing this riteria, inludingmethods for hoosing branh variables (Setion 4.4.1), hoosing the threshold valuesfor branhes on ontinuous variables (Setion 4.4.2), and hoosing when to stop grow-ing the tree (Setion 4.4.3). We also disuss the simple parameter-smoothing methodwe use to prevent poor performane on previously unseen data (Setion 4.4.4).Setion 4.5 desribes learning algorithms for density trees modelling onditionaldistributions P (Xij ~�i). Setion 4.5.1 desribes strati�ed onditional density trees, inwhih the desired onditional distribution is learned diretly. These density trees areomputationally expensive to learn, but fast to evaluate. In Setion 4.5.2 we disusshow to take density trees learned to model joint distributions P (Xi; ~�i) and use themto ompute onditional probabilities P (Xij ~�i). Evaluating these onditional proba-bilities an be somewhat omputationally expensive; however, joint density trees areeasier to learn than strati�ed onditional density trees, and | somehat surprisingly| are often more aurate for onditional density estimation than strati�ed ondi-tional density trees are, despite the fat that they are optimized for modelling thejoint distribution rather than the onditional distribution. We then desribe a way totransform joint density trees and evaluate them approximately. The resulting densityestimator e�etively ombines the fast, aurate learning of joint density trees withthe fast evaluation of strati�ed onditional density trees.In Setion 4.6 we desribe a struture-learning algorithm for Bayesian networksgeneralizing the algorithm used in Setion 3.3. Setion 4.7 desribes a method for61



improving the performane of density tree algorithms on distributions with sharp fea-tures in their marginal distributions. In Setion 4.8 we perform an extensive set of ex-periments evaluating the algorithms proposed throughout previous setions. Finally,in Setion 4.9 we disuss related work and diretions for further possible researh.4.2 Joint density estimators for density tree leavesFirst, we desribe several di�erent types of density estimators Pl(~Si) for use withinthe leaves of tree-based joint density models. We onentrate primarily on varyingmethods of handling the ontinuous variables ~Ci � ~Si. The disrete variables ~Qi � ~Siare handled identially throughout all ases examined here. Namely, within a givenleaf l, eah disrete variable is assumed to be independent of all other disrete andontinuous variables: Pl(~Si) = Pl( ~Ci) YQk2 ~Qi Pl(Qk):In joint density trees where any given set of assignments ~Si = ~si is onsistent witha single leaf l, Pl(~Si) may be rewritten as follows:Pl(~Si) =Xl0 P (l0)Pl0(~Sijl0) = P (l)Pl(~Sijl)where the sum ollapses beause P (~Sijl0) = 0 for all l0 not equal to l, the unique leafonsistent with the partiular values of ~Si; P (l) is an estimate of the probability thatany partiular datapoint will be onsistent with all the onstraints imposed by theanestor branhes of l; and Pl(~Sijl) is a onditional distribution over ~Si given that~Si is onsistent with l's onstraints. This means that in order to learn the densityestimator Pl(~Si) that is used for all datapoints ~Si = ~si onsistent with a given leaf l'sonstraints, we an simply learn a density model Pl(~Sijl) over the spae of possibilitiesonsitent with l by estimating it from all data onsistent with l, and then saling theprobabilities returned by this model by our estimate of P (l).Thus, all leaf distributions we examine in this thesis may be written as:Pl(~Si) = P (l)Pl( ~Cijl) YQk2 ~Qi Pl(Qkjl):We will also restrit our attention to trees in whih eah branh node tests exatlyone variable. If the variable tested is disrete, the branh simply has one hild node62



for every possible value of that variable. If the variable X tested is ontinuous, thebranh spei�es a threshold value b and has two hildren orresponding to X � band X > b. Furthermore, we assume that we have some a priori bounds on theminimum and maximum possible values of all ontinuous variables. (This assumptionwill be disussed in more detail shortly.) That is, we assume all ontinuous values arerestrited within some known hyperube. Together with the previous onstraint onthe form of branhes allowed on ontinuous variables, this implies that the spae ofpossible values for Ci onsistent with any given leaf in the tree is also a hyperube.We now disuss several possible estimators for Pl( ~Cijl). In addition to desribinghow these joint distributions are learned and evaluated, we will also desribe how touse them onditionally (that is, how to alulate Pl(Xij ~�i; l)) in the ases where thevariables in ~Ci are not modelled independently within eah leaf.4.2.1 Constant leaf densitiesThis density estimator for Pl( ~Cijl) is very straightforward: namely, we assume aonstant density Pl( ~Cijl) = 1V olume ~Ci(l)where V olume ~Ci(l) is the volume of l's bounding box over the ontinuous variables~Ci, as determined by the onstraints imposed upon l by its anestors in the tree.Sine this box is simply an axis-aligned hyperube, its volume is trivial to ompute.Density trees using onstant-leaf densities are fast to learn; however, as our exper-imental results will show, density trees employing other leaf distributions are usuallymore aurate.4.2.2 Gaussian leaf densitiesAxis-aligned (diagonal ovariane)This density estimator for Pl( ~Cijl) assumes that the distribution of eah variableXk 2 ~Ci is proportional to a Gaussian and independent of all other variables. Werenormalize the distribution of eah variable so its integral over the range [x0; x1℄ of
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l is 1: Pl( ~Cijl) = YXk2 ~Ci �k exp(�(Xk � �k)22�2k )where �k = 1R x1x0 exp�� (xk��k)22�2k � dxk :When learning a leaf distribution, eah parameter �k and �k is simply set to themaximum-likelihood value for an untrunated Gaussian:�k = 1R RXj=1xjk; �k = 1R RXj=1(xjk � �k)2where xjk is the value that datapoint j assigns toXk and R is the number of datapoints.The �k's are then omputed using routines for evaluating the error funtion (see,e.g. [PTVF92℄).A aveat: this is not the same as �tting the best possible trunated and renor-malized Gaussian to the data. For example, a uniform distribution ould be �ttedperfetly in the limit by letting the variane go to in�nity and setting the renor-malizing onstant to orrespondingly smaller and smaller numbers. The proedureoutlined above will obviously fail to �t this distribution orretly, sine any ovarianeomputed from the data will neessarily be �nite. Unfortunately, �tting the optimaltrunated and renormalized Gaussian presents a more ompliated (albeit still onlytwo-dimensional) optimization problem.Full ovariane / linear regressionThis density estimator for Pl( ~Cijl) assumes ~Ci is distributed aording to a multidi-mensional Gaussian with a full ovariane matrix:Pl( ~Cijl) = 1(2�) d2 j�j 12 exp��12( ~Ci � ~�)T��1( ~Ci � ~�)�where d is the number of variables in ~Ci, �i is the vetor of means and � is theovariane matrix. As in the axis-aligned ase, the mean and ovariane are set totheir maximum-likelihood values~� = 1R RXj=1 ~j; � = 1R RXj=1(~j � �)(~j � �)T :64



In ases where we wish to estimate a onditional distribution Pl(Xij ~C�i; l) fromthe joint Pl( ~Ci; jl), we an use the following relationship. Assume � is nonsingular;let K denote its inverse ��1. Without loss of generality, assume the mean vetor, theovariane matrix, and the inverse of the ovariane matrix are partitioned as follows:~� = 0� �Xi~� ~�i 1A ;� = 0� �XiXi�Xi ~�i� ~�iXi� ~�i ~�i 1A ;K = 0� KXiXiKXi ~�iK ~�iXiK ~�i ~�i 1A(To keep the notation from getting overly omplex, we temporarily assume there areno disrete parent variables and thus ~�i = ~C�i. Sine disrete variables are modelledindependently of the ontinuous variables, they have no e�et on the onditionaldistributions over the ontinuous variables within a leaf.) We an then break thejoint Gaussian into three parts: a Gaussian distribution over the parent variables, alinear transformation that maps an assignment of the parent variables' values to aonditional mean on the hild variables, and a ovariane matrix for the onditionaldistribution of the hild variables. The Gaussian distribution over the parent variablessimply has mean ~� ~�i and ovariane � ~�i. The onditional distribution of Xi given~�i has the following mean �Xij ~�i and ovariane �Xij ~�i:�Xij ~�i = �Xi +�Xi ~�i(� ~�i ~�i)�1( ~�i � ~� ~�i); �Xij ~�i = (KXiXi)�1:(This is a well-known result; see e.g. [Lau96℄ for a sketh of the derivation.) Note thatwhen the joint Gaussian's parameters are set to their maximum-likelihood values,the onditional distribution obtained from the above equations is idential to theonditional distribution we would have obtained with linear regression.Unlike the density estimator we use in the axis-aligned ase, we do not guaranteethat the estimated joint distribution integrates to 1 over the bounds of the leaf, sineevaluating this integral is diÆult. (Maximizing the log-likelihood of the distributionwhile taking trunation and renormalization diretly into aount would be evenmore diÆult.) However, when estimating Pl(Xij~�i; l) for a single target variableXi and a spei� �i using the equation above, we renormalize the resulting Gaussiandistribution over Xi so it does integrate to 1 over Xi's range in l. When using a densitytree that models a joint distribution P (Xi; ~�i) in order to ompute a onditionaldistribution P (Xij ~�i), as we will disuss in Setion 4.5.2, we also need P ( ~�ijl) inorder to ompute P (lj ~�i). While we do not guarantee in this ase that P ( ~�ijl) isnormalized, it is still easy to guarantee that the resulting estimates for P (Lj ~�i) are65



normalized aross the set of leaves L:P (lj ~�i) = P (l)P ( ~�ijl)Pl0 P (l0)P (~�jl0) :Sine the �nal onditional distribution P (Xij ~�i) is then a normalized weighted sumof normalized onditional distributions Pl(Xij~�i; l), the �nal onditional distributionis normalized as well.Gaussians (with either diagonal or nondiagonal ovariane matries) are one ofthe most ommonly used parametri models for ontinuous probability distributions.They make a sensible hoie for the leaf distributions of simple CART-like treesthat do not branh on the variable being modeled. However, in trees that branhon the variables being modeled, they an be less e�etive than other types of leafdistributions. The distribution modeled in every Gaussian leaf will have a \bump"in it at the Gaussian's mean, whih must lie somewhere inside the leaf's boundaries(assuming a more ompliated �tting mehanism that takes trunation into aountis not being employed). Inreasing the resolution of the tree inreases the number ofbumps, making it impossible to aurately model arbitrary smooth distributions evenin the limit of in�nite data. The other leaf distributions disussed in this thesis areapable of representing uniform distributions as a speial ase, and therefore do notsu�er from this problem.4.2.3 Exponential leaf densitiesIn a leaf of this type, eah ontinuous variable is modeled independently with anexponential distribution that is trunated to the leaf's range and renormalized. LetX be one suh variable urrently in onsideration. If X's range in a leaf l is [xl; xr℄,then Pl(xjl) = beax, where b = 1R xrxl eaxdx = aeaxr � eaxl :Given the data D falling in leaf l, we wish to set a to maximize the total log-likelihood of the data. For simpliity of exposition, we assume without loss of gener-ality that [xl; xr℄ = [0; 1℄. If xj is the value that datapoint j assigns to X, then thetotal log-likelihood of the data (restrited to variable X) isLL(D) = Xj log� aea � 1eaxj�66



= R(a�x + log a� log(ea � 1));where R is the total number of datapoints and �x is the mean value of X aording tothe data. Setting the derivative of this log-likelihood to zero gives us(ea � 1)(1 + �xa)� aea = 0:This equation an be solved for �x in losed form:�x = aea � ea + 1aea � a= �1a + 12 oth�a2�+ 12 ;where oth is the hyperboli otangent. (The latter form makes it slightly more learthat the funtion is antisymmetri around (0; 12).) Unfortunately, this relationshipbetween �x and a is not easily invertible. However, for a given value of �x, we an useNewton's method to �nd the a for whih the derivative of the log-likelihood is zero.Arbitrary initial hoies for a an ause Newton's method to diverge on this problem.For �x lose to 0, the orret value for a is approximately � 1�x ; in pratie, hoosing� 1�x as an initial guess for Newton's method appears to work for the range 0 < �x � :5.To handle �x > :5, we use the relationship a(�x) = �a(1� �x).This tells us how to �nd the maximum-likelihood estimate for a when the leaf'srange is [0; 1℄. To �nd it for a di�erent range [xl; xr℄, we simply resale the leaf'srange to [0; 1℄, resale �x similarly, �nd the appropriate value for a in this range, andthen divide this a by xr � xl.The fat that �x is all that is required to optimally �t the trunated and renor-malized exponential distribution makes it signi�antly simpler and faster to learnthan the linearly interpolated probability densities disussed in setion 4.2.4. How-ever, while the estimated density within a leaf is nearly linear when �x is lose to theenter of the leaf, it is extremely nonlinear when �x is very lose to one of the leaf'sboundaries, as seen in Figure 4.2. Our experimental results will reveal that densitytrees employing exponential-distribution leaves an sometimes be even less auratethan ones using onstant-distribution leaves due to ertain properties the exponentialdistribution exhibits in these extreme ases.
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Figure 4.2: Trunated and renormalized exponential distributions for (from left toright) �x = :5; �x = :45; �x = :2; and �x = :01. Eah distribution's range is [0, 1℄; thedensity for �x = :5 is the onstant 1.4.2.4 Linear leaf densitiesIn a leaf l of this type, eah ontinuous variable is modeled independently with adensity that hanges linearly aross the bounds of the leaf. Let X be one suhvariable under onsideration. Without loss of generality, assume X's range over lis [0; 1℄. (Other ranges an be handled by saling all data to [0; 1℄ before parameterestimation and adjusting the resulting estimated parameters straightforwardly.) ThenPl(xjl) = (1� x)a0 + xa1, where a0 and a1 are the estimated densities at X = 0 andX = 1 respetively. The integral of this distribution over [0; 1℄ is a0+a12 , so a0 isonstrained to 2� a1.Given the data D falling in leaf l, we wish to set a1 to maximize the total log-likelihood of the data:LL(D) =Xj log(a1xj + (2� a1)(1� xj)):Calulating the derivative with respet to a1 and setting it to zero gives usXj 2xj � 1(2xj � 1)a1 + (2� 2xj) = 0;or equivalently Xj (2xj � 1) Yk:k 6=j((2xk � 1)a1 + (2� 2xj)) = 0:Solving this equation diretly would apparently involve �nding the roots of anRth-degree polynomial, where R is the number of datapoints in D. In some ases, it68
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Figure 4.3: The distributions P (XjZ) of the two unobserved lasses Z = z0 andZ = z1 used to model linear interpolation.may have no real solution, sine the above equation does not take into aount theonstraint that a0 and a1 must both be nonnegative; in these situations, the optimumestimator is obtained by setting a0 to 0 and a1 to 2, or vie-versa. (For example, thisours any time all of the training data lies in the region X < :5.)Another way of viewing this density estimator is to assume the existene of anunobserved \lass" variable Z that determines whih of two distributions P (XjZ =z0) and P (XjZ = z1) eah datapoint is generated from, where P (xjz0) is simply 2�2xand P (xjz1) is 2x. (See Figure 4.3.) Maximizing the log-likelihood then boils downto �nding the distribution P (Z) that maximizesLL(D) =Xj logXz P (Z = z)P (xjjZ = z):It is easy to prove that this log-likelihood has at most one distint loal maximumwith respet to P (Z) by using the fat that the logarithmi funtion is onave. Anyloal optimization routine apable of handling the onstraints on P (Z) (namely, thatPz P (z) = 1 and eah P (z) must be in [0; 1℄) an be used for this optimization prob-lem. For this partiular density estimator, the optimization is only one-dimensional,sine there are only two possible values for the lass variable, so we ould use anyof a wide variety of line-searh methods. However, in setion 4.2.5, we will onsidersimilar density estimators in whih the hidden lass variable an take on many morevalues, thus requiring optimizations over higher-dimensional spaes.In suh higher-dimensional spaes, the Expetation Maximization or EM algo-69



rithm [DLR77℄ is a simple method for �nding distribution parameters that optimizethe log-likelihood of data in whih some variables are not always observed. The al-gorithm is an iterative algorithm with two steps per iteration. The Expetation or\E" step alulates an expeted distribution over the unobserved variables given theobserved variables and the urrent estimates for the distribution's parameters. TheMaximization or \M" step then re-estimates the distribution parameters to maximizethe likelihood of both the observed data and the unobserved variables, assuming theunobserved variables are distributed aording to the expeted values alulated inthe previous E step.For the optimization problem under onsideration here, we start with an initialguess P0(Z) and iteratively generate better estimates P1(Z); P2(Z); : : : as follows:� E step: for eah datapoint j and eah possible hidden variable value zk for thatdatapoint, alulate Pt(zkjxj) = �jP (xjjzk)Pt(zk), where �j = Pzk P (xjjzk)Pt(zk).� M step: for eah possible value zk assigned to Z, alulate Pt+1(zk) = PRj=1 Pt(zkjxj).Sine the log-likelihood funtion has only one loal maxima, we expet the hoieof P0(Z) to have little e�et on the �nal outome. A natural hoie is the uniformdistribution. The algorithm an be terminated when the inrease in log-likelihoodbetween iterations beomes lower than a spei�ed threshold, or terminated after some�xed number of iterations.It is not diÆult to prove that eah iteration of the EM algorithm inreases thelog-likelihood of the data, or at least does not derease it [DLR77℄. Proving thatthe algorithm atually onverges to a loal maxima of the log-likelihood funtion ismore involved (again, see [DLR77℄ for desriptions of the neessary onditions), butin pratie it is rare for the algorithm to do otherwise.Sine all the P (xjjzk)'s in this partiular lass of density estimator are �xed,they an be preomputed and ahed before EM iterations are started. Furthermore,for any given leaf in the density tree, there is only one parameter that needs to beestimated for eah ontinuous variable. In the early stages of the tree-growing proess,there will typially be many more datapoints per leaf than are neessary to estimatethis parameter to a reasonable level of auray, and the ost per EM iteration saleslinearly with the number of datapoints used. Therefore, if there are more than somenumber Rmax of datapoints mapped to the leaf, we randomly sample Rmax of them70



(without replaement) and use only those datapoints while determining the leaf'sdistribution parameters.Density trees using independent linear interpolations take somewhat longer tolearn than those using exponential distributions, but eah leaf still only requiresone independent parameter per ontinuous variable being modeled. Furthermore,our experimental results will show that they are typially more aurate than treesemploying exponential distributions.4.2.5 Multilinear leaf densitiesIn a leaf l of this type, the density of all ontinuous variables ~Ci is modeled jointlyrather than independently. Similarly to how eah individual variable was handledin the previous setion, the joint distribution over ~Ci an be expressed as a mixturemodel with hidden lass variable Z:Pl( ~Ci) =Xzk P (zk)P ( ~Cijzk)where eah lass distribution P ( ~Cijzk) is �xed. Now, however, there are 2d di�erentpossible values for the lass variable, where d is the number of variables in ~Ci. Eahof these values orresponds to one of the 2d orners of the d-dimensional hyperuberepresenting the leaf's bounds. As before, for the purposes of exposition we assumewithout loss of generality that these bounds are [0; 1℄d. For a given value zk of Z forwhih the orresponding oordinates in f0; 1gd are (yk1 ; yk2 ; : : : ; ykd)T ,P ( ~Ci = (1; 2; : : : ; d)T jzk) = 2d dYj=1(1� jykj � jj):Figure 4.4 shows an example alulation of suh a P ( ~CijZ).As in the previous setion, we preompute all P (xjjzk)'s and then use the EMalgorithm to adjust P (Z) towards the distribution maximizing the likelihood of thedata.It might appear at �rst glane that evaluating Pl( ~Ci) takes �(d2d) time, sine itinvolves a sum over 2d addends eah of whih is produt of d multipliands. However,with a bit of additional programming omplexity, we ompute eah produt in amor-tized onstant time by reusing the produt of the multipliands it has in ommonwith the previously omputed produt. This redues the evaluation time to �(2d).71
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Figure 4.4: An example alulation of P (C0 = :4; C1 = :7jZ = z2), where z2 is thehidden lass value orresponding to the orner (C0 = 0; C1 = 1).In order to evaluate a onditional probability Pl(Xij ~�i) (where we one againignore the possibile existene of disrete variables in ~�i in order to simplify the nota-tion), we may use the equationPl(xij ~�i) = Pl(X = xi; ~�i)Pl( ~�i) = Pl(X = xi; ~�i)Pl(Xi = 0:5; ~�i)where the latter equation holds beause integrating out Xi results in a multilinearinterpolation over ~�i in whih eah orner's density is an average of the densities ofthe two orners in the original interpolation that have the same oordinates for ~�i.This same averaging an be ahieved by simply setting Xi = :5 in the original jointdistribution.This is not neessarily the most eÆient way to ompute Pl(Xij ~�i), but it doeslead to a potentially interesting observation. Suppose that rather than maximizingthe log-likelihood of the joint Pl(Xi; ~�i), we wished to maximizine the onditionallog-likelihood Pl(Xij ~�i). This onditional log-likelihood an be written as the jointlog-likelihood of the data minus the joint log-likelihood of a phantom dataset inwhih eah value for Xi is replaed with 0.5. Thus, many optimization algorithmsone might use to maximize the joint log-likelihood an be applied straightforwardlyto maximizing the onditional log-likelihood, as long as the algorithms are apable72



of handling datapoints with \negative weight." EM would probably fail if used inthis manner, sine it is unlear what would keep it from assigning negative values tosome P (Z)'s. Other optimization algorithms that have been adjusted to take P (Z)'sonstraints into aount (for example, gradient-based methods employing \softmax"hanges of variables [Bri90℄) might be usable.As in setion 4.2.4, when �tting P (Z) for a given leaf, we restrit the number ofdatapoints used for the �t in order to inrease omputational eÆieny. However,sine the number of parameters required for multilinear interpolation sales with 2d,we sale the number of datapoints used with 2d as well.Our experimental results will show that multlinearly interpolated leaf distributionstypially provide the most aurate density estimation. However, the auray is nottoo muh greater than that provided by using one independent linear interpolation pervariable per leaf, and it does ome at onsiderable additional omputational expense.4.3 Tree evaluation riteriaNow that we have disussed several possible types of density estimators we mightwish to use in the leaves of density trees, we move on to disussing di�erent methodsfor determining density tree strutures. This immediately raises the question of howwe will evaluate two di�erent density trees or subtrees in order to determine whih is\better". Even if we know the exat distribution P ( ~X) from whih the �nite datasetgiven to the density estimator had been generated, there are many possible riteriawe ould use to measure the quality of the resulting estimated distribution P̂ . Forexample, in the statistial literature it is ommon to use the integrated squared errorZ [P̂ (~x)� P (~x)℄2d~x:Other possibilities inlude the L1 normsup~x jP̂ (~x)� P (~x)j;the L1 norm Z jP̂ (~x)� P (~x)jd~x;and the Kullbak-Leibler divergeneD(P jjP̂ ) = Z P (~x) log P (~x)P̂ (~x)d~x73



= �H(P ( ~X))� Z P (~x) log P̂ (~x)d~x;where H(P ( ~X)) = � Z P (~x) logP (~x)d~xis the entropy of the true distrubution P ( ~X). Sine H(P ( ~X)) is onstant when om-paring di�erent estimates P̂ ( ~X), minimizing the Kullbak-Leibler divergene betweenP̂ and P is the same as maximizingZ P (~x) log P̂ (~x)d~x;whih is simply the average log-likelihood we would expet P̂ ( ~X) to assign to a pointrandomly generated from the true distribution P ( ~X).Beause we will generally not know the true distribution P ( ~X) from whih theoriginal data was generated, we approximate this average log-likelihood by evalutingit over a �nite set of \holdout" datapoints that were not used to �t the model P̂ ( ~X)under onsideration. In the limit as the size of the holdout set approahes in�nity, thedensity estimator seleted via this average log-likelihood riterion is the most likelyhypothesis as to P ( ~X)'s form out of all the forms evaluated. Furthermore, it alsohas the property that it is the best model with whih to ompress data generatedrandomly from P ( ~X) in the limit that an in�nite amount of preision is required foreah oded value of ~X. Sine this thesis is foussed partially on potential appliationsto ompression problems, this makes it a natural riterion for us to use.There are a few aveats, however. Many real-life probability densities are in�niteat ertain points. For example, a supposedly \ontinuous" value might atually bequantized so that it always exatly takes on one of 1024 values. The density at eahof these points is then a delta funtion; at all other points it is zero. Alternatively, asensor may \lip" data so that all input past a ertain range is mapped preisely tosome maximum representable output; the output variable's density at this maximumwill also be a delta funtion. In suh situations, log-likelihood is largely a meaning-less measure. The relative log-likelihoods of two di�erent density estimators will bedetermined almost wholly by exatly how they handle the data lying in these regionsof in�nite density. Fair omparisons between di�erent density estimation methodson suh data would require ensuring that they handled these points in an essentiallyidential fashion | a tedious and rather diÆult task. When using density estimatesto ompress real-valued data, we normally only are about a �nite level of preision74



and disregard all but the �rst few signi�ant �gures of the data; thus, we ould on-eivably alter all the density estimators examined to take this �nite preision intoaount and then ompare the number of bits required to enode a given level ofauray using the resulting models. However, again, doing so and ensuring that it'sdone fairly would be tedious and diÆult, sine most density learning algorithms havenot been designed with that partiular task in mind. Therefore, for the purposes ofevaluating di�erent density learning algorithms in this thesis, we assume all datasetsare generated from distributions in whih all densities are �nite. To ensure this isthe ase, random noise is added to all datapoints in all the real-world datasets. Theresulting evaluations an be seen as rude approximations to how well the densityestimates would perform if used to ompress real data to a preision orrespondingto the magnitude of the noise.Another reason the log-likelihood riterion is not quite orret for ompressionappliations is that the ost of enoding the density estimator itself is not takeninto aount. In many ompression appliations it might be more appropriate touse a soring metri that uses the log-likelihood of the training data (rather thanof an independent hold-out set) minus a penalty term that sales with the numberof parameters required for the model, suh as the Bayesian Information Criterion(BIC) [Sh78℄. However, when ompressing very large datasets it is often ompu-tationally infeasible to use the entire dataset while learning a density model, and arelatively small random sample must be used instead. In suh situations, the totalnumber of bits required for ompression will be determined primarily by the learnedmodel's auray on data that was never presented to the learning algorithm, and thenumber of bits required to enode the model will only be of seondary importane |and therefore the log-likelihood riterion employed here may in fat be more suitablethan riteria employing penalized training-set log-likelihoods suh as the BIC.4.4 Tree-growing algorithmsNow that we have disussed the evaluation of andidate density trees, we examine al-gorithms for growing these andidate trees. In this thesis we will restrit our attentionprimarily to \top-down" learning algorithms of the following general form:� Either deide to model the data as a leaf, or deide to branh. If not branhing,learn a leaf distribution (of one of the distribution types desribe in setion 4.2)75



and return it. Otherwise:{ Deide what variable to branh on; if this variable is ontinuous, also deideupon a threshold value. Create a branh node orresponding to this branhvariable (and threshold value). In the ase of a disrete-variable branh,the branh node has one hild pointer orresponding to eah possible valueof the variable. In the ase of ontinuous branh variables, the branh nodehas two hild pointers: one for ases in whih the branh variable is lessthan or equal to the threshold, and another for ases in whih the branhvariable is greater than the threshold.{ Set eah hild pointer of the branh node to the result obtained by reur-sively alling the tree-learning algorithm on the subset of the data satisfy-ing the onstraints assoiated with that partiular hild.In addition to the data, the tree learning algorithm is supplied with a set ofonstraints. Eah ontinuous variable Xi has a onstraint in the set of the formai � Xi � bi. Eah disrete variable Qi either has no onstraints or has a onstraint ofthe formQi = qi for some value qi. The algorithm is initially supplied with onstraintsover the ontinuous variables orresponding to a priori known bounds on their valuesand no onstraints over the disrete variables. When alling itself reursively to learna branh node's hild, the algorithm adds the appropriate disrete-variable onstraintor makes the appropriate ontinuous-variable onstraint more spei� aordingly.We now disuss di�erent methods for making the deisions required by the abovegeneral algorithm.4.4.1 Branh variable seletion strategiesIf we have deided to model the urrent data subset with a branhing density treerather than a simple leaf distribution, then we need to deide whih variable to branhon. One simple possibility is to have the variables \take turns" aording to somearbitrary variable ordering as the tree's depth inreases, with the exeption that eahdisrete variable an only ever be branhed on one. For example, in a joint densitytree over two ontinuous variables, we might arrange the tree so that the root nodean only split on variable C1; all nodes diretly below the root node an only spliton variable C2; all nodes two levels below the root node an only split on varible C176



Figure 4.5: Example density trees learned using the turn-based branhing riteria(left) and the greedy branhing riteria (right) on a syntheti dataset.again; and so forth. If the split threshold hosen for eah branh node is always themidpoint of the range of its branhing variable, and the tree is of onstant depth,then this imposes a grid struture over (C1; C2). If the depth of the tree is allowedto vary instead, this results in a partitioning in whih all leaves are either squares orretangles with aspet ratios of 1:2; an example of suh a tree is shown in the lefthalf of Figure 4.5. (When the bounding box over the domain is a hyperube and splitpoints are always in the middle of the branhing variable's urrent range, having thevariables \take turns" splitting ahieves the same e�et as always splitting on thevariable with the widest urrent range.)Another branh variable seletion method used more ommonly in deision andregression tree learning algorithms (e.g. [Qui86℄ and [BFOS84℄) is greedy seletion.When employing this variable seletion strategy, a \density stump" of depth one isgrown for eah possible branh variable. Eah of the stumps is evaluated; the beststump is hosen, its hildren leaves are thrown away, and the learning algorithm isalled reursively to learn subtrees to replae the old hild leaves.1 An example of atree learned using this greedy strategy is shown in the right half of Figure 4.5.The greedy branh variable seletion method is obviously more omputationallyexpensive than the \taking turns" approah, but sometimes lead to signi�antly more1Atually, for omputational eÆieny we pass the best stump's hildren leaves to the reursivelyalled subtree learners rather than throw them away immediately, so the subtree learners don't haveto relearn the leaves when deiding whether to prune.77



aurate density estimators, as shown in supplemental experimental results in Ap-pendix A.1.4.4.2 Split point seletionWhen a branh node tests a ontinuous variable Xi, we must hoose the thresholdvalue t it employs for its test. If the urrently valid range of Xi is [a; b℄, one simplehoie is the midpoint t = (a+b)=2. In addition to being omputationally inexpensive,this hoie has a few other advantages. If the density tree is being used for ompres-sion, this means the value of t does not need to be enoded in the model, whih savesa few bits. Furthermore, splits in di�erent parts of the density tree will have a greatertendeny to \line up" with eah other by employing the same thresholds. This anredue the omplexity of the tree that results when we \onditionalize" the originaldensity tree as desribed in setion 4.5.4.If none of these advantages are of partiular onern, another possible split pointseletion algorithm is as follows:� Selet a set D0 of up to, for example, 500 datapoints at random. Sort themaording to the values they assign to Xi.� Generate a set of andidate split thresholds t1; : : : ; tK based on these sorteddatapoints. For example, we might onsider all thresholds that lie halfwaybetween two distint adjaent values in the sorted list of Xi values.� Pik the andidate split point tj that would maximize the log-likelihood of D0if we used a stump with tj as a split point and onstant-density hild leaves. Ifthere are lj datapoints in D0 less than tj and rj datapoints greater than tj, thislog-likelihood is a onstant pluslj log ljtj � a + rj log rjb� tj :These evaluations an be performed eÆiently by walking through the sortedlist of Xi values and generating the andidate split points tj from these values\on the y".Naturally, we would expet this split-point hoosing algorithm to help the mostwhen the density tree is atually employing leaves with onstant densities (as de-78



sribed in Setion 4.2.1). An analogous algorithm tuned for leaves employing ex-ponential or Gaussian densities (as in Setion 4.2.3) would also be feasible, but werefrain from examining this possibility further in this thesis. An analogous algorithmtuned for leaves employing linear or multilinear interpolation would likely be too om-putationally expensive, however, sine these leaf densities annot be �t using smallsets of suÆient statistis that an be updated quikly while sanning through thesorted list of Xi values.One potential pitfall with this split point riterion is that it tends to favor \end-ut" splits | that is, splits near the boundaries of leaves. This phenomenon hasbeen noted before in algorithms for tree-based lassi�ation and regression (see,e.g., [MM73℄ and [BFOS84℄). As a rude way of dealing with this problem, we refrainfrom using any split point suh that one of the two leaves would aount for less than10 of the datapoints. (If there are fewer than 20 datapoints, we refrain from usingthis split point riterion entirely and simply use the midpoint of the branh variable'surrent range.) Informal experiments not desribed further in this thesis have shownthis an signi�antly inrease the auray of density trees learned while using thissplit point riterion.Most of our experiments in this thesis will use the simpler midpoint thresholdmethod. Supplemental experiments omparing this method with the more ompli-ated method desribed above are desribed in Appendix A.1.4.4.3 Pruning strategiesAssuming we have some method for hoosing variables on whih to branh, we muststill deide whether any branh will result in a density tree that will perform asaurately on unseen data as a simple leaf distribution would perform. One possiblemethod, whih we refer to as stopping, is to have the learning algorithm return a leafwhenever it determines (via evaluation on a holdout set or some other method) thata leaf models the urrent data subset more aurately than any single-level densitystump it has generated and tested. Another possible method, referred to as post-pruning, is for the learner to learn a subtree potentially muh deeper than one leveland then ompare the estimated auray of this entire subtree to the estimatedauray of a leaf. When learning this deeper subtree, some other ad-ho stoppingriterion is used, suh as requiring a minimum number of datapoints before allowinga branh to be onsidered. 79



Figure 4.6: Example density trees learned on a syntheti dataset using stopping (left)and post-pruning (right) with onstant-density leaves.Whether stopping or post-pruning generates more aurate results depends onother aspets of the tree learning algorithm. If very simple density estimators are usedin the leaves, and if few di�erent ombinations of branhing variables and branhingthresholds are evaluated, then the stopping algorithm will often terminate with aleaf in situations where a density tree of depth two or more would have done muhbetter. For example, Figure 4.6 shows two density trees learned on a syntheti datasetwhere the leaves are of onstant density and only one branh variable/branh tresholdombination is attempted. The density tree on the left, whih was learned withstopping, has a large region towards the upper-right that is learly not of onstantdensity but that is modeled with a single leaf. This leaf was not split beause ithas roughly as many datapoints in its upper half as in its bottom half; by hane,the holdout set had a slightly lower log-likelihood on the andidate density stumpemploying this top vs. bottom split than it did on the leaf overing the entire area,so the stopping riterion terminated with a leaf prematurely. The density tree on theright learned with post-pruning does not su�er from this obvious problem.On the other hand, if the density estimators used in the leaves are more exible,and many andidate branh variable / branh threshold ombinations are tried, thenit beomes less likely that the stopping algorithm will stop muh too early. Further-more, in suh situations it beomes inreasingly likely that any �nite holdout set usedto evaluate di�erent hoies of branh variables / branh threshold will happen tohave an inaurately high estimated log-likelihood for one of those hoies, and over-80



�tting will result. When over�tting beomes a more pressing issue than under�tting,trees learned with post-pruning often perform slightly worse than trees learned withstopping. This e�et an be ameliorated by using one holdout set to evaluate di�er-ent branh variable / branh threshold ombinations and a seond separate holdoutset to deide whether to use the best of these ombinations or to use a leaf instead.However, even with an independent holdout set for pruning, post-pruning an stillpeform worse than than stopping. Furthermore, learning trees with post-pruning ismore omputationally expensive, both in terms of time and memory requirements.Despite these issues, in most of our experiments we will use post-pruning ratherthan stopping. While post-pruning is often slightly less e�etive on average, the qual-ity of density trees learned with stopping has a higher variane and is more sensitiveto other aspets of the density tree learning algorithm. Supplemental experimentsomparing post-pruning versus stopping are inluded in Appendix A.1.Another approah previously used in lassi�ation and regression trees (see, e.g.[BFOS84℄) is to use the holdout set not to diretly determine whih nodes of thetree to prune, but instead use it to �nd a good value for a single omplexity penaltyoeÆient that is then used aross the entire density tree to determine whih branhesto prune. This approah might result in more aurate trees than the ones we haveprodued using the holdout sets more diretly, but we leave omparisons along theselines for future researh.4.4.4 Parameter smoothingThroughout the disussion so far, we have been assuming the use of maximum-likelihood estimates for P (L = l) (the probability distribution over whih leaf l agiven datapoint is onsistent with) and for Pl(~Sijl) (the onditional probability den-sity over a set of variables ~Si given that the datapoint is onsistent with the onstraintsassoiated with a given leaf l). However, if we are using log-likelihood as our rite-rion for density estimator quality, suh maximum-likelihood estimates an performarbitrarily poorly on data not seen during the training proess. For example, it maybe the ase that in one of the tree's branhes on a disrete variable X, none of thedatapoints onsistent with the onstraints of that branh's anestors in the tree hasX set to some partiular value x. In suh a situation, a maximum-likelihood tree-learning algorithm would set the branh's orresponding hild node to a leaf l andassign P (l) = 0. However, there is still a hane that a datapoint onsistent with81



l's onstraints will be seen later; the log-likelihood of suh a point would be �1,thus making it irrelevant how well the density tree did on any other datapoints beingevaluated. Alternatively, a leaf l may assign a probability Pl(~Sijl) = 0 to some ombi-nations of values for ~Si. For example, in the ase of linear or multilinear interpolation,it is often the ase that the density at some of the leaf's edges or orners will onvergeto zero.One theoretial way to address this problem would be to use a Bayesian analysisin whih the set of parameters ~� in a density tree with a �xed struture T are givena prior distribution PT (~�). The data D ould then be used to �nd these parameters'posterior distribution PT (~�jD), and then the probabilility of any given datapointPT (~sijD) ould be alulated by integrating over PT (~�jD):PT (~sijD) = Z PT (~�jD) � PT (~sij~�)d~�:When the distributions PT (~sij~�) and priors PT (~�) are of ertain forms, the above in-tegral an be alulated in losed form. For example, for a single disrete variable Q,the integral an be evaluated in losed form if PT (Qj�) is a multinomial distributionand the prior over its parameters PT (~�) is a Dirihlet distribution. It an similarly beevaluated if PT (~�) is a Gaussian distribution and the priors over its parameters is anormal-Wishart distribution. However, it is not lear whether some of the leaf densityestimators examined here (suh as the linear and multilinear density estimators) areamenable to this form of analysis. Instead, we rely on a ommonly used and muhsimpler tehnique for working around the problems with maximum-likelihood estima-tion: namely, we adjust the distribution slightly towards the uniform distribution inan ad ho manner.One possible smoothing method is to simply learn a maximum-likelihood densitytree PT (~Si) on the training data and then let the �nal estimated distribution P 0(~Si)be a mixture model P 0(~Si) = (1� �)PT (~Si) + �PU(~Si)where PU(~Si) is a \slak" distribution that assigns nonzero probabilities to all possiblevalues of ~Si. If a bounding box is known a priori for the ontinuous variables ~Ci 2 ~Si,then PU( ~Ci) an be a uniform distribution assigning equal probability densities toall points lying within that bounding box. In our experiments, will we assume suhbounding boxes are known; when peforming omparative experiments with real-lifedatasets, we will \heat" and generate these bounding boxes using all the data rather82



than just the training set. However, this is only done for onveniene; one ouldalways model PU( ~Ci) with a wide Gaussian or Cauhy distribution instead, where thesale for eah variable ould be set aording to the range that variable's values takeon in the training data. In our experiments we will generally set � to 12jD0j , where jD0jis the number of datapoints used to train the density tree. The performane of thedensity estimators appears fairly insensitive to � as long as � is set within an orderof magnitude or so of this heuristially hosen value.Another possible smoothing method is to smooth P (L) and eah Pl(~Sijl). Themaximum-likelihood estimate for P (l) is the fration of datapoints onsistent with l'sonstraints. Let aj(l) denote the jth anestor node of l in the density tree | that is,a0(l) = l, a1(l) the immediate parent of l, a2(l) the parent of the parent of l, and soforth, up to ad(l), where d is l's depth in the tree. Then P (l) an also be expressedas P (l) = d�1Yj=0 jDaj+1(l)jjDaj(l)jwhere jDnj is the number of datapoints onsistent with the onstraints assoiatedwith a node n in the tree. We an smooth P (L) by smoothing eah of the frationsin this produt: P (l) = d�1Yj=0 jDaj+1(l)j+ �jDaj(l)j+ ��(aj+1(l))where �(n) is the number of hildren of a given branh node n. That is, we essen-tially pretend that at eah branh node in the tree, some small additional number� of \phantom datapoints" are onsistent with eah of the node's hildren. (In ourexperiments we generally set � to 0.5; again, the atual value used appears to havelittle impat on the performane of the resulting density estimators as long as it iswithin an order of magnitude or so 0.5.) The method for smoothing Pl(~Sijl) dependson the partiular density estimator being used. For a disrete variable Q, we ansimply smooth the maximum-likelihood distribution by assuming the existene of �\phantom datapoints" onsistent with eah possible value of Q. Constant-densityontinuous distributions do not need to be smoothed. Exponential and linear densi-ties an be smoothed by adding \phantom datapoints" loated at the enter of theleaf's bounding box. A Gaussian distribution an be smoothed by averaging into itsmean vetor and ovariane matrix the e�ets of \phantom datapoints" distributedaording to a Gaussian with a standard deviation proportional to the leaf's widthand a mean lying in the enter of the leaf.83



There is no theoretially ompelling reason to smooth P (L) and the Pl(~Sijl)'s ifthe mixture-model method of smoothing is also already being employed, or vie versa;informal experiments seem to indiate that it makes little di�erene whih is used,as long as one or both are. However, smoothing P (L) and the Pl(~Sijl)'s does havethe pleasant side e�et of removing the need for many annoying speial-ase heksin the implementation. We will generally employ both methods of smoothing for theexperiments in this thesis.4.5 Conditional density treesNow that we have disussed in detail how density trees an be learned and used forjoint probability distributions P (~Si), we move on to disuss learning and using densitytrees for onditional distributions P (Xij ~�i).One might attempt to alter the algorithms disussed in the previous setion so thatonly onditional distributions Pl(Xij ~�i; l) are modeled in the tree's leaves, and so thatthe onditional log-likelihood of the datapoints is used as the riteria for determiningthe struture of the tree. However, this immediately raises the question of whethersuh density trees should be allowed to ontain branh nodes that test the value ofXi. If suh branhes are not allowed, then the resulting density tree may not be ableto represent the onditional distribution aurately, assuming the leaf distributionsare restrited to simple parametri forms. On the other hand, if suh branhes areallowed at arbitrary points in the tree, then learning a tree that represents a validonditional probability distribution beomes diÆult. In order for the density tree torepresent a valid onditional probability distribution, it must be the ase thatZ P (Xij~�i)dXi = 1for all possible values of ~�i. Unfortunately, it appears that ensuring this onstraint issatis�ed requires us either to impose severe restritions on the auray of the densityestimator or to reason about the strutures of di�erent subtrees simultaneously, thusdestroying the divide-and-onquer nature of the learning algorithm.To see this, onsider the following example in whih we attempt to learn a ondi-tional density tree P (XjZ) where X and Z are both real-valued with values between 0and 1. For simpliity, assume we only onsider branhes that split onX 2 f:25; :5; :75gor Z = :5, and that the leaves are of onstant density. The �nest possible density tree84



obeying these onstraints is a simple disretization of the X �Z spae into 8 bukets.Suppose the training data had the following joint distribution over these 8 bukets:
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The density tree with a root node splitting on X = :5 represents a partitioning ofthese 8 bukets into two sets of four. This partitioning is shown to the left, and thestruture of the orresponding maximum-likelihood onditional density tree is shownto the right:
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Here in eah of the density tree's leaves we have written not the onditional proba-bility density P (XjZ) but the total onditional probabilitymass ontained in the leaf:namely, the integral of the onditional probability density P (XjZ) over the range ofX in the leaf.Now suppose we re�ne eah branh of this tree by splitting on Z = :5, and thensplit eah of the resulting new nodes on X = :25 or X = :75. The orrespondingpartitioning and maximum-likelihood onditional density tree would look like this:
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Here eah leaf's onditional probability mass is two times the fration of the datalying in the orresponding buket, sine half of the data happens to have X > :5 andhalf of the data does not. So, for example,P (:5 < X < :75j0 < Z < :5) = P (:5 < X < :75; 0 < Z < :5)P (0 < Z < :5)= :25:05 + :05 + :25 + :15 = :25:5 = :5:However, suppose that after evaluating this re�ned tree we deide we don't atuallyhave enough data to justify the Z > :5 split in the X < :5 half of the tree, and insteaduse a density tree struture like this:
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In suh a situation, how would we ompute, say, P (:5 < X < :75j0 < Z < :5) andP (:75 < X < 1j0 < Z < :5)? If we naively ompute them using the same equationas before while leaving the leaf for P (X < :5) at 0.3 , then the resulting density treewill not model a valid onditional distribution, sineP (X < :5j0 < Z < 1)+P (:5 < X < :75j0 < Z < :5)+P (:75 < X < 1j0 < Z < :5) 6= 1:Thus, hanging the struture of the left-hand half of the tree would require us toalter the leaf values in the right-hand half of the tree as well: the divide-and-onqueralgorithm that worked for joint density trees does not work here for onditional densitytrees. We ould attempt to regain the divide-and-onquer nature of the algorithm bynotiing the .3 / .7 probability mass ratio at the root-level split and requiring thatP (0 < X < :5jZ) must be .3 and P (:5 < X < 1jZ) must be .7 for all values ofZ regardless of further subtree re�nements; however, this approah would obviouslyause most onditional probability distributions to be unrepresentable regardless ofhow muh data was used during the learning proess.86



4.5.1 Strati�ed onditional treesMost ommon tree-based learning algorithms suh as CART [BFOS84℄ and ID3 [Qui86℄only test the parent (or \input") variables at their branhes, and so the problem raisedin the previous setion is not an issue for them. Eah leaf in suh trees generally on-tains a simple parametri distribution of the hild (or \output") variables, or evenjust a point estimate of the hild variables in the ase of regression. However, thereis no reason in priniple to stop at a simple parametri distribution for the hild vari-able one the branhing on parent variables has �nished. Instead, one an employ astrati�ed tree in whih any path from the root of the tree to a leaf �rst passes througha sequene of branh nodes that only test the parent variables, and then throughanother sequene of branh nodes that only test the hild variables. A strati�ed on-ditional density tree for the example problem disussed in the previous setion mightlook like this:
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where for larity we have again listed the onditional probability masses inside theleaves rather than the onditional probability densities. When the density tree stru-ture is restrited in this fashion, it is simple to aount for the onstraint that P (Xij ~�i)integrated over X must equal 1 for all ~�i, sine all the onditional probability massfor any value of ~�i lies in a single subtree.As our experimental results will show, allowing suh branhes on the output vari-able an result in onditional density trees that are muh more aurate than ondi-tional density trees with branhes only on the input variables and simple parametridistributions at the leaves. Unfortunately, the problem of searhing for good strati�edonditional trees is more diÆult than the problem of searhing for good joint densitytrees. When learning joint density trees, the performane of the trees is somewhatinsensitive to the exat order in whih di�erent variables are used in branhes; if the87



wrong variable happens to branhed upon at one level, at least it an still be branhedupon at the next. This relative insensitivity is what makes greedy algorithms feasible.Strati�ed onditional density trees, on the other hand, have the onstraint that onethe output variable is tested in a branh, the input variables an never be tested againin any further branhes below that branh. Furthermore, if the density estimatorsbeing used in the leaves are partiularly simple, suh as onstant densities, testing aproposed branh by learning a one-level \stump" is a poor approah. For example,suppose we wish to test whether branhing on a parent variable Z at the root ofthe density tree is a good idea. If we grew a one-level stump with onstant-densityleaves, eah of these leaves would still have a onditional probability mass of 1, andthe onditional log-likelihood of the data would be preisely the same as if we hadnot branhed on Z at all. It is only after further branhing on Xi that the usefulnessof branhing or not branhing on Z at the top of the tree an be gauged with anyauray.Therefore, when learning strati�ed onditional density trees, we take the followingapproah. We use a reursive greedy top-down learning algorithm that is the sameas the learning algorithm used for joint density trees, exept:� It is only allowed to test the \parent" or input variables in its branh nodes.� Wherever the joint density tree learner would all a subroutine to learn a leaf,the strati�ed onditional density tree learner instead alls a subtree learner.This subtree learner is restrited to trees that branh only on the output variableXi; the leaves of this tree ontain onditional probability densities rather thanjoint probability densities.� Conditional log-likelihoods rather than joint log-likelihoods are used when judg-ing the quality of proposed subtrees.Beause entire subtrees are generated by the strati�ed tree learner where the jointdensity tree learner only had to generate leaves, the strati�ed tree learner is signi�-antly more omputationally expensive. There may be other less expensive algorithmsfor learning strati�ed trees that are nearly as aurate; however, the algorithm pre-sented here is designed primarily to provide a rough experimental upper bound forhow aurate we might expet strati�ed density trees to be.An example of a onditional density tree learned on a syntheti two-dimensionaldataset is shown in Figure 4.7. 88



Figure 4.7: An example strati�ed tree learned to model the onditional distributionof the vertial-axis variable given the horizontal-axis variable.When the output variable is disrete, it makes no real di�erene whether theoutput variable is ever tested in a branh node. The leaf density estimators we usein this thesis all use multinomial distributions for the disrete variables, and eahbranh on a disrete variables has one hild for every possible value of that variable.Replaing a leaf with a branh on the output variable would therefore merely movethe information previously ontained in the old leaf's multinomial distribution tothe onditional probability masses reorded for the new branh's new hild leaves.In this ase, the strati�ed onditional density tree learning algorithm beomes verysimilar to lassial deision tree learning algorithms suh as ID3 [Qui86℄. ID3 usesthe information gain between eah andidate branh test and the lass variable togreedily learn the tree struture. This information gain is diretly proportional to theinrease in the onditional log-likelihood of the training data that would be ahievedby performing the same split. Our algorithm also uses an inrease in log-likelihood asits riterion, although it may evaluate this inrease only on a subset of the trainingdata that was not used to �t the leaves' parameters.
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4.5.2 Using joint density trees onditionallyWhile the strati�ed onditional density trees disussed in the previous setion anmodel onditional density trees muh more aurately than CART-like single-levelonditional density trees, they are omputationally expensive to learn. Furthermore,as we shall see later in the experimental results, their auray an still be improvedon signi�antly.In this setion we disuss the use of density trees modeling joint distributionsP (~Si) to obtain onditional density estimates P (Xij ~�i). Assuming we have a densitytree for P (~Si), we an obtain an estimate for a partiular P (xij~�i) as follows:P (xij~�i) = Xl P (lj~�i) � P (xij~�i; l)= Xl P (l) � P (~�ijl)Pl0 P (l0) � P (~�ijl) � P (xij~�i; l)= P (l) � P (~�ijl) � P (xij~�i; l)Pl0 P (l0) � P (~�ijl0)where the summation over l ollapses to a single leaf l onsistent with both xi and ~�i,sine all other leaves l have either P (~�ijl) or P (xij~�i; l) equal to zero. This equationgives us a simple way of alulating onditional distributions P (Xij ~�i) from treesmodeling joint distributions P (Xi; ~�i), assuming the distribution P (Xi; ~�ijl) withineah leaf l an be marginalized to ompute P ( ~�ijL) and onditionalized to omputeP (Xij ~�i; L).Joint density trees are trivially apable of representing Bayes lassi�ers when usedin this manner. In partiular, sine eah leaf in the density trees employed in thisthesis models all disrete variables independently, a Naive Bayes lassi�er for disretevariables is obtained in the speial ase where the density tree is a one-level densitystump with a root node branhing on the variable to be predited. Suh NaiveBayes lassi�ers have previously been used to model the onditional distributionswithin Bayesian networks [HM97a℄. A ommonly used Bayes lassi�er for ontinuousvariables is to model eah lass distribution with a Gaussian; this lassi�er is obtainedsimply with a density stump branhing on the lass variable with leaves employingGaussian distributions over the ontinuous variables, as disussed in setion 4.2.2.More generally, suppose a joint density tree over disrete variables has a branhstruture similar to the branh struture of a two-way onditional density tree (asdisussed in setion 4.5.1): that is, one the output variable is tested in a branh90



node, no further tests an be performed on the input variables in subsequent levels ofthe tree. When this joint density tree is used to estimate onditional distributions forthe output variable, it is similar in form and funtion to a hybrid deision tree / NaiveBayes lassi�er also developed in previous researh [Koh96℄. In the most general asewhen the tree has an arbitrary branh struture (and the variables are not neessarilydisrete), the algorithm for omputing onditional distributions essentially reates aBayes lassi�er \on the y" aross di�erent parts of the tree to determine whih ofthe leaves onsistent with ~�i the datapoint probably ame from.For any given ~�i, most leaves l0 in the tree will impose onstraints on ~�i that ~�ifails to meet. Thus, most of the terms in the denominator of the last equation aboveare zero, and the orresponding leaves an be omitted from the summation. Thisan be aomplished by performing the summation during a depth-�rst traversal ofthe tree in whih subtrees that impose onstraints inonsistent with ~�i are ignored.However, it may still be the ase that many leaves in the tree are onsistent with ~�i.This problem tends to be worst when there are few parent variables, sine these treeshave a larger fraion of branhes on the hild variable, and the summation algorithmmust reurse on all of the hildren of suh branh nodes rather than just the singlehild onsistent with ~�i.If the lass of density funtions used in the leaves is losed under addition andsalar multipliation, then we an take a density tree modeling P (Xi; ~�i) and pre-ompute a marginalized density tree P ( ~�i). Suh a marginalization algorithm fordensity trees with onstant-density leaves has been used in previous work by Kozlovand Koller on message-passing algorithms for inferene in ontinuous-variable graph-ial models [KK97℄. One this tree is omputed, we an ompute the onditionaldistribution simply as P (Xij ~�i) = P (Xi; ~�i)P ( ~�i) ;where omputing the numerator and evaluating the denominator eah require loat-ing and evaluating only one leaf distribution in the appropriate tree. Unfortunately,many types of leaf density estimators examined in this thesis are not losed underaddition, inluding the fatorized distributions for multiple disrete variables and theexponential, Gaussian, and fatorized linear distributions for ontinuous variables.Furthermore, for some operations we might wish to perform with the density trees,suh as sampling or ompression, being able to ompute P (Xij ~�i) as a quotient of twoblak-box funtions is not partiularly helpful; suh operations are muh more natu-91



rally omputed in terms of leaf probabilities P (Lj ~�i) and leaf-dependent onditionalprobabilities P (XijL; ~�i).4.5.3 Speeding up the onditional evaluation of joint densitytreesHowever, we an still speed up the evaluation of onditional probabilities a bit bygenerating an auxiliary \skeleton" marginalized tree from the original density tree.All branhes in this skeleton marginalized tree are on the parent variables ~�i. Thereis one leaf in this tree for every possible distint ombination of leaves in the originaljoint density tree that an be simultaneously onsistent with any �xed value ~�i. Eahleaf in the skeleton marginalized tree ontains a vetor of pointers to all the originalleaves that are onsistent with its onstraints on ~�i. (If the original leaves do notontain expliit reords of the onstraints over Xi imposed on them by branh nodesabove them in the tree, these onstraint sets are reorded in the marginalized treeleaf's vetor along with the orresponding pointers to the original leaves.) This vetorof pointers allows us to ompute the neessary onditional distribution more quiklyby preventing us from having to traverse the original density tree in order to �ndall the neessary leaves. An example of a skeleton marginalized tree is shown inFigure 4.8.The branh struture of this skeleton marginalized tree an be reated with analgorithm similar to that used previously in the marginalization of density trees withonstant-density leaves [KK97℄. We �rst de�ne a fraturing proedure that destru-tively re�nes one tree struture Tt so that no leaf in Tt simultaneously intersets morethan one distint leaf in some other tree struture Ts, where two nodes are said tointerset if there exists some (xi; ~�i) that is onsistent with the onstraints assoiatedwith both nodes. (No two leaves in the same density tree interset.) The reursiveFRACTURE routine desribed in Figure 4.9 takes the root nodes nt and ns of twotrees Tt and Ts and returns the root of the destrutively re�ned Tt. All \leaves" inTt are simply plaeholders that ontain no information other than the onstraintsimposed on them by their anestors in the tree; these plaeholder leaves will be re-plaed later. Sine Tt is only re�ned | that is, no two of its leaves are ever joined| it is also the ase that no leaf in the result intersets more than one leaf of theoriginal Tt. Thus, FRACTURE(nt, ns) is symmetri in that it returns a tree with thesame set of leaves that FRACTURE(ns, nt) would; our partiular implementation of92
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Figure 4.8: An example of a density tree and its skeleton marginalized density tree.Geometrial representations of the trees are shown to the left; to the right are theirtree-based representations. The top half of eah representation shows the originaldensity tree; the bottom half show the orresponding marginalized density tree. Theleaves of the marginalized density tree ontains pointers bak up to the leaves in theoriginal density tree.
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FRACTURE merely happens to destroy one of its two argument trees beause thealgorithm is slightly more straightforward to desribe and implement that way.With FRACTURE de�ned, we an now de�ne COLLAPSE, a reursive proe-dure that takes the root of a density tree T and a variable Xi as arguments, andreturns a new tree struture representing the marginalization of Xi out of T . Asin FRACTURE, the leaves in this new tree are merely plaeholders to be �lled inlater; COLLAPSE merely generates the new tree's branh struture. Pseudoode forCOLLAPSE appears in Figure 4.10.One the struture of the skeleton marginalized tree has been generated, the leavesare �lled in so that eah leaf ontains an array of pointers to all the leaves in theoriginal tree that are onsistent with its onstraints on ~�i. We omit the details; inthe next setion we will desribe a related algorithm where this array is replaed witha subtree with branhes on Xi.4.5.4 Approximate onditional evaluation of joint treesUnfortunately, while the skeleton marginalized trees desribed above an speed upevaluation by providing a onvenient set of pointers to all the neessary leaves, evalu-ating the sumPl0 P (l0)P (~�ijl0) may still involve an expensively large number of terms,partiularly when there are few parent variables. We an speed up the onditionalevaluation of joint density trees further by introduing an approximation. Within theontext of any given leaf ls of the skeleton marginalized tree, we an approximatethe onditional distribution P ( ~�ijl0) over eah original density tree leaf l0 as a on-stant P̂s( ~�ijl0) spei� to ls. We ompute this onstant distribution one and store itwithin ls; eah P̂s( ~�ijlt) is the average of P ( ~�ijlt) over all datapoints onsistent withls's onstraints. The onditional density an then be be omputed approximately asP (xij~�i) = P (l) � P̂s(~�ijl)Pl0 P (l0) � P̂s(~�ijl0) � P (xij~�i; l) = �sP (xij~�i; l)where �s is a onstant.Now that we no longer have to look at any leaves other than l in order to omputethe onditional density, we need a faster way of �nding l from ls than walking througha linear array trying to �nd the one onsistent with a given xi. A natural hoie is toreate a subtree with branhes testing Xi. This subtree struture an be generatedby reating a plaeholder leaf with the same onstraints as ls and then replaing it94



FRACTURE(nt, ns):� If ns is not a branh node, return nt.� Otherwise, if nt is a branh, destrutively set eah hild n of nt toFRACTURE(n, ns) and return nt.� Otherwise (in the ase that nt is a leaf and ns is a branh), ount the numberof ns's hildren that interset nt. (This number will be nonzero.){ If there is exatly one hild n of ns that intersets nt, then returnFRACTURE(nt, n).{ Otherwise, reate a new branh node nb employing the same branh testas ns. Let K denote the number of ns's hildren.{ For every i between 1 and K:� Create an empty plaeholder leaf whose onstraints are the onstraintsassoiated with nt plus the additional onstraint imposed by the ithpossible result of nb's branh test. Let this plaeholder leaf be denotedni.� Destrutively set nb's ith hild to FRACTURE(ni, the ith hild of ns).{ Return nb.Figure 4.9: Pseudoode for the FRACTURE proedure. The tree with root nt isdestrutively modi�ed so that none of its leaves interset more than one leaf in ns,and this modi�ed tree's root is returned.
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COLLAPSE(nt, Xi):� If nt is not a branh node, return a plaeholder leaf.� Otherwise:{ Let K denote the number of nt's hildren.{ For all i from 1 to K:� Let mi be COLLAPSE(nt's ith hild, Xi).{ If nt branhes on a variable other than Xi, return a new branh nodeemploying the same branh test as nt, but with m1; : : : ; mK as its hildren.{ Otherwise:� For all i from 2 to K:� Destrutively set m1 to FRACTURE(m1, mi).� Delete mi.Return m1.Figure 4.10: Pseudoode for the COLLAPSE proedure. The routine returns a newversion of the tree rooted at nt in whih all branhes on Xi have been marginalizedaway. The resulting tree has one leaf for every distint possible ombination of leavesin the original tree that an be onsistent with a �xed ~�i.
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with FRACTURE(ls, nt), where nt is the root of the original density tree. Eah leafof this subtree is then assigned a pointer to the single leaf in the original density treeonsistent with its onstraints. When this operation has been performed for eahleaf in the skeleton marginalized tree, the result is very similar in struture to thestrati�ed onditional tree desribed in setion 4.5.1. We refer to this new kind of treeas a onditionalized joint density tree. An example is shown in �gure 4.11. Thesetrees an be used either as \skeleton marginalized trees" to slightly speed up theomputation of the exat onditional distribution from the original joint density treeP (xij~�i) = P (l) � P (~�ijl) � P (xij~�i; l)Pl0 P (l0) � P (~�ijl0)by organizing pointers to all the relevant nodes in the original joint density tree, orto ompute the even faster approximate onditional distributionP (xij~�i) = �sP (xij~�i; l);as time onstraints require.There are several notable di�erenes between strati�ed onditional trees and ondi-tionalized joint density trees, however. The strutures of strati�ed onditional densitytrees are optimized diretly for maximimizing the total onditional log-likelihood ofthe data rather than the joint. Coneptually, one would expet this to make strati�edonditional density trees more aurate at estimating onditional densities. However,searhing for a good strati�ed onditional density tree is more omputationally ex-pensive for the reasons desribed in setion 4.5.1. Furthermore, the strutures of jointdensity trees are more exible, allowing them to onform faithfully to the regions inwhih there are many training datapoints without breaking other low-density regionsinto too many leaves. For example, onsider �gure 4.11. In order for a strati�edonditional tree to reate a split on Z > :75 in the (X > :5; Z > :5) region wherethere might be plenty of data, this same split must be applied aross all values ofX, inluding the potentially muh lower-density region (X � :5; Z > :5). The jointdensity tree is not as inexible in this respet. While the struture of a onditional-ized joint tree is similar to that of a strati�ed onditonal tree, eah of its leaves is apointer to a leaf in the joint density tree that may be have trained on a signi�antlylarger set of data than a orresponding leaf of a strati�ed onditional tree would havebeen. For example, the onditionalized joint tree leaf orresponding to the region(Z > :75; X < :5) is a pointer to the joint tree leaf whih was trained on all datain the larger region (Z > :5; X < :5). This added exibility may help onditional97



joint density trees ompensate for the fat that they are optimized to model jointdistributions rather than onditional ones.Finally, if eah leaf of the original joint tree employs a nonuniform distributionover the parent variables, then obtaining the onditional distribution P (Xij~�i) froma joint tree using the relationshipP (xij~�i) =Xl P (lj~�i) � P (xij~�i; l)an result in more aurate density estimation than would be possible by simply usingthe onditional distribution of a single strati�ed density tree leaf, even if the joint treeis strutured like a strati�ed onditional density tree | that is, with all branhing on~�i performed before any branhing on Xi. Intuitively, by ombining the distributionslearned in di�erent leaves using this relationship, we have essentially reated a \softbranh" over ~�i that helps us to more aurately preditXi as a funtion of ~�i withoutatually splitting the dataset further into ompletely disjoint subsets.4.6 Struture-learning algorithm for Bayesian Net-works using onditional density treesMost previous algorithms for learning Bayesian networks over ontinuous variableshave taken one of the following approahes:1. Employ simple parametri distributions suh as Gaussians that have easily om-putable suÆient statistis; searh diretly over Bayesian networks employingthese ontinuous distributions (e.g. [HG95℄). This approah has the obviousdrawbak that the networks learned may be inaurate when the data does notobey the assumptions behind the model's parametri forms.2. Searh for a network struture that aurately models a version of the dataset inwhih eah variable is independently quantized; then, use this same struture fora Bayesian network modeling the original ontinuous variables (e.g. [MC98b℄).This approah has the disadvantage that the disretization proess may ausesome intervariable dependenies in the ontinuous data to be lost, and mayadd spurious dependenies. Furthermore, the struture-learning proedure doesnot take into aount the representational power of the partiular ontinuous98
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Figure 4.11: An example of a onditionalized joint density tree. A geometrial repre-sentation of the tree is shown to the left; to the right is its tree-based representation.The top half of eah representation shows the original density tree; the bottom halfshow the auxiliary tree used to evaluate onditional densities. Eah leaf of the auxil-iary tree ontains a pointer bak up a single leaf in the original density tree.
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distributions that will be used in the �nal network | for example, how manyparent variables an be used before too many datapoints would be required tolearn the ontinuous distribution.3. Independently quantize the variables as in approah 2, but optimize the quan-tization so that the quantized variables predit the hidden lass variable of amixture model learned on the ontinuous variables [MC99℄. This approah ame-liorates some of the disadvantages of approah 2, but at the omputational ostof learning a joint mixture model over all the variables.4. Perform a simultaneous searh over disretization poliies and networks thatmodel the orresponding disretized variables ([MC98a℄, [FG96a℄). Beause thedisretization poliy takes into aount the partiular variable interations beingmodeled in the network, fewer dependenies in the original data are lost andfewer spurious dependenies are generated. However, this problem does notompletely go away; additionally, as in the previous approah, this approahdoes not take into aount the omplexity of the partiular models one mighthave in mind for the �nal network over the original ontinuous variables.5. Perform a simple greedy struture searh over networks that employ omplexontinuous distributions, as in setion 3.3. This approah has the disadvan-tage that the greedy searh may be inadequate to �nd a good network in somedomains, partiularly those in whih networks employing inorret variable or-derings require many more ars than networks with orret variable orderings.6. Perform an extensive struture searh diretly over networks that employ om-plex ontinuous distributions ([HT95℄, [FN00℄). This method is omputationallytratable only in domains with relatively small numbers of variables and/or dat-apoints when eah ontinuous distribution required during the searh is time-onsuming to learn.In this setion we use the speed with whih onditional density trees an be learnedto examine hybrid struture-learning algorithms that attempt to ombine the bestaspets of some of these approahes. We generalize the greedy learning algorithmdesribed in setion 3.3 in several ways:� The greedy algorithm may be started from an arbitrary network struture B0rather than an empty network struture B�. In partiular, it may be useful to100



start it from a network struture that was learned by a more extensive searhproedure on a disretized version of the dataset. If the more extensive searh isable to identify roughly the right order for the variables in the network and/orgood parent sets that are diÆult to �nd greedily, then this may be a signif-iantly better starting point for the greedy algorithm to begin �nding betterontinuous-distribution networks. Alternatively, it may be started with the re-sult of a previous iteration of the same greedy algorithm. When run in thisfashion, the overall algorithm is similar in spirit to the Sparse Candidate algo-rithm previously developed for disrete domains [FNP99℄.� The pairwise sore improvements I(Xi; Xj) used in setion 3.3 were measuredwith respet to B�, and were always sores for ar additions. The pairwisesore improvements we use now are with respet to B0. These pairwise soreimprovements will generally not be near-symmetri as they were before. Someof these improvements will be for ar deletions rather than additions, and somear additions may be invalid beause they would reate yles in the graph.The pairwise improvements are stored in a list sorted in order of dereasingestimated sore improvement; the algorithm runs down this list and attemptsthe orresponding network struture hanges in order.� The onditional distributions used during the greedy algorithm's searh overnetwork strutures may not be of the same form as the distributions used inthe �nal network. For example, the greedy searh ould be performed on aompletely disretized dataset, or with density trees that use onstant-densityleaves; after the searh over strutures has been ompleted, the resulting networkstuture an be used in onjuntion with more omplex distributions, suh asdensity trees with leaves employing multilinear interpolation.We will examine the e�ets of these generalizations in the experimental resultssetion. Pseudoode for the greedy algorithm we employ throughout this hapter isshown in Figure 4.12.At the beginning of the greedy algorithm, one funtion Sf(Xi; ~�i) is used to omeup with a (possibly rude) ranking of all possible single-ar hanges to B0. Thesehanges are then attempted in order from most to least promising aording to thisranking, subjet to the onstraints that no variable an have more than MAXPAR-ENTS parents and no more than MAXCHANGES hanges to any given variable's101



� Given:{ B0, an initial network struture.{ Ss(Xi; ~�i), a funtion returning the estimated ontribution to network quality thatwould be ahieved by using ~�i as Xi's parents in a network. This funtion will generallylearn a onditional distribution P (Xij ~�i) and estimate its preditive power, usually byevaluating the onditional log-likelihood of a holdout set.{ Sf (Xi; ~�i), another funtion similar to Ss(Xi; ~�i) but that may potentially learn andevaluate simpler distributions than Ss and thus require less omputational time. (Ss is\slow"; Sf is \fast".){ MAXCHANGES, a maximum number of hanges to attempt on any single variable'sparent set.{ MAXPARS, a maximum number of parents any variable may have.� Let L be a list in whih eah element lu ontains a hild variable Xu , a parent variable Xup ,and a sore su. Initialize L to the empty list.� For eah pair of variables X and Xp 6= X:{ Let ~�(B0) denote the set of X's parents in B0.{ If Xp 2 ~�(B0), let ~�0 = ~�(B0)� fXpg; otherwise let ~�0 = ~�(B0) [ fXpg.{ If hanging X's parent set in B0 to ~�0 would not result in a yle, add an entry lu toL with Xu = X, Xup = Xp, and su = Sf (X; ~�0)� Sf (X; ~�).� Sort L aording to the sores su in desending order.� Let B = B0. For eah variable Xi, ompute Ss(Xi; ~�i(B)), where ~�i(B) denotes the set ofXi's parents in the network struture B, and set CHANGETRIES(Xi) to zero.� For u from 1 to jLj, the length of L:{ Let X and Xp denote the hild and parent variables reorded in lu. IfCHANGETRIES(X) > MAXCHANGES, skip to the next value of u. Otherwise:{ Let ~�0 = ~�(B) [ fXpg if B ontains no ar from Xp to X, or ~�(B) � fXpg if Balready ontains suh an ar. If using ~�0 as Xp's parent set in B would reate a yle,or ~� has more than MAXPARS variables, skip to the next value of u. Otherwise:{ Inrement CHANGETRIES(X) by one. Evaluate Ss(X; ~�0); if it is greater thanSs(X; ~�(B)), hange X's parent set in B to ~�0 (and store S(X; ~�0) for futurereferene).� Return B.Figure 4.12: The general form of the greedy struture-learning algorithm employedin this setion. 102



parent set are attempted. A seond funtion Ss(Xi; ~�i) is used to estimate the qual-ity of these attempted ar hanges; this funtion may be more aurate and moreomputationally expensive than Sf . As in the similar algorithm used in Setion 3.3,the sales of the quality estimates returned by Ss and Sf may be totally di�erent; theonly thing that matters is that the rankings of di�erent parent sets as evaluated bySs should be highly orrelated with the rankings of parent sets as evaluated by Sf .The restrition on the number of parents per variable is used largely for omputa-tional reasons. In partiular, the amount of time required to learn density tree leavesthat use multilinear interpolation grows exponentially with the number of variables,and (as our experiments will show) these are often the most aurate trees to use.Likewise, the rationale for ontinuing to use the rankings provided by Sf even afterthe variables' parent sets have been hanged from what they were in B0 is also oneof omputational eÆieny: it may be too omputationally expensive to reevaluatean average of O(N) possible further parent-set hanges every time an ar is addedto or removed from the network. Rather than perform these reevaluations imme-diately, the algorithm optimistially assumes that the parent-set hanges that weremost promising in B0 are still promising even after some hanges have been made tothe network.This is the same heuristi motivating the Sparse Candidate algorithm [FNP99℄.However, the Sparse Candidate algorithm uses this heuristi to preompute suÆientstatistis for promising parent sets and then restrits the network struture searhto these parent sets. One these suÆient statistis are omputed, it is possible toquikly perform (for example) an exat steepest-asent hilllimbing searh amongall network strutures employing those promising parent sets. In this thesis, ournetworks usually employ nonparametri ontinuous-distribution density estimatorsrather than disrete ontingeny tables. (While eah individual density tree leafemploys a parametri distribution, the number of the leaves an theoretially growunboundedly with the size of the dataset.) There are therefore no simple suÆientstatistis that an be omputed; performing exat steepest-asent hilllimbing in thissetting would be just as expensive with a �xed parent set as it is with a more exibleone. The greedy algorithm presented here an be seen as an approximation of steepest-asent hilllimbing in whih approximate and sometimes \out-of-date" estimates areused for whih diretions in the network-struture searh spae are steepest.
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When the initial network struture B0 has no ars, MAXPARENTS is set to 1,and Ss is onsistent with Sf , then the greedy algorithm degenerates to a maximumspanning forest algorithm and generates the optimal network struture in whih eahvariable has at most one parent. The greedy algorithm previously desribed in se-tion 3.3 also has this property; the di�erene between the two algorithms in this aseis that the previously desribed algorithm is losely related to Prim's algorithm for�nding minimum spanning trees, while the algorithm in Figure 4.12 is more loselyrelated to Kruskal's algorithm instead (see, e.g. [CLR90℄).As desribed in Figure 4.12, the greedy algorithm may try evaluating parent setswith Ss even when the orresponding estimated quality improvements from Sf arenegative. If Ss and Sf are idential or extremely similar, it may be more pratial tosimply skip suh ases, sine Sf is also likely to indiate that these parent sets arepoor. In our experiments in this hapter, however, the algorithm tries suh andidateparent sets anyways.In these experimental results (Setion 4.8.5), we will examine the speed and e�e-tiveness of several di�erent methods for ranking single-ar hanges (Sf), estimatingnetwork quality during the atual greedy searh (Ss), and omputing �nal onditionaldistributions for the network strutures learned. As we will see, the ability to use dif-ferent methods for these di�erent tasks an allow the greedy algorithm to �nd auratenetworks quikly, partiularly when the greedy algorithm is applied iteratively in afashion similar to the Sparse Candidate Algorithm.4.7 Marginal distribution atteningIn real-world datasets, the marginal distributions of some ontinuous variables an bequite omplex and exhibit sharp features. Modeling the marginal distribution of eahof these variables individually is relatively easy if one has enough data. Unfortunately,when several variables are modeled jointly in the same density tree, it beomes diÆultto model all variables' marginal distributions aurately at the same time, sine eahbranh on one variable redues the amount of data from whih the distributions ofall the other variables are learned in eah of the branh's subtrees. In this setionwe desribe a simple data preproessing trik that an sometimes help alleviate thisproblem.Suppose we wish to model a probability density P (Xk) over a one-dimensional104



ontinuous variable Xk. Suppose we also have a stritly monotoni funtion Yk(Xk).Rather than learn a model ofXk's distribution diretly, we an learn a model of P (Yk).Then, by the fundamental transformation law of probabilities, we an omputeP (Xk) = P (Yk) ����� dYkdXk ����� :If we have a vetor of ontinuous variables ~S we wish to model jointly, and a vetorof transformation funtions ~Y (~S) with one element for every Xk 2 ~S , this generalizesto P (~S) = P (~Y (~S)) Yk:Xk2~S ����� dYkdXk ����� :If we an learn a vetor of transformation funtions ~Y (~S) suh that modelingP (~Y ) is easier than modeling P (~S) diretly, and all the individual derivatives dYkdXk areeasy to evaluate, then this relationship will allow us to model P (~S) more aurately.Most of the types of ontinuous distributions we use in tree leaves as disussedabove (namely onstant densities, exponential densities, and linearly interpolateddensities, but not Gaussian densities) an be used to trivially model onstant densities.If we an �nd a transformation Yk(Xk) that \attens" the marginal distribution ofeah variable | that is, makes it nearly onstant | then we might expet this tomake modeling joint distributions between the transformed variables easier, sine thejoint density approximator an then spend less of its representational power learningthe variables' marginal distributions and more on the interesting relationships betweenvariables.Fortunately, suh a transformation is easy to �nd. Namely, we need only learn amodel marginal distribution Pmarg(Xk) for eah variable Xk, and then let Yk(Xk) beits umulative distribution Yk(xk) = Z xk�1 Pmarg(x0k)dx0k:This hoie of Yk(Xk) makes the marginal distribution of Yk onstant to the extentthat Pmarg(Xk) aurately models the data. Furthermore, dYkdXk is simply Pmarg(Xk).Note that if all we ared about were the marginal umulative distributions, weould simply learn them diretly rather than learning the marginal densities and thenintegrating. For example, one trivial learning algorithm for the umulative distribu-tion Yk(xk) would be the fration of the observed datapoints with Xk < xk, or the105



empirial umulative distribution funtion. In addition to being unbiased, the em-pirial umulative distribution funtion also has the minimum possible variane (see,e.g., [So92℄). However, this estimator would be useless for our purposes: in the endwe want a valid probability distribution over ~X, and this requires sensible estimatesfor the marginal probability densities dYkdXk . This unbiased hoie for estimating Yk(xk)would give us an unbiased but extremely high-variane marginal probability densityestimator that would be zero everywhere exept where the atual datapoints lie, atwhih points the estimated density would be in�nite. Unfortunately, unlike umula-tive distributions, there is no single unbiased estimator for density funtions that hasthe minimum possible variane regardless of the distribution being learned [Ros56℄.For our marginal density estimates, we use a tree-based density estimator suhas desribed in previous setions to learn eah marginal distribution Pmarg(Xk). As-suming the type of distribution used in eah leaf an be analytially integrated, it issimple to transform eah one-dimensional density tree Pmarg(Xk) into an identiallystrutured tree representing the orresponding umulative distribution Yk(Xk). Todo so, we simply perform a depth-�rst traversal of the original density tree, makingsure branhes orresponding to smaller values of Xk are traversed �rst. Eah leaf lof the original density tree representing the funtion P lmarg(Xk) over the leaf's range[al; bl℄ beomes a new leaf representing the funtionY lk(xk) = C + Z xkal P lmarg(x0k)dx0kwhere C is the sum of the integrated probabilities of all leaves already traversed.If the density tree used to represent Pmarg(Xk) also has a uniform global \slak"distribution added as desribed in setion 4.4.4, a orresponding global linear term isadded to the density tree representing Yk(Xk).Figure 4.13 shows a rather pathologial two-dimensional distribution exhibited bytwo variables in the Bio dataset, along with the two-dimensional distribution resultingwhen these variables are transformed so they have approximately uniform marginaldistributions. The original data exhibits strong periodi spikes in the marginal dis-tribution of the variable orresponding to the plot's Y axis, possibly due to a quani-tization artifat of some sort that only a�ets part of the data. These spikes havee�etively been removed from the marginal distributions of the transformed versionof the data. There are still strong disontinuities in the transformed joint distribu-tion, but these disontinuities exist where the relationship between the two variableshanges in an interesting fashion. The job of modeling the spikes in the marginal106



Figure 4.13: A two-dimensional distribution from the Bio dataset: original version(left) and transformed version in whih both marginal distributions are approximatelyuniform (right).distributions of the variables has largely been taken over by the separate marginalmodels, allowing the learner of the joint model to onentrate on this relationship.When using joint density trees onditionally as desribed in setion 4.5, we needto alulate P (Xij ~�i). Given the transformation funtions for Xi and ~�i, and a jointdensity tree representing P (Yi; ~Y�i) (where ~Y�i is the vetor in whih eah variableXk 2 ~�i is replaed with Yk(Xk)), this an be done as follows:P (Xij ~�i) = P (Xi; ~�i)P ( ~�i)= P (Yi; ~Y�i) Yk:Xk2fXig[ ~�i ��� dYkdXk ���P ( ~Y�i) Yk:Xk2 ~�i ��� dYkdXk ���= P (Yij ~Y�i) � ����� dYidXi �����where P (Yij ~Y�i) is omputed with the density tree representing P (Yi; ~Y�i) as desribedin setion 4.5.Note that it is unneessary to evaluate any of the original density trees Pmarg(Xk) =107



dYkdXk for the parent variables Xk 2 ~�i. In addition to being omputationally onve-nient, this means inauraies in the parent variables' learned marginal distributionsdo not diretly a�et the �nal estimates of P (Xij ~�i): only those of Pmarg(Xi) do.Inauraies in the parent variables' learned marginals only harm the auray of the�nal onditional distribution by making the transformed data's marginals imperfetlyat, whih might make learning the joint distribution over the transformed variablesslightly more diÆult to learn than it would be if the marginals were perfetly at.This is in ontrast with what would happen if we managed to ompletely both themodeling of Pmarg(Xi), in whih ase the �nal onditional distribution P (Xij ~�i) wouldprobably be inaurate no matter how aurate the joint distribution P (Yij ~Y�i) weresubsequently modeled.Now suppose we are searhing for a good Bayesian network struture with whihto model the data, where eah onditional distribution in the network will be modeledusing a onditional density tree over data transformed in the manner desribed above.The probability density the network models over the original N variables will beP ( ~X) = NYi=1P (Yi(Xi)j ~Y�i( ~�i)) � Pmarg(Xi):Thus, eah datapoint's ontribution to the log-likelihood of a given network will beNXi=1 logP (Yi(Xi)j ~Y�i( ~�i)) + NXi=1 logPmarg(Xi):The latter term in this sum is independent of �i, i.e. of the network struture.This means that when searhing for the best network struture with whih to modelthe original data, we an simply:� Learn one marginal distribution Pmarg(Xi) for eah ontinuous variable Xi;� generate the orresponding umulative distributions Yi(Xi) and use them totransform all the data in one pass; then� learn a network modeling the transformed data, without referring bak to thetransformations (or the learned marginal distributions that generated them).When using learning joint density trees and then using them onditionally, themarginal-attening method desribed here helps prevent the joint density tree learnerfrom needlessly spending its representational power modeling hanges in eah parent108



variables' marginal distribution that would then have no e�et on the estimated ondi-tional distributions. Note, however, that the joint density tree learner may still wastesome of its representational power modeling relationships between two or more of theparent variables even when these relationships have no bearing on the desired ondi-tional distribution. One possible interesting avenue for future researh along similarlines would be to learn transformation funtions that approximately atten the jointdistributions of the parent variables (rather than just their marginals). These trans-formed parent variables ould then be used in plae of the originals when learning ajoint density between another variable and the parent variables.For example, in order to atten a joint distribution between two variables, weould �rst atten eah of their marginal distributions using the tehnique desribedabove. Then, we ould learn a two-dimensional density tree over both (transformed,marginally attened) variables in whih all the tree's leaves represent onstant den-sities. We ould then use this density tree to generate an additional transformationfuntion in whih di�erent subranges of one variable result in di�erent transformationsapplied to the other variable. The umulative distributions required for these trans-formations an be obtained relatively simply from a strati�ed reonstrution of thetwo-dimensional density tree generated using the algorithm desribed in setion 4.5.4.This line of reasoning brings up the possibility of using a attening network inonjuntion with the primary Bayesian network. The attening network would be adireted ayli graph with a variable ordering onsistent with that of the primaryBayesian network. For any variable Xi in the Bayesian network, the job of all thenodes preedingX 0is node in the attening network would be to approximately removeas many dependenies as possible from the variables they model by transforming thevariables appropriately. Eah density tree used in the primary Bayesian network ouldthen be learned from data in whih all dependenies between the parent variables havebeen approximately removed. The learner of these density trees would then be freeto spend more of its representational power on interesting relationships between thehild variable and the parent variables.In this thesis, however, we will only implement and test transformations in whiheah variable's marginal distribution is attened independently of all the others. (Thisorresponds to using a \attening network" ontaining no ars.) The investigation ofmore ompliated transformation funtions is left for future researh.
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4.8 Experimental resultsIn this setion we perform an extensive set of experiments on a variety of tree-based density estimators. After desribing the datasets and default parameters usedthroughout the tests (Setion 4.8.1), the following omparisons are made:� In Setion 4.8.2 we ompare the performane of strati�ed onditional densitytrees (see Setion 4.5.1) versus CART-like trees that are only allowed to branhon input variables.� In Setion 4.8.3 we ompare the performane of strati�ed onditional den-sity trees versus joint density trees that are evaluated onditionally (see Se-tion 4.5.2).� In Setion 4.8.4 we examine the e�ets of the approximate onditionalizing ofjoint trees (see Setion 4.5.4).� In Setion 4.8.5 we evaluate several di�erent variations of the greedy Bayesiannetwork struture-learning algorithm disussed in Setion 4.6.� In Setion 4.8.6 we evaluate the marginal distribution attening algorithm dis-ussed in Setion 4.7.� Finally, in Setion 4.8.7 we ompare our density-tree-based Bayesian networkmodels with global mixture models.4.8.1 Datasets and default parametersDatasetsThe Bio and Astro datasets previously disussed in Setion 3.4.2 had a small amountof uniform noise added to eah ontinuous variable value. In addition to these versionsof the Bio and Astro datasets, we also employ versions in whih the added noise isGaussian instead. For the Bio dataset, we perform tests with two di�erent versionswith Gaussian noise: one in whih the added noise has a standard deviation of .001,and another in whih the noise has a standard deviation of .02. Comparing the resultson all three di�erent Bio dataset versions will help us partially disern how the rela-tive auraies of the various algorithms being evaluated depend on the �ne-grained110



features of the distributions being modeled. Sine the Astro dataset is signi�antlylarger and therefore more time-onsuming to deal with, most of our experiments willonly be performed on the previously used version in whih the added noise is of uni-form density; however, we will sometimes perform experiments on another version inwhih the added noise is Gaussian with a standard deviation of .001, as the situationwarrants.We also use four syntheti datasets, eah ontaining two ontinuous variables and80,000 datapoints. The \Conneted" and \Separate" datasets were both generated bysampling from a mixture of Gaussians; the primary di�erene between the two is thatthe Gaussians in the Separate dataset overlap less than in the Conneted dataset. The\Voronoi" dataset was generated by sampling datapoints near a set of line segmentsthat form a mesh over the spae similar to the boundaries in a Voronoi tesselation ofthe spae. The \Squiggles" dataset was generated by sampling datapoints near a setof sinusoidal one-dimensional strings.2Default parametersThe following defaults for the density-tree learning algorithms will be used in ourexperiments exept where we speify otherwise:� The greedy branhing variable seletion strategy desribed in Setion 4.4.1 isused.� A branh on a ontinuous variable is always performed on the midpoint of theurrent bounding box (see Setion 4.4.2).� Post-pruning is used rather than stopping (see Setion 4.4.3). 25% of the train-ing data is held out for pruning. At least 10 datapoints must satisfy a givenleaf's onstraint set for a branh to be onsidered.� 25% of the remaining training data is held out for evaluating di�erent hoiesof branhing variables.� All Gaussian and linear-regression leaves are renormalized as desribed in se-tion 4.2.2.2Thanks to Andrew Moore for generating these datasets.111



� The EM algorithm employed for �tting linearly (Setion 4.2.4) and multilinearly(Setion 4.2.5) interpolated leaves is initialized at the uniform distribution andis run for 10 iterations. A maximum of 25 � 2d randomly seleted datapointsare used to �t any single d-dimensional multilinear interpolation; a maximumof 25 � 2 � d datapoints are used to �t any single linear interpolation in whiheah variable is modeled independently. (Informal experiments not desribedfurther in this thesis indiated that running EM for 20 iterations and using alldatapoints rather than a sample of this size did not result in signi�antly moreaurate trees, and inurred onsiderable additional omputational expense. Wehave not yet attempted experiments in whih the number of iterations or samplesizes are smaller; it is possible these algorithms ould be sped up even furtherwithout signi�ant loss of auray.� The global uniform \slak" distribution (see Setion 4.4.4) is assigned a prob-ability mass of 10 datapoints' worth, i.e. � = 1010+R , where R is the numberof datapoints in the training set. Half a datapoint's worth of mass was usedfor per-branh smoothing of P (L) and Pl(~Sijl). These values were hosen with-out areful study; informal experimentation has suggested that their values arelargely irrelevant as long as they're within roughly the same order of magnitude.(Assuming pruning of some sort is employed, as it is in our experiments | otherinformal experiments in whih �xed-depth trees were learned exhibited muhgreater sensitivity to the exat amount of smoothing employed.)� Marginal distribution attening (set 4.7) is not performed.4.8.2 Conditional density trees: one-level (CART-style) vs.strati�edIn this setion, we ompare the performane of two CART-like tree-based estimatorswith the performane of three di�erent strati�ed tree-based estimators as desribedin Setion 4.5.1. For a ontinuous hild variable, the leaves of the single-level treesontain either (1) a Gaussian distribution over the hild variable independent of theparent variables' values, or (2) a Gaussian distribution over the hild variable whosemean is a linear funtion of the parent variables, as determined by linear regression.(See Setion 4.2.2.) The leaves of the strati�ed trees an ontain either of the types ofGaussian distributions used in the single-level trees, or uniform distributions over the112



ranges of the hild variable's values that are onsistent with the leaves' onstraints.For the two-dimensional syntheti datasets, the task is to learn the onditionaldistribution P (X2jX1). For the \real" datasets (Bio and Astro), the task is to learna joint distribution over all variables by learning all the onditional distributionsrequired by a Bayesian network with a �xed struture. (Experiments in whih thestruture is learned will be performed later in Setion 4.8.5.) These strutures weretaken from previous struture-learning experiments performed for Setion 3.3. TheBio dataset's network has 50 ars between the 31 variables, with the number ofparents for any partiular variable varying from zero to four. The Astro dataset'snetwork has 107 ars between the 68 variables, with the number of parents for anypartiular variable varying from zero to three. For the Bio dataset, we performmultiple experiments in whih di�erent types and magnitudes of noise are added tothe data: uniform noise with a width of .001, Gaussian noise with a standard deviationof .001, and Gaussian noise with a standard deviation of .02.Figures 4.14 and 4.15 summarize the results. For eah dataset/model ombination,the mean log-likelihood of the test set in a ten-fold ross-validation is reported, aswell as the empirially estimated 95% on�dene interval of this mean. The algorithmwith the highest mean for a given dataset is shown in bold italis, as are all otheralgorithms whose means are not lower than it with a statistial signi�ane of atleast 95% (aording to a Student's t-test). The mean time required to learn eahmodel on eah dataset is also shown. (The time listed is the mean for one of the ross-validation folds, not for all ten. We omit on�dene intervals on these means sine anyspeedup fator of, say, two or more was de�nitely onsistent, and any speedup fatorof muh less than that is of dubious pratial signi�ane and is undoubtedly veryimplementation-dependent.) The mahines used for the experiments were otherwiseunloaded Pentium-lass mahines with lok yle speeds ranging from 400 to 500MHz. All neessary I/O was performed outside of the timing loops, and all testsinvolving any given dataset were always performed on the same mahine.On all datasets, it is lear that the strati�ed trees provide muh more auratedensity estimation than single-level CART-style trees, regardless of whether eahleaf of the single-level trees uses linear regression or a simple Gaussian distributionover the hild variable. This omes as no surprise for the synthethi datasets wherethe onditional distributions are obviously multimodal, but the results on the realdatasets are worth noting. For example, the di�erene in test-set log-likelihood be-113
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Figure 4.14: Experimental omparison of CART-like vs. strati�ed onditional densitytrees on syntheti datasets
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tween \Single-level Linear Regression" and \Strati�ed Linear Regression" on the \Bio.001 Gaussian" dataset is approximately 18300. In other words, aording to the test-set data, the strati�ed model appears more likely than the one-level model by a fatorof approximately e18300 in the absene of any prior information. More realistially,sine there are approximately 1267 items in eah test set, this means that eah individ-ual datapoint in the test set was more likely to have been generated by the strati�edmodel than the one-level model by a fator of approximately e14:4 � 2; 000; 000. If wefurther divide by the number of variables (31), we see that, on average, eah variablevalue was more likely under the strati�ed model than the one-level model by a fa-tor of e:47 � 1:6. Similarly, the di�erene in the log-likelihoods of \Strati�ed Indep.Gaussian" vs. \Single-level Linear Regression" on the \Astro .001 Uniform" datasetworks out to an average fator of e35:7 � 3 � 1015 per datapoint, or e:525 � 1:7 pervariable value.Using linear regression within the tree leaves appears to perform no better thansimple Gaussian distributions on the syntheti datasets, exept perhaps on the Squig-gles dataset when they were used with strati�ed density trees. It does appear to helpsigni�antly on the various versions of the Bio dataset. At �rst, linear-regressionleaves did not work at all on the Astro dataset: sometimes the predited onditionalmean for a datapoint in the test set was so far away from the orret leaf's bound-ing box that the estimated integral of the onditional Gaussian within that leaf was0, ausing the renormalization to fail. In order to address this problem, we modi-�ed our ode so that it swithes the onditional distribution of the leaf to a uniformdistribution in suh pathologial ases. This allowed us to aquire a result showingthat linear-regression leaves an provide better log-likelihoods than simple Gaussian-distribution leaves on the Astro dataset, at least in the ase of single-level CART-styletrees. However, the orresponding experiment for strati�ed trees was aborted after itwas determined that it would take several CPU-days to omplete.Strati�ed trees with uniform-distribution leaves were signi�antly more au-rate than those with Gaussian or linear-regression leaves on most of the synthetidatasets; learning them was slightly faster than learning trees with Gaussian leaves,and muh faster (by a fator of 4 or so) than learning trees with linear-regressionleaves. However, uniform-distribution leaves performed signi�antly worse on theSquiggles dataset and in some instanes of the Bio dataset.The fat that Gaussian leaves an be less aurate than simple uniform-density116



leaves in strati�ed trees may be partially due to the fat that the onditional densityestimated for any ombination of parent values will have a \bump" for every leaf inthe tree, as disussed in Setion 4.2.2. This problem might be �xed by using a moreompliated optimization routine that �ts the Gaussian while taking trunation andrenormalization into aount, as hinted in Setion 4.2.2. Unfortunately, this wouldprobably slow the learning proess down onsiderably, and it is not lear whether itould feasibly be generalized to handle the ase of linear-regression leaves.Strati�ed density trees an require almost an order of magnitude more omputa-tional time to learn due to the more ompliated nature of the tree struture searhspae. It may be possible to develop e�etive strati�ed density tree algorithms thatdo not take as muh time to learn. However, as we will see in the next setion, itis already muh faster to learn joint density trees and then use them onditionally(as desribed in Setion 4.5.2); surprisingly, this an result in more aurate densityestimation as well.4.8.3 Conditional density estimation: strati�ed trees vs. jointtreesIn this setion we ompare the performane of the strati�ed onditional density treesdesribed in Setion 4.5.1 with the performane of joint density trees used ondi-tionally as desribed in Setion 4.5.2. As noted in Setion 4.5.4, there are severaldi�erenes in how these two di�erent kinds of density trees are learned that wouldause us to expet their auraies to be di�erent:� The struture of strati�ed trees is optimized for the spei� onditional distri-bution for whih the tree will be used, while the struture of joint trees is not.We might expet this to ause strati�ed trees to be more aurate than jointtrees.� The struture of strati�ed trees is less exible than the struture of joint trees,as disussed previously in setion 4.5.4. We might expet this to ause strati�edtrees to be less aurate than joint trees.� Joint trees employing leaves with nonuniform distributions over the parent vari-ables are in a sense using \soft branhes" that help them to predit Xi as afuntion of ~�i more exibly without atually splitting the data into ompletely117



disjoint subsets aording to ~�i. We might expet this to ause strati�ed treesto be less aurate than joint trees.We attempt to gauge the impat of eah these di�erenes separately by testingeight di�erent onditional density-tree algorithms:� Strati�ed density trees employing uniform-distribution leaves. This algorithmis listed as \Strati�ed Cond Uniform" in Figures 4.16 and 4.17, and is the sameas the \Strati�ed, Uniform" algorithm employed in Figures 4.14 and 4.15.� Joint density trees employing uniform-distribution leaves. These joint trees arethen used onditionally as desribed at the beginning of Setion 4.5.2. Thisalgorithm is listed as \Joint Uniform" in Figures 4.16 and 4.17.� Strati�ed density trees in whih eah leaf has a linearly interpolated distributionover Xi that is independent of ~�i. This algorithm is listed as \Strati�ed CondLinear" in Figures 4.16 and 4.17.� Joint density trees in whih eah leaf models eah variable independently witha linearly interpolated density as desribed in Setion 4.2.4. This algorithm islisted as \Joint Indep. Linear".� Joint density trees in whih eah leaf models the ontinuous variables jointlyusing multilinear interpolation as desribed in Setion 4.2.5. This algorithm islisted as \Joint Multilinear".� Strati�ed density trees in whih eah leaf models the ontinuous variables jointlyusing multilinear interpolation. The distribution within eah leaf is learned us-ing the same algorithm as would be used in the analogous joint density tree.However, eah leaf l's joint distribution P (Xi; ~�ijl) is then only used to om-pute the onditional distributions P (Xij ~�i; l) required for the strati�ed tree'sonditional density estimation algorithm. This algorithm is listed as \Strati�edCond Multilinear".� Density trees that are idential to the previously listed \Joint Uniform" treesexept they are strutured like strati�ed density trees, i.e., with all branhes on~�i before any branhes on Xi. However, while the tree has this restrition, itstruture is still being optimized for joint log-likelihood rather than onditionallog-likelihood. This algorithm is listed as \Strati�ed Joint Uniform".118



� Density trees that are idential to the previously listed \Joint Multilinear",exept they are strutured like strati�ed density trees. This algorithm is listedas \Strati�ed Joint Multilinear".Figures 4.16 and 4.17 show how these algorithms performed on most of the samelearning tasks used in the previous set of results (Figures 4.14 and 4.15). (Due to theextreme amounts of omputational time taken on the Astro datasets by the Strati-�ed algorithms, we restrit ourselves here to one of the Astro dataset versions, andhave not yet tested the \Strati�ed Joint Uniform" or \Strati�ed Cond Multilinear"algorithms.)Several notable patterns an be seen in this set of results. Overall, however, themost important thing to note is that the joint density trees were always muh fasterto learn than strati�ed onditional density trees, and this additional speed ame withlittle loss of preditive auray | in fat, when the trees' leaves employed nonuniformdistributions, joint density trees were more aurate than strati�ed density onditionaltrees.The di�erenes in the auray of the various algorithms were relatively small onthe two-dimensional Conneted, Separate, and Voronoi datasets | at most �ve or sixtimes the standard deviations of the test-set log-likelihoods' estimated means. (Thelisted unertainties are for 95% on�dene intervals, or two standard deviations ineah diretion.) However, the di�erenes beome more signi�ant on the real datasets,where higher-dimensional density trees are being employed and the distributions beingmodeled have sharper features. Whether these di�erenes are of atual pratialsigni�ane depends on the appliation. For example, the di�erene in the test-setprobabilities of the Joint Uniform vs. Joint Multilinear algorithms on the \Bio .001uniform" dataset works out to a fator of approximately 97 per datapoint, or 1.16per variable value. The di�erene in the test-set probabilities of the Joint Multilinearvs. Conditional Uniform algorithms on the \Astro .001 uniform" dataset works outto roughly a fator of 127 per datapoint, or 1.07 per variable value.Comparing the results of the Strati�ed Cond Uniform and Strati�ed Joint Uniformalogrithms shows that when the leaf distributions are uniform, Strati�ed onditionaldensity trees do in fat appear slightly more aurate than joint density trees thatare restrited to the same Strati�ed struture. This is to be expeted, sine the onlyreal di�erene between these two algorithms is that the Strati�ed Cond Uniform tree-learning algorithm is optimizing for the appropriate onditional distribution, whereas119
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the Strati�ed Joint Uniform algorithm is optimizing for the joint.3 However, thesedi�erenes are small, partiularly on the two-dimensional syntheti datasets.Comparing the results of the Strati�ed Cond Uniform and Joint Uniform algo-rithms suggests that when the uniform-leaf joint density trees are freed from thestrutural restritions of strati�ed trees, this added exibility an oasionally makeup for the fat that they are optimized for the wrong distribution (i.e. joint ratherthan onditional), as it appears to do in the Squiggles, Gaussian-noise Bio, and Astrodatasets. However, on many of the other datasets it appears to make no signi�antdi�erene.The piture hanges when nonuniform leaf distributions are employed. The jointdensity trees employing nonuniform leaf distributions (Joint Indep. Linear and JointMultilinear) onsistently and signi�antly outperform all strati�ed onditional densitytrees (Strati�ed Cond Uniform, Strati�ed Cond Linear, and Strati�ed Cond Multilin-ear) both in terms of learning speed and predition auray. This inreased predi-tion auray ours despite the fat that they are optimized for joint distributionsrather than the onditional distributions for whih they are subsequently used.Comparing the Strati�ed Cond Multilinear and Strati�ed Joint Multilinear algo-rithms allows us to spei�ally test the \soft branhing" hypothesis. Even when jointdensity trees are restrited to have the same struture as onditional density trees,the fat that they learn the parent variables' distributions in the leaves allows them topredit the output variables more aurately than the orresponding strati�ed ondi-tional density trees in whih the parent variables' distributions are not modeled in theleaves. The results on the Squiggles, Bio, and Astro datasets all lend support to thishypothesis. (The results on the other syntheti datasets are also positive, but onlyslightly so.) By themselves, these results do not exlude the possibility that the dif-ferenes in auray were due entirely to subtle di�erenes in tree struture aused bythe di�erent optimization riteria (onditional log-likelihood vs. joint log-likelihood);however, other experimental results in Appendix A.2 show this is not the ase.In all experiments with joint density trees, trees employing nonuniform leaf distri-butions were signi�antly more aurate than those employing uniform leaves. Trees3Atually, this is not quite true, sine the \Uniform" leaves in our trees still have non-onstantdistributions over any disrete variables they model, so some \soft branhing" may still our due tothese disrete variables. However, there are no disrete variables in the syntheti datasets, and only afew in the Bio and Astro datasets. Furthermore, further supplemental experiments in Appendix A.2ontrol for this di�erene. 122
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\Joint Lin. Int." algorithms desribed in the previous setion. The third, \JointLI Conditionalized", is the same as \Joint Lin. Int.", exept the resulting jointdensity tree is supplemented with a onditionalized joint density tree (as desribed inSetion 4.5.4) whih is used to speed up the exat evaluation of onditional densitiesfrom the joint density tree by providing pointers diretly to the relevant nodes in theoriginal tree. The fourth algorithm, \Joint LI Approx. Cond.", is the same as thethird, but the onditionalized density tree is evaluated approximately asP (xij~�i) = �sP (xij~�i; l)where l is the joint density tree leaf onsistent with both xi and ~�i, and the �s'sare omputed as desribed in Setion 4.5.4. Figures 4.19 and 4.20 summarize theresults. As before, the \Learn time" listed is the average training time per ross-validation fold. The evaluation time listed is the average time per ross-validationfold required to evaluate the onditional log-likelihoods of all modeled variables inthe entire dataset (that is, both the training and test sets).The results learly show that approximately onditionalized joint density trees anbe used to alulate onditional probability muh more quikly than nonondition-alized joint density trees. The speedup fator ranges roughly from 7 to 25 in thesepartiular experiments; it is greatest on the syntheti datasets sine two-dimensionalproblems tend to be the most expensive ase for the onditional evaluation of jointdensity trees (see Setion 4.5.2). Some of this speedup | roughly a fator of 2 in allases | was due to the quiker aess to the leaves of the original joint density treeprovided by the onditionalized tree's struture. The remainder of the speedup wasdue to the approximate evaluation proedure in whih only the single leaf onsistentwith both the hild variable value xi and parent variable values ~�i is evaluated.This approximate evaluation auses a notiable amount of auray to be lost onproblems in whih the distributions have sharp features, suh as the Squiggles andsmall-noise Bio datasets. On many other problems, however, inluding the Astrodataset, no signi�ant auray is lost. Furthermore, onditionalized joint densitytrees are still signi�antly more aurate than strati�ed onditional density trees, andan be learned muh faster (by a fator of roughly 3 to 6 in our experiments). Thus,onditionalized joint density trees represent a useful ompromise between the learningspeed and auray of joint density trees and the evaluation speed of onditional densitytrees.One possible way to improve the auray of onditionalized joint trees would124
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Figure 4.19: Experimental results for approximate onditionalizing on synthetidatasets
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Figure 4.20: Experimental results for approximate onditionalizing on sienti�datasets
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be to re�ne the subtrees over the input variables ~�i further before branhing on Xibegins. Multiple re�ned subtrees orresponding to di�erent values of ~�i would thenhave idential subtree strutures over Xi, and would point to idential sets of leaves inthe original joint tree; the only di�erenes between them would be in the interpolationoeÆients �s they used to approximate P (lj ~�i). Determining whether to re�ne agiven subtree over ~�i would be a matter of expliitly trading o� the additional memoryand evaluation-time omputational osts versus the resulting inreased auray; wedo not investigate this issue further in this thesis.4.8.5 Network struture-learning algorithmsIn this setion we evaluate the speed and auray of several variations of the greedynetwork-learning algorithm disussed in Setion 4.6.Our �rst set of experiments onsists of several di�erent algorithms applied tothe version of the Bio dataset in whih uniform noise of magnitude .001 has beenadded. Throughout all the experiments, we set MAXPARS (the maximum number ofparents any given variable an have) to 5 and MAXCHANGES (the maximum numberof parent-set hanges to attempt on any one variable during any single iterationof the greedy algorithm) to 10. MAXPARS was tuned to this value by observingthat density trees with greater numbers of parent variables never provided muhadditional predition auray, and were very omputationally expensive to learn;this value of MAXCHANGES was simply the �rst we tried. (See Appendix A.2for an experiment in whih a value of 1 was also tried for MAXCHANGES.) BothSf (Xi; ~�i) and Ss(Xi; ~�i) estimate the goodness of a given parent set ~�i for a givenvariable Xi by learning a density tree of some sort using 75% of the training dataand then evaluating the onditional log-likelihood of the remaining 25%; however, thetypes of density trees they employ may be di�erent. In these experiments we do notonditionalize the joint density trees.Eah of the algorithms is run for several iterations. Eah iteration of a givenalgorithm uses the network returned by the previous iteration of the same algorithmfor its initial network B0. The �rst iteration of eah algorithm is provided the emptynetwork B0 = B�, exept one algorithm that is instead initially provided with the bestnetwork struture found by a stohasti searh algorithm on a disretized version ofthe data. 127



After eah iteration, we measure the quality of the resulting network struturewith respet to another density tree learning algorithm, whih may be di�erent fromany of the density tree learning algorithms used during the atual network struture-learning proedure. In most experiments, the density trees used for this measurementwill be joint density trees employing multilinearly interpolated leaves, sine these tendto provide better �nal density estimates than those employing other types of leaves.First, we examine the impat on speed and auray of using ompletely dis-retized versions of the dataset during di�erent phases of the greedy network-learningalgorithm. We ompare the following variations:� Versions where a disretized version of the dataset is used for both Sf (thelearning algorithm used to evaluate all possible ar hanges at the beginning ofany given iteration) and Ss (the learning algorithm used to evaluate the qualityof a andidate parent set throughout the greedy network-learning proess). Wetry two di�erent disretizations of the dataset: one in whih eah variable hasbeen quantized into 4 bins, and another in whih eah variable has been quan-tized into 8 bins. Eah variable is quantized independently of all the others; theboundaries of the bins are seleted so that roughly the same number of data-points lie in eah bin. Density trees are still used to model the distributionsof these disretized variables, but the partiular density tree learning algorithmused makes the resulting models very similar to the ontingeny tables typi-ally used in disrete-variable Bayesian networks: namely, we employ strati�edonditional density trees (Setion 4.5.1) that use the \taking turns" algorithmfor seleting branh variables (Setion 4.4.1), with pruning disabled. This e�e-tively implements a \sparse array" representation of a ontingeny table. Theseversions of the algorithm are labeled \Dis4!ML" and \Dis8!ML" aordingto the number of disretization bins used per variable.� Versions where a disretized version of the dataset is used for Sf , but Ss usesjoint density trees with uniform-density leaves to model the original ontin-uous data. These versions of the algorithm are labeled \Const w/Dis4 ArSores!ML" and \Const w/Dis8 Ar Sores!ML" aording to the numberof disretization bins Sf uses per variable.� A version of the algorithm where joint density trees with onstant-density leavesare learned on the original ontinuous data for both Sf and Ss. This version islabeled \Const!ML". 128



Figure 4.21 summarizes the results. The plot has one line for eah of the �vealgorithm variations; eah point on eah line represents one iteration of that algo-rithm. The time assoiated with the nth point for a given algorithm inludes thetime required for iterations 1 through n of the algorithm, plus the time required tolearn joint multilinear density trees for the variable ombinations ouring in the net-work struture returned by the nth iteration. The log-likelihood assoiated with thenth point is the mean test-set log-likelihood of the Bayesian network with the stru-ture learned by the nth iteration and the onditional distributions determined by thesubsequently learned joint multilinear density trees. (These means are over 10-foldross-validations. The vertial error bars are the 95% empirially estimated on�-dene intervals of these means.) The results of every algorithm's �rst iteration doesappear in the plot; the lines oming up from the bottom of the plot are oming from\Iteration 0" of all the algorithms, whih orresponds to using an empty network.Unsurprisingly, the Dis4!ML and Dis8!ML algorithms were the fastest periteration. However, the resulting network strutures were not partiularly usefulfor the �nal parameterizations over the original ontinuous data. The performanewas also quite sensitive to the disretization level used | Dis4 performed muhworse than Dis8. The network strutures returned by the Dis4 algorithm's earlyiterations also aused the subsequent multilinear density tree learning to take muhmore omputation. (The urve for Dis4 doubles bak on itself beause it was fasterto perform two iterations of the greedy algorithm using the disrete data and thenreparameterize the network with multilinear density trees than to only perform oneiteration of the greedy algorithm before reparameterizing.)The algorithms (\Const w/Dis4 Ar Sores!ML" and \Const w/Dis8 ArSores!ML) that used disretized data for Sf but uniform-leaf density trees overthe original data for Ss found signi�antly better networks in almost as little timeas the algorithms whih also use disretized data for Ss. They were also muh lesssensitive to the partiular level of disretization used.The algorithm (\Const!ML") that employs uniform-leaf density trees for both Sfand Ss takes signi�antly more time per iteration than any of the others. After a fewiterations, it does �nd networks that are more aurate, with statistial signi�ane;however, this requires three or four time-onsuming iterations, and the di�erene inauray is still relatively small.Next we ompare the e�et of using di�erent kinds of density trees for the reparam-129
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Figure 4.21: Bio dataset struture-learning experiments: e�ets of using disretizeddistributions for quality estimates.
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Figure 4.22: Bio dataset struture-learning experiments: e�ets of di�erent reparam-eterizations of the same network strutures.eterization of the networks after eah iteration of the greedy algorithm. The greedyalgorithm used in all the following variations uses density trees with onstant-densityleaves for both Ss and Sf . (Disretized versions of the dataset are never used.) Aftereah iteration, we test the e�etiveness of using four di�erent kinds of density trees toparameterize the resulting network struture. These four density tree algorithms areidential exept for the kinds of leaf distributions they employ: onstant, exponen-tial, independent linear, or multilinear. (See Setion 4.2.) The algorithms are labelled\Const!Const", \Const!Exp", \Const!IL", and \Const!ML", aordingly. Fig-ure 4.22 shows the results.Despite the fat that the greedy struture-learning algorithm is optimizing thestruture while using density trees with onstant-density leaves, all the other den-sity tree types work better than onstant-leaf density trees on the resulting network131



strutures. The di�erenes in the auraies of the four tree types is quite onsis-tent throughout multiple iterations of the struture-learning algorithm. Multilinearinterpolation produed the most aurate density estimation, followed by indepen-dent linear interpolation, exponential distributions, and onstant distributions, inthat order. Further note that the �nal auray of the \Const!Const" algorithm issigni�antly worse than auraies of any of the previously evaluated learning algo-rithms that employ multilinear density trees for their �nal distributions, exept forthe \Dis4" algorithm.Finally, we ompare the previous \Const!ML" network learning algorithm withtwo others. The �rst learner, \ML!ML", uses density trees with multilinearly inter-polated leaves throughout the entire learning proess | that is, for Sf , Ss, and the�nal networks. The seond learner is idential to the \Const!ML" algorithm, exeptit is initialized with a non-empty network struture. This struture was learned usinga stohasti searh proedure on a disretized version of the dataset (with 8 disretiza-tion bins per variable). AD-Trees ([ML98℄; see this referene for the desription ofthe stohasti searh algorithm as well) were used to speed up the searh. The bestnetwork found during 100,000 iterations of the searh was used for this seond varia-tion of the greedy algorithm, whih we label \Dis Searh!Const!ML". The resultsare shown in Figure 4.23.Only two iterations of the \ML!ML" ould be run due to the large amount of timerequired per iteration. Furthermore, the result at the end of eah these two iterationswas no better than the result of the orresponding iteration of \Const!ML", whihran many times faster. This suggests that using density trees with onstant-densityleaves is a more e�etive strategy during the network struture searh, despite thefat that multilinear density trees are muh better andidates for the �nal networkparameterizations.The results of \Dis Searh!Const!ML" were similarly unimpressive. The100,000-iteration stohasti searh over network strutures provided a starting net-work struture that was signi�antly less useful for modeling the original ontinuousdata than the struture found by a single iteration of the greedy algorithm intializedfrom the empty network, whih required muh less time.4 When the greedy algorithmsare run for three iterations from their starting points, the greedy algorithm that had4Note that an \iteration" of our greedy algorithm involves muh more work than an \iteration"of the stohasti searh proedure; omparing numbers of iterations between the two algorithmswould be meaningless. 132
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Figure 4.23: Bio dataset struture-learning experiments: omparing vs. more expen-sive algorithms.
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been initialized with the network found by the stohasti searh proedure returns anetwork that is less aurate than that found by an idential greedy algorithm startedfrom the empty network.Now we turn our attention to the Astro dataset. (Again, we will only use theversion in whih uniform noise of magnitude .001 has been added.) In the followingexperiments we will use the same learning parameters as in the Bio dataset; however,in order to keep the omputational time tratable, we restrit Ss and Sf to use amaximum of 10000 training points and 2500 evaluation points. After eah iteration ofthe greedy network-learning algorithm, the quality of the resulting network strutureis evaluated by reparameterizing the network with joint multilinear density treeslearned with the entire training set.Due to the amount of CPU time required for struture-learning experiments on thisdataset, we try a smaller set of variations of the greedy network-learning algorithm:\Dis4!ML", \Dis8!ML", \Const w/Dis8 Ar Sores!ML", and \Const!ML".We also inlude an experiment in whih the previously mentioned stohasti searhalgorithm is employed for 100,000 iterations on a version of the dataset that hasbeen disretized to 8 values per variable and restrited to a randomly sampled 10,000training datapoints. (We also tried using 10,000 iterations on 100,000 datapointsinstead; this took about the same amount of time but the learned networks wereslightly less aurate.) This �nal algorithm is labelled \100000-it Dis8 Searh!ML".The results are shown in Figure 4.24. The Dis4!ML algorithm is not shownon the plot beause it performed extremely poorly: attempting to reparameterizethe network found by the �rst iteration with multilinear density trees took over fourhours (per ross-validation fold), and the resulting networks were less aurate thanthose found by the �rst iteration of any of the other greedy learning algorithms.On the other hand, the Dis8!ML algorithm performed very well on this dataset,�nding networks about as aurate as those found by any of the other algorithms butin signi�antly less time. Const w/Dis8 Ar Sores!ML found networks of aboutthe same quality, but in somehat more time. Const!ML had still not quite foundnetworks of the same quality after over twie as muh time as Const w/Dis8 ArSores!ML. Using the stohasti searh proedure on the disretized data (\100000-it Dis8 Searh!ML") produed network strutures that were less aurate than anyfound by any versions of the greedy algorithm.While we do not supply a graph here similar to Figure 4.22 omparing the use of134
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di�erent kinds of density trees for the �nal network parameterizations, Setion 4.8.6inludes results for suh a omparison. As in the Bio dataset, trees employing multi-linearly interpolation appear to result in the most aurate �nal density estimators.The struture-learning results on the Astro and Bio dataset suggest that beingable to use di�erent types of density trees for di�erent stages of the network-learningalgorithm an be very useful for �nding aurate networks in a reasonable amount oftime. In partiular, using simple ontingeny-table-like density trees over disretizeddata for Sf appears desirable to maintain reasonable speed, but using them for Ss aswell an ause the algorithm to be very sensitive to the disretization level used andan sometimes lead to poor auray. Using density trees with multilinearly interpo-lated leaves appears to be the most aurate hoie for the �nal parameterization ofthe networks.The results also suggest that our greedy network-learning algorithm is apable of�nding aurate networks quite quikly ompared to the stohasti searh proedurewe tested against. However, it may be that the partiular stohasti searh proedureused here was not partiularly eÆient; further study is warranted.4.8.6 Marginal distribution atteningIn this setion we examine the e�ets of the marginal distribution attening algorithmdisussed in Setion 4.7 on density trees employing onstant, exponential, independentlinear, or multilinear leaves. Experiments are performed on both the Bio and Astrodatasets, with multiple types and magnitudes of noise added to them. In additionto gauging the usefulness of marginal distribution attening, these experiments alsoserve to ompare the e�etiveness of the di�erent leaf distributions.For eah dataset, the same network strutures are used aross all algorithms.The network strutures used were found via running four iterations of the \Constw/Dis8 Ar Sores" version of the greedy struture-learning algorithm (see the pre-vious setion for details). The network struture used during a partiular fold of theross-validation was learned using only the training data for that fold. (These resultsare thus not diretly omparable with those in setions previous to Setion 4.8.5.) Fig-ures 4.25 and 4.26 summarize the results. (The times required to learn the networkstrutures are not inluded in the listed learning times.)The results show that using the marginal distribution attening algorithm an136
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signi�antly inrease auray in some situations where the marginal distributionsexhibit sharp features, although it also dereases auray in other situations. Inpartiular, it signi�antly helped all of the di�erent density tree types on the Bio.001 Uniform dataset, and the uniform-leaf and exponential-leaf trees on the Bio.001 Gaussian dataset. (It also helped the exponential-leaf trees on both the Astro.001 Uniform and Astro .001 Gaussian datasets, but as we will disuss shortly thisis probably mostly due to a peuliarity of the exponential distribution that ausesit to interat poorly with the greedy variable seletion method employed by the treestruture-learning algorithm.) This suggests that marginal distribution attening anbe a useful tool in ases where the variables are known to have ompliated marginaldistributions. However, it should not be applied blindly.The learning times listed for the algorithms with marginal distribution atteninginlude the extra times required to learn all the one-dimensional density trees for theattening proess. Notably, the total learning times with attening were neverthelessoften shorter than the learning times without. This is probably due to the fat thatmarginal distribution attening tends to result in density trees of more even depthwhen the midpoint branh threshold method is used. Density trees of even depthare faster to learn than skewed ones beause on average eah datapoint is involved infewer leaf-learning attempts.Throughout these results, multilinear interpolation almost always resulted in themost aurate density estimation, the exeptions being on the low-noise Bio datasetswhen marginal distribution attening was employed, in whih ase exponential leavesworked better. However, it was also the most omputationally expensive, and the dif-ferene in auray between multilinear interpolation and independent interpolationwas statistially insigni�ant on the Astro datasets. Both multilinear and independentinterpolation resulted in signi�antly greater auray than onstant-density leavesin all tests.The performane of the exponential-distribution trees was notably inonsistent |the best of all the estimators on the Bio .001 Uniform distribution when marginal dis-tribution attening was used, but the worst of all on the Astro datasets when it wasnot used. An examination of the Astro datasets and the properties of the trunatedexponential distribution reveals one possible explanation. The Astro dataset has sev-eral variables in whih the marginal distributions' means are very lose to zero. As itturns out, the trunated exponential distribution has the following property: when a139



variable's distribution is onentrated lose to one side of a leaf, replaing that leafwith a one-level density stump branhing on that variable with a threshold anywherenear the enter of the old leaf auses only a very small hange in the log-likelihoodof the data. This auses the greedy branh variable seletion mehanism to preferbranhing on other variables when exponential leaves are being used, whereas theother leaf distribution types we examine will tend to branh on the variable with theskewed distribution, whih tends to eventually lead to more aurate trees. The fatthat the marginal distribution attening algorithm helps exponential-leaf density treesmore than it helps others is probably due to the fat that the attened distributionstrigger this pathologial behavior less frequently. Supplemental experiments in Ap-pendix A.2 provide further evidene that the problems with exponential-distributionleaves are indeed aused by poor interations with the greedy variable seletion algo-rithm. It may be possible to improve the auray of exponential-leaf density treesby speial-asing this situation or using better branh threshold seletion algorithms;sine exponential distributions are faster to �t than the other non-uniform distribu-tions, further researh along these lines would be useful.4.8.7 Density trees vs. global mixture modelsThroughout our experiments so far, all the probability models we have ompared havebeen based on sparsely onneted Bayesian networks in whih no hidden variables areemployed. While density trees appear to be good andidates to use for the ondi-tional distributions of suh networks, the question remains whether sparsely onnetedBayesian networks are apable of aurately modeling real-world data, partiularlywhen an appropriate network struture is not known beforehand. Is it possible toperform the required ombinatorial searh through network strutures and learn allthe neessary onditional distributions in less time than would be required to learnthe parameters of a single unfatored joint model for the entire distribution, and havethe resulting Bayesian network still be a more aurate density estimator than theunfatored model? In this setion we provide experimental results suggesting thatthe answer is \yes", at least in some ases.We ompare our density-tree-based Bayesian network learning algorithm with Au-toClass [CS96℄, an unsupervised learning algorithm for mixture models that employsan approximately Bayesian version of EM. In our experiments, AutoClass models eahmixture omponent with a full-ovariane Gaussian over the ontinuous variables and140



an independent multinomial distribution for eah disrete variable. (Informal experi-ments with diagonal-ovariane Gaussians rather than full-ovariane ones resulted inworse density estimation.) For speed, we use the publily available C implementationrather than the LISP implementation.AutoClass is started o� with numbers of mixture omponents that were lose tothe best numbers found in informal preliminary testing; this is to ensure we do notripple the algorithm needlessly by having it waste too muh time optimizing theparameters of distributions with far too many or too few mixture omponents. WhileAutoClass is an \anytime algorithm" in that it has no de�nite termination riterionand will supposedly �nd better solutions the longer it is run, in our experiments theamount of time we gave it was largely irrelevant to the auray of the resulting densityestimators as long as it tried a nonzero number of mixtures with approximately theright number of omponents. In pratie we would not normally know the orretnumber of mixture omponents to use ahead of time, but a roughly orret numberan be found in a reasonable amount of time by trying mixtures with 1 omponent, 2omponents, 4 omponents, 8 omponents, and so forth, until the performane startsdropping, or AutoClass begins returning mixtures with signi�antly fewer omponentsthan the mixtures are initialized with. (AutoClass apparently has no mehanismfor adding omponents to a mixture \on the y" during a parameter optimizationrun, but it does detet and delete omponents that it deems unneessary.) WhenAutoClass terminates, we extrat the mixture model it thinks is best, and we use itsmaximum-likelihood parameters. (We also add the same uniform-bakground \slakdistribution" used in our density trees to handle outliers, as disussed in Setion 4.4.4;however, this appears to improve the auray of the mixture models only negligibly.)We perform two di�erent tests on AutoClass with eah Bio dataset: one in whihAutoClass is given two hours (per ross-validation fold) to �nd a good mixture, andanother in whih it is given roughly the same amount of time taken by our density-tree-based Bayesian network learning algorithm. We attempted to give AutoClassthree hours on eah Astro dataset; however, as urrently implemented, the algorithmapparently pays no attention to the lok exept when it reinitializes EM with a newstarting point, and on this dataset the algorithm an take hours for a single run of EMif the number of enters is large. This resulted in the algorithm taking an average ofover �ve hours per ross-validation fold rather than three. (Informal experiments inwhih only a randomly seleted subsample of 10,000 datapoints were used for trainingwere attempted, but this seemed to result in less aurate density estimators despite141
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leaves of the density tree. Thus, the results on the Bio dataset are somewhat inon-lusive. However, our Bayesian network algorithm produed more aurate densityestimation than Autolass on the Astro dataset even when the noise added was Gaus-sian. Learning these Bayesian networks also took signi�antly less time; furthermore,evaluating the resulting networks was also faster than evaluating the mixture modelswhen the network's density trees had been approximately onditionalized.4.9 Conlusions, Related Work, and Possible Ex-tensionsThroughout this hapter we have developed and evaluated a family of algorithms a-pable of quikly �nding aurate fatored probability density models over dozens ofontinuous and disrete variables from tens of thousands of datapoints. The potentialappliations for these algorithms are similar to the potential appliations of Mix-netsdesribed in Setion 3.5. As with Mix-nets (Setion 3.5.1), the onditional densitytree-based algorithms an be applied to learning lassi�ers similar in nature to TANlassi�ers [FGG97℄. The results of some preliminary experiments along these linesare provided in Appendix A.5; however, further exploration is neessary to determinewhether the resulting lassi�ers are useful and how they might be improved. Thedensity tree-based models an also be used straightforwardly for anomaly detetion(Setion 3.5.2), although it is possible that the disontinuous nature of the probabilitydensities modeled by onditional density trees makes it less useful than Mix-nets forthat task. Inferene may be also performed with density-tree-based Bayesian net-works, either via sampling approahes suh as likelihood weighting, or via message-passing algorithms employing dynami disretization [KK97℄. The density trees forwhih we have provided learning algorithms are very similar in nature to the repre-sentations used for disretization-based message-passing algorithms; thus, onditionaldensity tree learning algorithms may be a natural hoie to use when we are faed witha situation in whih we wish to be able to perform message-passing-based inferenebut we do not know the distributions' parameters a priori. In order to guarantee on-vergene to the orret distribution, message-passing algorithms require the graphialmodels to be deomposable (i.e. hordal), and the network struture-searh routineused here does not take this into aount. However, eÆient algorithms for performingsearhes over deomposable models have reently been developed [DGJ01℄; modify-143



ing the network searh algorithms used in this thesis to use these algorithms is onepotentially interesting line of further researh.Beause the onditional density tree algorithms here were designed for speed aswell as auray, they present an appealing hoie of representation to use for pratialompression tasks. Naturally, when ompressing ontinuous values, the ompressionmust be lossy if it is to save a signi�ant amount of spae. Modifying our densitytree learning algorithms to take a desired level of auray into onsideration wouldbe fairly straightforward. Furthermore, beause the distributions represented by thetrees deompose analytially into nonoverlapping regions | as opposed to the over-lapping Gaussian mixture models used in Chapter 3 | no bits-bak oding would beneessary.In reent related researh, a system alled SPARTAN [BGR01℄ has been devel-oped for lossily ompressing datasets by using networks of CART-like deision andregression trees.5 SPARTAN uses automatially learned Bayesian network struturesas guides with whih to reate these networks. However, the network models learnedby SPARTAN are not atually density estimators, and they have several importantlimitations. Eah leaf of the trees SPARTAN employs only provides a point estimateof the variable being predited. If this predited value is insuÆiently aurate for apartiular datapoint, the atual value must be marked as an \outlier" and enodedvia other means. Beause only this point estimate is provided rather than a densityover all possible values of the output variable, there is no mehanism with whih toeÆiently enode small orretions between the maximum-likelihood predited val-ues and the atual values. This in turn fores SPARTAN to restrit its preditionnetworks so that any given variable in the domain that is used to predit other vari-ables annot itself be predited, and must therefore be enoded via other means |otherwise, predition errors would aumulate. SPARTAN's CART-like trees ouldbe modi�ed so that the trees provide density estimates; however, as we have seen inSetion 4.8.2, CART-like tree-based density estimation algorithms that do not allowsplits on the variable being predited an perform muh worse than those that do.Having said that, SPARTAN's approah may be appropriate when deompression andompression speed is ruial, or when it is desirable to deompress ertain variablevalues in a random aess fashion without deompressing all the other variables.5SPARTAN was developed after the material in Chapter 2 was published [DM99℄, although theauthors appear unaware of previously existing researh on Bayesian network-based ompression. Thematerial in this hapter of the thesis was developed independently of SPARTAN.144



While allowing the density trees to split on the output variables would probablyhelp ompression performane, it is unlear whether other di�erenes between the den-sity tree algorithms examined here would have muh pratial impat on ompressionrates. For example, even if eah variable value is 15% more likely on average whenusing density trees that use multilinear leaves rather than onstant-density ones, thisresults in saving only a fration of a bit per enoded value. In most suh situations itwould probably be better to simply use strati�ed onditional trees or onditionalizedjoint density trees with uniform-density leaves for maximum speed.Beause the density tree learning algorithms we use throughout this thesis treatthe data in di�erent subtrees independently, the resulting density estimates will gen-erally have disontinuities at the tree's branh thresholds. It may be possible toimprove the auray of the density estimators by attempting to enfore ontinuitywhenever possible. For example, in the ase where there is only one ontinuous vari-able, if we are given a density tree struture then it is easy to learn a set of linearinterpolations in the leaves that provide a ontinuous density estimate. To do so,we ould use the EM proedure desribed in Setion 4.2.4 to �t all of the leaves'interpolations simultaneously; rather than having two independent hidden lasses forevery leaf, we would \tie together" the two lasses to either side of any branh thresh-old. Unfortunately, there are problems with this type of approah. First, the simpledivide-and-onquer nature of the tree struture-learning algorithm breaks down; thee�et of performing a split in one part of the tree would now depend on the strutureof other parts of the tree. Furthermore, this method does not generally apply to twoor more dimensions unless the density tree has a gridlike struture. If the density treestruture is gridlike, then the multilinear interpolations within the di�erent leavesan be onstrained in a manner similar to the one-dimensional ase disussed aboveto ensure ontinuity. However, if the density tree struture is not gridlike, then on-tinuity annot be enfored straightforwardly in this manner. For example, onsiderthe simple two-dimensional density tree in Figure 4.28. Within leaf A, multilinearinterpolation would interpolate between the values at orners 1, 2, 8, and 9; withinleaf B, multilinear interpolation would use orners 2, 3, 4, and 5. As a result, a dis-ontinuity will exist along the edge between orners 2 and 4 unless the value at orner4 happens to be .75 times the value at orner 2 plus .25 times the value at orner 9;similar disontinuities exist along the edge (4, 6) and (6, 9). Naturally, this situationan be remedied by splitting leaf A into several new leaves, but these additional splitsould reate the need for further splits in other leaves adjaent to A, essentially re-145
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whih values are mapped to whih branh hildren (e.g. [BFOS84℄, [Cho91℄) withinthe ontext of lassi�ation and regression trees; analogous tehniques ould be devel-oped for interpolating density trees. However, employing suh lustering tehniqueswould probably signi�antly redue the speed of our tree-learning algorithms.While we have not yet arefully measured the memory onsumption of the densitytrees employed throughout this thesis, informal examination of the amount used inour implementation suggests that they typially take up roughly as muh memory asthe data from whih they are learned, to within an order of magnitude. For mostappliations, the amount of proessor time required to learn the models is probablymore restritive than the amount of spae taken up by the learned models, given theCPU speeds and memory apaities of urrent PCs. For ompression, note that thenumber of bits required to represent the models ompatly o�ine (e.g. on disk) ismuh less than the number used here in memory (where the model is optimized foreÆient memory aesses, et.). Furthermore, the tree-learning algorithms used inthis hapter urrently do not attempt to minimize spae usage, but ould be modi�edto do so; and even if the algorithms are not modi�ed, they an be made to produesmaller trees simply by providing them with smaller training sets.
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Chapter 5
Conlusions
5.1 Thesis ontribution summaryIn the �rst part of this thesis, I have developed Bayesian network-based algorithmsthat are apable of ompressing disrete datasets with ompression ratios muh higherthan ahieved by state-of-the-art blak-box ompression programs, but that are stillapable of megabyte-per-seond deoding speeds (Chapter 2). In partiular:� I have shown that exellent ompression an be ahieved on real-world datasetsby using arithmeti oding in onjuntion with automatially learning Bayesiannetworks that are sparsely onneted and employ no hidden variables. Thisallows deoding to be performed reasonably quikly (Setions 2.2.1 and 2.2.2).� I have shown that even better ompression an be ahieved by automatiallylearning dynami Bayesian networks that model dependenies between adjaentdataset items, possibly after the dataset has been sorted (Setion 2.3).� I have developed a type of modi�ed Bayesian network to employ in onjuntionwith Hu�man oding in order to address Hu�man oding's limitations, andhave developed algorithms for learning these networks (Setion 2.3.1). Thisallows for signi�antly faster deoding than possible with arithmeti oding,with relatively little redution in the ompression rate.In the seond and third parts of the thesis, I have developed Bayesian network-based algorithms for learning joint distributions over disrete and ontinuous vari-149



ables. In the seond part (Chapter 3), I have shown how reently developed algo-rithms for quikly learning Gaussian mixture models over small sets of ontinuousvariables [Moo99℄ an be pratially used to model distributions over muh largersets of ontinuous and disrete variables via using automatially learned Bayesiannetworks. In the third part, whih forms the bulk of the thesis, I have explored awide variety of novel tree-based models for onditional density estimation, and shownhow to use them in automatially learned Bayesian networks to model omplex dis-tributions over many ontinuous and disrete variables. In partiular:� I have desribed a wide variety of possible tree-based learning algorithms for rep-resenting joint distributions over small sets of variables (Setions 4.2 through 4.4).� I have shown several novel ways of generalizing these models to learn and rep-resent onditional distributions:{ Strati�ed onditional density trees (Setion 4.5.1), whih are learned todiretly model the onditional distribution. These trees an branh onthe variable to be predited one all branhing on the input variables is�nished, thus allowing the representation of omplex onditional distribu-tions.{ Joint density trees that are used onditionally \on the y" (Setion 4.5.2).These are faster to learn than strati�ed onditional density trees, and are(somewhat surprisingly) frequently more aurate as well. Unfortunately,they are slow to evaluate.{ Conditionalized joint density trees that are used either exatly (Setion 4.5.3)or approximately (Setion 4.5.4). These trees provide an appealing om-bination of fast learning, fast evaluation, and auray.� I have provided a exible lass of heuristi Bayesian network struture-learningalgorithms employing these onditional density trees (Setion 4.6) to pratiallylearn aurate distributions over dozens of ontinuous and disrete variablesfrom many thousands of datapoints.� I have presented a marginal distribution attening method that an sometimesimprove the performane of these tree-based onditional density estimators (Se-tion 4.7). 150



� I have performed extensive experimental evaluations of all the above models(Setion 4.8; Appendix A).5.2 Possible avenues for further researhPossible extensions of the researh performed in this thesis were already disussed atthe ends of the appropriate hapters. In losing, we briey reapitulate a few of themore important ones:� Further omparisons of the ompression tehniques developed in Chapter 2 ver-sus other tehniques. In partiular, it would be interesting to ompare theompression rates ahievable with the sparse Bayesian networks used here withthat of the densely onneted Bayesian networks used in Frey's work [Fre98℄,although suh densely onneted networks probably require signi�antly moreomputational overhead.� Extensions of the ompression tehniques in Chapter 2 to adaptive oding |that is, allowing the parameters and struture of the networks to hange as thedata is proessed in one pass.� Appliation of the density trees developed in Chapter 4 to the ompressionof datasets ontaining ontinuous variables. A omparison of the ompressionrates and speed ahievable with the density trees developed here versus that ofthe simpler trees used in SPARTAN [BGR01℄ would be partiularly interesting.� Appliation of the models developed in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 to lassi�ationtasks. (Some preliminary results on applying density trees to lassi�ation aresupplied in Appendix A.5, but further development and experimentation arewarranted.)
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Appendix A
Supplemental experimental results
A.1 Pruning, branh variable seletion, and branhthreshold seletionThroughout all other experiments in this thesis, we have used the greedy algorithmdesribed in Setion 4.4.1 for seleting branh variables, and the post-pruning methoddesribed in Setion 4.4.3 for determining when to use leaves rather than branhes.Furthermore, eah branh on a ontinuous variable always used the midpoint of thebranh variable's urrently valid range as its split threshold. In this setion we performa series of experiments in whih these aspets of the algorithms are varied:� The \Joint Uniform" and \Joint MLI" (\MLI" for \multilinear interpolation")algorithms use the same pruning, branh variable seletion, and branh thresh-old seletion strategies as before.� The \Joint Uniform w/Grid Selet" and \Joint MLI w/Grid Selet" algorithmsare idential to \Joint Uniform" and \Joint MLI," respetively, exept the vari-able on whih to branh is determined by the \taking turns" strategy desribedin Setion 4.4.1.� The \w/Stopping" algorithms are idential to the orreponding default algo-rithms exept the pruning strategy has been hanged from post-pruning tostopping (Setion 4.4.3). 163



� The \w/Greedy Threshold" algorithms are idential to the orresponding de-fault algorithms exept the threshold seletion algorithm has been hanged fromthe midpoint method to the more expensive method desribed in Setion 4.4.2.The results are shown in Figures A.1 and A.2.When uniform-density leaves are employed, the greedy variable seletion algorithmatually performs worse than the simpler \taking turns" method on all the synthetidatasets and on the Bio dataset with high-magnitude noise. When multilinearlyinterpolated leaves are employed instead, however, greedy variable seletion neverperforms worse than the \taking turns" method, and performs signi�antly better onthe Bio and Astro datasets. This may be due to the fat that the greedy algorithmis able to essentially \look further ahead" due to the added representational powera�orded by the nonuniform leaves it uses in the one-level density stumps it uses fortesting. The fat that greedy variable seletion does not generally help more may alsobe partially due to the relatively small number of variables modelled per tree in theseexperiments, and partially due the fat that the two variables in eah of the synthetidatasets are essentially idential to eah other on a global sale.Comparing the results of the stopping and post-pruning algorithms reveals thatwhen uniform-density leaves are used, the stopping algorithm generally results inworse auray than the post-pruning algorithm; however, the stopping algorithmoften results in better auray than post-pruning when multilinearly interpolatedleaves are employed. See Setion 4.4.3 for a disussion of this phenomenon.Comparing the \w/Greedy Threshold" algorithms with the algorithms employingthe default midpoint split threshold reveals that the more ompliated threshold al-gorithm does in fat signi�antly improve the auray of trees with uniform-densityleaves in most ases. However, the auray of these trees is always still signi�-antly worse than that of trees using multilinear leaves and the midpoint thresholdmethod. Futhermore, employing the more ompliated threshold-hoosing algorithmsigni�antly inreases the omputational ost of learning | so muh so that someof the alternative learning algorithms using multilinear leaves are usually both fasterand more aurate. The more ompliated threshold-hoosing algorithm usually de-reased the auray of the trees using multilinear leaves. An analogous version ofthe more ompliated threshold-hoosing algorithm tuned for multilinear-leaf treesrather than uniform-leaf trees might in fat improve the auray of multilinear-leaftrees; however, suh an algorithm would be even more prohibitively time-onsuming.164
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A.2 \Switheroo" experimentsIn this setion we perform a series of experiments in whih one learning algorithmlearns a density tree, and then another learning algorithm is onstrained to use thepreviously learned tree's branhing struture. These experiments serve as a sanityhek ensuring that the di�erenes in various algorithms' auraies are not entirelydue to subtle e�ets they have on the greedy density tree struture-learning algorithm.(For example, it might be oneivable that the main reason interpolated leaves per-form better than uniform ones is that one-level deision stumps with interpolatedleaves give more aurate \hints" to the greedy variable seletion algorithm, not thatthey neessarily make better leaves to atually use in the �nal tree.)Sine the struture of the tree is �xed, we no longer have to hold out part of thetraining data for pruning or evaluating di�erent branh variables, so we allow it totrain the leaf distributions using all of the training data. Naturally, this by itself mayause the relearned tree to be more aurate, so we inlude experiments in whih theseond learning algorithm is idential to the �rst to ontrol for this added auray.This type of leaf-relearning proedure was not used in any experiments outside thissetion, but it ould have been used to slightly inrease the auray of the resultingtrees.Joint vs. Strati�ed treesIn this series of experiments we verify the \soft branhing" hypothesis by omparingthe auray of identially strutured strati�ed onditional density trees and jointdensity trees. While we're at it, we also examine the utility of re�tting density trees'distributions with all the training data one their strutures have been determined.We ompare �ve di�erent density tree learning algorithms:� \Strati�ed Cond MLI (Relearn)": strati�ed onditional density trees with leavesemploying multilinear interpolation. After the tree's struture has been deter-mined, all the leaves are re�tted using all the training data.� \Strati�ed Joint MLI (Relearn)": Joint density trees with leaves employingmultilinear interpolation. Their struture is restrited so that all branhing onthe parent variables ours before any branhing on the hild variable. Theleaves are re�tted after the tree struture is determined.167



� \Strati�ed Cond MLI to Joint": strati�ed onditional density trees with leavesemploying multilinear interpolation are learned; then the trees are transformedinto joint density trees that are then used onditionally as desribed in Se-tion 4.5.2. In the proess, all leaves are re�t with all the training data.� \Joint MLI (Relearn)": joint density trees with multilinearly interpolated leavesare learned, their leaves are re�tted, and then they are used onditionally.� \Joint MLI (No Relearn)": joint density trees with multilinearly interpolatedleaves are learned and used onditionally, but their leaves are not relearned onethe tree's struture is �xed. (These results appear elsewhere in the thesis andare inluded here again for onveniene.)The network struture used for the Bio dataset experiments was idential to thestruture used in Setion 4.8.2. The results are shown in Figures A.3 and A.4.On the datasets with the sharpest distributions (Squiggles, Bio .001 Unif, and Bio.001 Gaussian), \Two-level Cond MLI to Joint" signi�antly outperformed \Two-levelCond MLI (Relearn)", despite the fat that the tree strutures and leaf distributionsused were idential. This learly illustrates that \soft branhing" | that is, learningdistributions over the parent variables in the tree's leaves, and then employing these todetermine the likelihood with whih eah leaf generated the datapoint by using Bayes'srule | an by itself somtimes lead to more aurate density estimates than thoseobtained more straightforwardly from the orresponding two-level onditional trees.It leads to slightly worse performane than that of the identially strutured two-levelonditional trees on the other problems. However, if the tree-learning algorithm isallowed to optimize the joint distribution rather than the onditional distribution |as the \Two-level Joint MLI (Relearn)" algorithm does | then the \soft branhing"helps even more, and joint density trees perform better than two-level onditionaldensity trees aross the board. If the \Two-level" restrition on the joint densitytree struture is removed (\Joint MLI (Relearn)"), the improvement beomes evengreater.Comparing \Joint MLI (Relearn)" with \Joint MLI (No Relearn)" reveals thatre�tting the tree leaves with the entire training dataset after the tree struture is �xeddoes result in better density estimation, but the improvement is usually relativelysmall ompared to the other di�erenes between learning algorithms.168
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Figure A.3: Supplemental experiments on joint vs. stratifed trees (syntheti datasets)
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Figure A.4: Supplemental experiments on joint vs. stratifed trees (sienti� datasets)
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Constant vs. non-onstant leavesIn this setion we perform experiments in whih density trees are learned with uniformleaves, but after the trees' strutures are �xed, these leaves are replaed with multi-linearly interpolated leaves (\Joint Unif to MLI") �tted with the entire training set.We ompare these with re�tted uniform-leaf density trees (\Joint Unif (Relearn)")and re�tted multilinear-leaf density trees (\Joint MLI (Relearn)"). The results areshown in Figure A.5.Replaing uniform-density leaves with multilinearly interpolated ones while hold-ing the tree struture �xed signi�antly improved auray on many datasets (andnever dereased auray). Therefore, the improvement in auray aquired by us-ing multilinearly interpolated leaves annot be due entirely to the di�erenes in treestruture. It is also worth noting that using onstant-density leaves during the treestruture-learning proess and then replaing them with multilinear ones is muh lessomputationally expensive than using multilinear leaves throughout the entire treestruture-learning proess.A.3 E�et of the greedy network-learning algo-rithm's MAXCHANGES parameterIn this setion we illustrate the usefulness of setting the MAXCHANGES param-eter higher than 1, thus allowing the algorithm to employ \out-of-date" estimates forwhih possible ar additions and deletions are the most promising. We ompare theperformane of the \Const!ML" algorithm used in Setion 4.8.5, whih has MAX-CHANGES set to 10, with a version that has MAXCHANGES set to 1. The resultsare shown in Figure A.6.While eah iteration of the greedy algorithm took slightly less time with MAX-CHANGES set to 1, it learly improved the network struture signi�antly less periteration. In fat, it's not lear from the learning urves whether the learner withMAXCHANGES set to 1 will ever onverge to networks as aurate as those foundby the learner with MAXCHANGES set to 10 | somewhat surprising, sine onemight expet the algorithm employing \out-of-date" estimates for the utility of var-ious ar hanges to get aught in worse loal optima as a result. While this singleexperiment does not prove that using high values for MAXCHANGES will always171
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help, it does suggest that it is not generally a bad idea to try.A.4 Diagnosti experiments on exponential-distribution density treesIn this setion we perform experiments that support our hypothesis for why den-sity trees with exponential-distribution leaves performed poorly on the Astro dataset(as shown in Setion 4.8.6): namely, that the trunated exponential distribution hasproperties that ause it to interat poorly with the density tree learner's greedy vari-able seletion algorithm when the data is strongly onentrated near the side of theurrent region's bounding box. We ompare four density tree learning algorithms:� \Joint Exp Greedy (Relearn)": Exponential-leaf density trees learned with thegreedy variable seletion algorithm desribed in Setion 4.4.1; after the struturehas been �xed, the leaf distributions are re�tted with the entire training set.� \Joint Exp Grid (Relearn)": the same as \Joint Exp Greedy (Relearn)" ex-ept the tree's branh variables are seleted using the \taking turns" approahdesribed in Setion 4.4.1.� \Joint Unif Grid (Relearn)": the same as \Joint Exp Greedy (Relearn)" exeptthe tree uses onstant-density leaves rather than exponential ones.� \Joint Unif to Exp": the same as \Joint Unif Grid (Relearn)", exept theonstant-density leaves are replaed with exponential-density leaves after thetree's struture has been learned using the greedy variable seletion mehanismin onjuntion with onstant-density leaves.Results of these four algorithms on two di�erent versions of the Astro dataset(namely, with uniform noise of magnitude .001 added, and with Gaussian noise witha standard deviation of .001 added) are shown in Figure A.7.The results show that when exponential leaves are used in onjuntion with thegreedy struture-learning algorithm, performane is poor | signi�antly worse thanusing onstant-density leaves rather than exponential ones. However, if the \grid"branh variable method is employed, or if a onstant-leaf density tree's leaves arereplaed with exponential leaves after the tree's struture has been determined, thenperformane improves. The results in Setion A.1 indiate that greedy variable sele-tion is signi�antly better than the \grid" branh variable seletion mehanism when174
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Figure A.7: Supplemental experiments on exponential-distribution density treesthe leaves are onstant-density or multilinearly interpolated, so the problem is notgenerally attributable to the greedy variable seletion method itself.A.5 Preliminary experiments on using interpolat-ing density trees for lassi�ationThe work in this thesis on density trees has foused primarily on estimating on-ditional distributions of ontinuous variables. In this setion, we present the results ofsome preliminary experiments on using density tree-based algorithms for lassi�ation{ that is, for prediting the value of a disrete variable.The most diret approah to using density trees for lassi�ation is to simply learna single density tree over the disrete output variable and some set of input variables.As disussed in Setion 4.5.1, when the output variable is disrete and the type oftree used is a strati�ed onditional density tree, then the lassi�er is idential in formto the deision trees that have frequently been used in the past. However, none of thetree-learning algorithms desribed in this thesis have used any speial-purpose meth-ods to improve the performane of the trees on lassi�ation tasks, whereas lassial175



deision-tree learning algorithms (e.g. ID3 [Qui86℄ and CART [BFOS84℄) have branhthreshold seletion methods and pruning methods spei�ally designed for lassi�a-tion. Thus, one might expet these speial-purpose deision-tree learning algorithmsto generally perform better at lassi�ation than the density trees developed in thisthesis.First, we ompare the lassi�ation performane of joint density trees using mul-tilinear interpolation within the leaves versus the performane of J48, an implemen-tation of the C4.5 [Qui93℄ deision-tree learning algorithm publially available in theWeka mahine learning library [FHT+02℄. Sine joint density trees an only be ef-fetively learned when the number of input variables is relatively small, we use aversion of the greedy Bayesian network-learning algorithm desribed in Figure 4.12to perform feature seletion. Namely, the MAXCHANGES parameter is set to 1; onlyars diretly from the input variables to the output variable are onsidered; and thegreedy algorithm is applied iteratively for �ve iterations, with the starting networkfor eah iteration being the �nal network of the last. This e�etively implements abest-�rst forward feature seletion algorithm.Figure A.8 shows the lassi�ation auray of the resulting trees on one of thedisrete variables (\TNF") in the Bio dataset, with various forms and magnitudes ofnoise added to the ontinuous input variables. We show the mean lassi�ation au-ray in a ten-fold ross-validation, as well as its empirially estimated 95% on�deneinterval. The orresponding results are also shown for J48, both with and without asimilar best-�rst forward feature seletion algorithm employed. (Note, however, thatbeause feature seletion with J48 was rather slow, we let J48 \heat" by using theentire dataset for feature seletion, rather than have it perform feature seletion onefor eah of the ten ross-validation splits.)All the learners ahieved very high auray on this problem when little or no noisewas present; the variable appears to be a determininsti funtion (or nearly so) of oneor two other variables in the domain. The joint density trees performed signi�antlybetter at prediting the target variable than J48 did in the two ases where noise waspresent in small amounts. However, they performed signi�antly worse in the aseswhere no noise was present or when high amounts of noise were present. Examinationof the \Bio + .02 Gaussian noise" ase revealed that performane of joint density treeswas poor primarily beause the feature seletion algorithm hose poor feature sets ina few of the ross-validation splits; manually �xing the input features to a set of four176
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Figure A.8: Classi�ation auray omparisons of J48 vs. joint multilinear densitytrees for the \TNF" variable in the Bio dataset, given di�erent amounts and types ofnoise on the input variables.
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\good" inputs allowed the joint density trees to perform better than J48 withoutfeature seletion, although still not as good as J48 with feature seletion.Figure A.9 shows the lassi�ation auray of joint multilinear density trees ver-sus J48 on one of the disrete variables (\Type") in the Astro dataset. Featureseletion with J48 was extremely slow | we aborted it after over 10 hours of CPUtime | so we �xed the inputs to three features that had been seleted by the Bayesiannetwork-struture learning algorithm using joint multilinear density trees. Thus, theresults for \J48, 3 input vars" in Figure A.9 should be onsidered only a lower boundon how well J48 would have performed with proper feature seletion. (We also showthe results for J48 with no feature seletion; these results are signi�antly worse thanwith the manually seleted features.) For onsisteny, we also �x the input featureset of the joint multilinear density trees to these three features.Joint multilinear density trees had roughly the same auray as J48 in the \Astro+ .001 Gaussian noise" ase, but were signi�antly worse in the other two ases.Notably, the lassi�ation auray of joint multilinear density trees in the ase whereno noise had been added to the dataset was atually worse than the ases where smallamounts of noise had been added. This suggests that the joint density trees may havebeen spending too muh of their representational power modeling sharp peaks in thedistributions of the input variables.A seond possible approah to using density trees for lassi�ation is to use themin Bayesian networks in whih ars go from the target variable to the input variables,rather than the other way around as in the previously disussed approah. When noother ars are present, the Bayesian network e�etively implements a Naive Bayeslassi�er. Further ars between the input variables an be added to model importantdependenies between them, as in TAN lassi�ers [FGG97℄. We might expet thisseond approah to be more aurate than the �rst in ases where the target variableis better modelled as a noisy funtion of many input variables, rather than a near-deterministi funtion of a few inputs.Figure A.10 shows the results of some preliminary experiments on using TAN-likenetworks with joint density trees for lassi�ation. The Bayesian network-learningalgorithm employed is a modi�ation of the greedy network-learning algorithm de-sribed in Figure 4.12 that evaluates andidate ar removals and additions based ontheir inuene on the total onditional log-likelihood of the output variables giventhe input variables, as evaluated over a holdout set. A forward feature seletion algo-178
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Figure A.9: Classi�ation auray omparisons of J48 vs. joint multilinear densitytrees for the \Type" variable in the Astro dataset, given di�erent amounts and typesof noise on the input variables.
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Figure A.10: Classi�ation auray of TAN-like networks with joint multilinear den-sity trees versus other lassi�ers.rithm is used to initialize the network with a set of ars from the target variable to alimited number of input variables; then, the modi�ed greedy struture-learning algo-rithm is run for three iterations, with MAXPARENTS set to 3 and MAXCHANGESset to 1. In the ase of the \Astro + .001 Gaussian Noise" dataset, the data wasdisretized during the network struture searh; one the struture was learned, thenetwork was reparameterized with joint density trees employing multilinear interpo-lation in the leaves. (Using suh trees during the atual searh would have been tooomputationally expensive on this dataset.)In addition to the results for the TAN-like networks and the previous results forsingle density trees and deision trees, we provide results from Weka's implementa-tion of a Naive Bayes lassi�er using best-�rst forward feature seletion. This NaiveBayes implementation disretizes the ontinuous input variables aording to a Min-imum Desription Length priniple that takes the partiular lassi�ation task intoaount [FI93℄, unlike the approahes explored in this thesis.On the \Bio + .02 Gaussian Noise" task, the TAN-like network performed sig-ni�antly better than the other lassi�ers; however, on the \Astro + .001 GaussianNoise" task, it performed signi�antly worse than J48 and the single joint mulitlinear180



density tree. It is worth noting, however, that it performed signi�antly better thanNaive Bayes in both ases. Naive Bayes performs better than deision trees do onmany kinds of lassi�ation tasks (although learly not on the tasks examined so farin this appendix); the TAN-like networks briey explored here may be more usefulon suh problems. Further experimentation along suh lines might be useful.
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